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ABSTRACT
DESIGN OF A 5 KILOGRAM SOLAR POWERED UNMANNED
AIRPLANE FOR PERPETUAL SOLAR ENDURANCE FLIGHT
by
Sean A. Montgomery
The objective of this project was to design an airplane with the ability to fly all day and
all night using only solar power. The airplane also had to satisfy Fédération Aéronautique
Internationale (FAI) rules for model airplane records by weighing less than 5 kg and having a
combined wing area plus horizontal stabilizer area of less than 1.5 m2. The airplane design
presented in this paper, named the Photon, achieved both of these objectives. The key features of
the Photon design were a lack of ailerons, a cruise/climb power switch, and a custom propeller
design. The potential benefit of in-flight adjustable propeller pitch was also investigated. The
Photon was designed to use Sunpower A-300 photovoltaic panels, and Panasonic NCR18650B
lithium-ion batteries. Detailed analysis of the Photon design, including the effect of solar panels
on the wing boundary layer, showed that the Photon design would be capable of perpetual solar
endurance flight between May 21, and July 21, 2013 at 37.13° latitude above the Equator
(latitude of Morgan Hill, California). The best opportunity would occur on the day of the
summer solstice. On this day, there would be 6.3% more solar energy than required and the
batteries could store 8.4% more energy than required to fly through that night. These margins
were less than the 10% that was desired, which showed how difficult it was to achieve perpetual
solar endurance flight given the constraints for this design. As battery energy density continues
to improve, perpetual solar endurance flight will become easier to achieve and more useful.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The first half century of powered flight was characterized by flying faster, farther, and
higher. Present day aviation no longer pushes as hard on these boundaries. Focus has shifted to
improving fuel efficiency and reducing operating costs. There is, however, another boundary that
has been receiving more attention: duration. Growing demand for airborne surveillance has led to
the adoption of unmanned aircraft which can remain in the air much longer than aircraft with
pilots onboard. Although many unmanned aircraft can remain in the air for most of a day, even
longer endurance is in demand. Ideally, the endurance of the aircraft would be as long as the
mission required, which could last for months or even years for missions such as communication
relay or persistent uninterrupted surveillance.
Extreme endurance of months or years is not possible with traditional propulsion systems
which consume fuel. However, a solar powered aircraft might be able to fly for months or years.
If an aircraft could convert enough solar energy into stored energy during the daytime, the stored
energy could be used to continue flying through the night. After the sun rises the next day, the
cycle could be repeated. In theory, such an aircraft would never have to land as long as enough
solar energy could be stored each day for the next night. There is no common term to describe
this ability to fly all day and all night using only solar power. Only a few aircraft have ever
demonstrated this ability and most of those flights only occurred in the past few years. Some
papers have called this ability “perpetual flight.” So far, “perpetual flight” is only feasible during
the summer when the days are long and the nights are short. These aircraft also fly so slowly that
a strong headwind could prevent them from moving forward. To better qualify the term
“perpetual flight” to reflect these limitations, this paper uses the term perpetual solar endurance
flight.
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The technology for perpetual solar endurance flight has only become available in the past
decade. As technology improves, perpetual solar endurance flight will become easier to achieve
and aircraft with this capability will become more common. The objective of this project was to
explore the capabilities and limitations of a small airplane designed for perpetual solar endurance
flight using current technology. The design presented in this paper was named the Photon.

1.1 MOTIVATION
In the summer of 2009, this project was initiated with a question: if perpetual solar
endurance flight is feasible today, why aren’t there more solar powered aircraft flying for
multiple days on a regular basis? The original plan was to answer this question by designing an
airplane capable of perpetual solar endurance flight, and then test flying a prototype of the design
for multiple days to see how well it performed. Although no aircraft had been constructed at the
time this paper was written, this approach had a number of implications for this project.
This project focuses more on detailed design than preliminary design. In preliminary
design, emphasis is placed on the critical requirements that drive the design, but this emphasis
often causes details to be ignored that make the design infeasible. Since the Photon design was
intended to be constructed and flown, any infeasible details would have to be fixed. It made more
sense to spend more time on the detail design. The drawback of this focus on the detail design is
that this project cannot easily be generalized to other solar powered aircraft designs. However,
there are some detail design considerations for this project that would apply to other solar
powered airplanes, such as the effect of solar panels on the wing boundary layer transition point.
These detail design considerations were not mentioned in the papers found during the literature
review process, so these detail design considerations for the Photon design should be useful for
other solar powered airplane designs. Other solar powered airplane designs should also benefit
2

from the detailed design process described in this paper. Other designs will have different
requirements and different operating conditions, but the design process will be similar.
A maximum gross weight of 5 kg was imposed on the design to limit the cost of building
a prototype. Solar powered aircraft tend to be very large because there are many advantages to
scaling the aircraft up. Propulsion system component efficiencies are higher for larger aircraft.
The Reynolds number is also higher for large aircraft which reduces skin friction drag. Structures
can be made more weight efficient when they are larger because they can avoid minimum gauge
of materials problems that smaller structures must deal with. However, large aircraft are more
expensive to build. Scaling an aircraft down makes it cheaper to build, but the advantages of
scaling up act as disadvantages when scaling down. The maximum gross weight of 5 kg was
believed to be an acceptable balance between scaling advantages and cost. The 5 kg limit would
also make the Photon design eligible for a Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI) [17]
model aircraft record. At 5 kg, the Photon design would also be between the weights of SkySailor (2.6 kg) and Solong (12.6 kg) which both had demonstrated perpetual solar endurance
flight in the past.

1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
The history of solar powered flight spans nearly four decades. An overview of significant
solar powered aircraft and papers will be presented in this section. Most of the practical missions
for solar powered aircraft require the aircraft to fly at high altitudes. Design considerations for
solar powered aircraft flying at high altitudes will be included in the overview, even though the
Photon design presented in this paper was designed to fly at low altitudes. After the overview of
past aircraft and papers, recent papers involving solar powered aircraft will be discussed.

3

SOLAR AIRPLANE HISTORY
The first solar powered aircraft flight occurred in 1974. The aircraft was the Sunrise I,
designed and built by Robert Boucher and Roland Boucher [4, 5]. The Sunrise I was designed to
demonstrate both solar powered flight and perpetual flight. The Boucher brothers realized an
aircraft capable of perpetual flight could be used as a low cost satellite. At the time, batteries
were too heavy to store energy for night flight. Instead, the Sunrise I was supposed to store
energy in the form of altitude by using excess energy to climb during the day, and gliding from
sunset until sunrise the next day. Sunrise I was destroyed by turbulence before it could
accomplish this. The second aircraft, Sunrise II, reached an altitude of approximately 17,000 ft
before radio control was lost and the aircraft broke apart in a high speed dive.

Figure 1.1 Sunriser II
Source: [27]
The Boucher brothers were not the only people thinking about solar powered flight
around this time. In 1974, F. Irving and D. Morgan presented a paper on the feasibility of solar
powered flight [21]. In the paper they considered many of the requirements for adapting
photovoltaic cells to aircraft, such as protecting the cells through encapsulation and maintaining
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solar cell temperature with air cooling. They acknowledged that solar power could be harvested
through thermodynamic means (using sunlight to heat up a fluid for an engine cycle) instead of
directly converting sunlight into electricity using photovoltaics, but they did not see any
advantages to the thermodynamic system. Their performance analysis found flight was possible
if the aircraft was designed like a sailplane.
By the early 1980’s, more people realized perpetual solar endurance flight could be
possible and that such aircraft flying at high altitudes could perform the duties of satellites for a
much lower cost. William Phillips at the NASA Langley Research Center published a technical
report in 1980 that considered the design of high altitude perpetual flight aircraft [37]. Phillips
determined such an aircraft would need to be very large and have a very low wing loading. The
lower limit of the wing loading would be constrained by the wind speeds the aircraft would
encounter. For this reason, the aircraft would fly above 20 km (65,000 ft) where the wind speeds
were lower. Gliding all night would not be feasible since the altitude loss would be too great.
Batteries were considered too heavy to store the energy required for night. Future improvements
in fuel cells appeared to be the most promising form of energy storage and would make perpetual
solar endurance flight possible in the future. Phillips also recognized the difficulty of obtaining
perpetual solar endurance flight at high latitudes and winter solar conditions where the sun would
not rise as high above the horizon. He proposed a cruciform wing where the solar panels could
track the sun through the day.
The development of light weight structures for human powered aircraft in the 1970’s
helped pave the way for solar powered aircraft in the 1980’s. The design of human powered
aircraft and solar powered aircraft have a lot in common since both need to minimize the power
required for level flight. After the successful crossing of the English Channel by the Gossamer
5

Albatross in 1979, Paul MacCready and his team at Aerovironment investigated converting their
aircraft to electric power [4, 29]. A smaller backup version of the Gossamer Albatross, the
Gossamer Penguin, was fitted with electric motors designed by Robert Boucher and solar cells
left over from the Sunrise aircraft. The solar cells were mounted on a panel that could be tilted
toward to sun to allow level flight during the morning when the air was calm enough to fly. The
first manned solar powered flight occurred on May 18, 1980. DuPont sponsored Paul MacCready
to design a new aircraft that would cross the English Channel using solar power. Unlike the
Albatross, which flew at a low altitude, the Solar Challenger flew at a high altitude, so the
structure was designed to withstand +6.0 G and -4.0 G loads. The Solar Challenger had an
unusually large horizontal stabilizer to place some of the solar cells which were different and
could not be mixed with the other cells on the wing. Solar Challenger successfully flew over the
English Channel on July 7, 1981 and reached a maximum altitude of 11,000 ft.

Figure 1.2 Solar Challenger
Source: http://ihome21.kennesaw.edu/new/img/solar/solarchallenger.jpg
In 1982, another NASA Langley employee, J.W. Youngblood, published a paper on the
design of high altitude long endurance solar powered aircraft [52]. The resulting design had a
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wing loading of 0.78 lb/ft 2, wingspan of 305 ft, and an aspect ratio of 29.25, to carry a 100 lb
payload consuming 100 watts at an altitude of 59,000 ft. This design was in line with many of
the design studies published later. Youngblood also considered the possibility of mounting solar
cells on the bottom of the wing, but found they added too much weight.
In 1983, the most thorough paper on high altitude solar powered flight came out. The
paper was a NASA report made in collaboration with Lockheed [19]. Detailed analysis of the
solar energy available was conducted. The effects of atmospheric attenuation, reflected sunlight
from the Earth (albedo), and even the effect of infrared radiation on the temperature of the solar
panels were considered. Thermodynamic harvesting of solar energy was also considered. Mirrors
would concentrate sunlight to heat a fluid to high temperatures where the thermodynamic cycle
efficiency is higher. However, the thermodynamic system was ultimately discarded since it
weighed more than the photovoltaic system. The structural design used wire bracing to make the
structure lighter. A separate report was published in 1984 which detailed the structural design
requirements for the aircraft [20]. Many design configurations were considered, with various
combinations of vertical area to capture sunlight at low sun angles. The final configuration had
five vertical surfaces distributed along the wing. The outer panels were large winglets which
rotated to a horizontal position at night for improved aerodynamic efficiency. Two widely spaced
tailbooms supported the empennage. There were no ailerons. Instead, roll control was
accomplished by differential elevator deflection which twisted the wing. Bank angles, however,
were limited to very small values since the large wingspan and slow speed made it very easy to
stall the inside wingtip. The report included many parametric studies of important design
parameters, and also graphed the altitudes, latitudes, and times of year where perpetual solar
endurance flight was possible for the design considered.
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After Solar Challenger, Aerovironment received funding to develop a solar powered high
altitude long endurance aircraft. A prototype, HALSOL was developed and flight tested.
However, it was determined that fuel cell technology was not mature enough for perpetual flight
and the project was shelved. By the 1990’s, fuel cell technology had improved and the program
was revived. A series of solar powered aircraft were constructed under the NASA Environmental
Research Aircraft and Sensor Technology (ERAST) program. By then, the conceptual design of
solar powered aircraft was well understood and the focus shifted to proving the concept. One of
the goals of the program was to validate the maximum altitude predicted for a solar powered
aircraft. Helios did this in 2001 when it flew to a record 96,863 ft altitude, close to the predicted
100,000 ft altitude. Part of the challenge of reaching the high altitude was that solar panel
efficiency decreased above 12 km (39,000 ft) because the low air density did not provide
sufficient cooling for the solar panels [9]. Anthony Colozza at the NASA Glenn Research Center
published a paper in 2003 which proposed to include cooling ducts underneath solar panels
mounted on a wing to improve their efficiency [10]. After Helios proved the high altitude a solar
powered aircraft could reach, Helios was refitted with fuel cells to demonstrate perpetual solar
endurance flight. However, low altitude turbulence encountered shortly after takeoff destroyed
the aircraft. The Helios crash was the end of the NASA ERAST program. Perpetual solar
endurance flight had still not been demonstrated.

Figure 1.3 Helios
Source: http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/0707/helios_cthomas.jpg
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Perpetual solar endurance flight was first achieved in 2005 by Alan Cocconi and his
airplane, Solong [1]. Unlike previous concepts for perpetual solar endurance flight, Solong was
not designed to fly at high altitudes. It had a wingspan of only 4.75 m (15.6 ft) and weighed 12.6
kg (28 lbs). Most of the flight was flown under manual control so the pilots could utilize rising
air from thermals and avoid downdrafts. The efficiency of most speed controllers is very low at
the cruise power setting. Crucial to the success of Solong was the custom speed controller
designed by Cocconi, which achieved above 88% efficiency between 60 watts to 800 watts.
Solong used Sunpower A-300 solar panels which had a high efficiency of 21.5%. The energy for
flying at night was stored in lithium-ion batteries designed for laptop computers. The solar
panels were molded into the composite wing. On June 3, 2005, Solong landed after flying for 48
hours.

Figure 1.4 Solong
Source: [1]
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The next demonstration of perpetual solar endurance flight occurred in 2008 [27]. André
Noth, a PhD candidate at ETH Zurich came up with a conceptual design model that could be
applied to a wide range of solar powered aircraft. He validated the model by designing and flying
an airplane named Sky-Sailor which weighed 2.6 kg (5.7 lbs) and had a wingspan of 3.2 m (10.5
ft). The solar panels on Sky-Sailor were RWE-S-32 panels which had a lower efficiency (16%)
than the Sunpower A-300 panels, but a better power to weight ratio. Instead of mounting the
solar panels to the wing skin, the solar panels replaced the wing skin. Sky-Sailor also used
lithium-ion laptop batteries like Solong did. Perpetual solar endurance flight attempts were made
in the summer of 2007, but were unsuccessful because turbulent wind conditions during the night
drained the batteries before sunrise. On June 21, 2008, Sky-Sailor landed after flying for 27
hours with a fully charged battery capable of repeating the cycle. Sky-Sailor had a custom
autopilot that kept the aircraft between 200 m (650 ft) and 400 m (1300 ft) above the ground, so
rising air from thermals was not depended on.

Figure 1.5 Sky-Sailor
Source: [27]
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In 2010, two large solar powered airplanes also demonstrated perpetual solar endurance
flight. Solar Impulse was the first plane to demonstrate perpetual solar endurance with a human
pilot onboard [44]. With a wingspan of 63.4 m (208 ft), Solar Impulse flew for 26 hours in July,
2010 over Switzerland. The Zephyr solar powered airplane produced by the company, QinetiQ,
had a smaller wingspan than Solar Impulse, but Zephyr did not carry a person [38]. The 22.5 m
(74 ft) wingspan unmanned airplane flew continuously for 14 days until it landed by choice.
Zephyr proved conclusively that perpetual solar endurance flight for multiple days was feasible.

Figure 1.6 Solar Impulse
Source: [44]

Figure 1.7 Zephyr
Source: http://img705.imageshack.us/img705/9086/d02302d07a704461b434175.jpg
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SOLAR AIRPLANE DESIGN MODELS
Over the years there have been many conceptual design models proposed for perpetual
solar powered flight. Most of these simply rehash previous work with slightly different
derivations or assumptions. Since these models only used paper designs and no physical aircraft
was constructed or flown, optimistic values could be assumed without validation or
consideration of practical limitations. Optimization that neglected important parameters such as
aspect ratio and Reynolds number effects would not be very useful for designing real aircraft
[43]. Brandt used solar array areas larger than the wing area, which implied panels mounted
underneath the wing would receive the same amount of sunlight as panels mounted on top of the
wing [6]. Some early papers neglected the variation of collected solar power with the variation of
sun angle [37]. Most models assumed the solar panels were a flat surface parallel to the ground,
but a few more recent papers have accounted for mounting the solar panels on curved wing
surfaces [2].
One of the most difficult parameters to model was the structural weight of the aircraft.
Many models used a statistical approach. Lacking better models, many early papers used
empirical sailplane design equations. Noth improved upon this through statistical analysis of
aircraft of all sizes and assumed solar aircraft would be in the top 5% [27]. A recent paper by
Leutenegger instead calculated the structural weight based on the type of structure used.
However, even this method differed significantly when compared with actual solar aircraft [25].
Some models used Helios as a benchmark, but this only provided validation for a specific size of
aircraft [39]. The HELIPAT project at the Politecnico di Torino in Italy did extensive analysis
and experimental validation for the structural design of a solar powered aircraft, but only for one
particular design [40, 41].
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Recent papers have considered ways to augment perpetual flight aircraft. Klesh
developed a model for the energy balance of a solar airplane as the flight path varies [24].
Spangelo used this model to calculate the best path for a solar airplane remaining over a target
location. At low sun angles, this path optimization can improve the energy balance by as much as
15% [45]. Another idea to help solar powered aircraft stay in the air would be to beam power
from a ground station to the aircraft. Microwaves transmit power very efficiently over large
distances through the atmosphere. Wickenheiser considered the design requirements for a
perpetual flight aircraft incorporating both solar panels and a microwave antenna to receive
beamed power [50].

1.3 TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW AND SELECTION
There is a large range of technology that can be used for perpetual solar endurance flight.
The two important functions the technology must provide are converting sunlight into a more
useful form of energy, and storing energy for use at night.
SUNLIGHT CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY
Sunlight can be collected to power a thermodynamic propulsion system. This involves
using mirrors to concentrate sunlight and using the concentrated sunlight to raise the temperature
of a gas such as steam. An engine can then extract energy from the gas to propel the aircraft.
Although such a system should be feasible to power a solar powered aircraft, the author is not
aware of any solar powered aircraft that have used such a system. Some studies from the
literature review concluded such systems are heavy compared to photovoltaic systems [19]. Such
thermodynamic systems would probably be too heavy for use on a small aircraft.
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A common way to collect solar energy is to use photovoltaic solar panels to convert
sunlight into electricity. There a number of different types of photovoltaic panels. The most
common type is based on silicon because they are cheaper to manufacture than other types of
solar panels. Silicon solar panels are typically found on top of residential and commercial
buildings. Silicon solar panels typically have efficiencies around 15%. There are other types of
solar panels which use different materials to achieve much higher efficiencies up to 40% or
more. Some high efficiency panels have multiple layers to capture different wavelengths of
sunlight. Many of these high efficiency solar panels are used for spacecraft. These panels are
much more expensive than silicon solar panels. High efficiency panels can have high power to
weight ratios, but their high cost generally makes them too expensive to use on solar airplanes.
Another type of photovoltaic panel with high power to weight ratios is thin film solar panels.
Thin film solar panels are easier to mount on wings since they can bend easily. However, current
thin film solar panels have lower efficiencies around 10%. Thin film solar panels are promising
for solar powered aircraft because they offer the best power to weight ratios. However, until
efficiencies improve, most thin film solar panels will not be suitable for solar powered aircraft.
Photovoltaic solar panels usually require some sort of voltage regulator. The voltage
where the solar panels operate most efficiently is usually different than the output voltage
required for the load using the solar power. A device that attempts to optimize these voltages for
the greatest efficiency is known as a maximum power point tracker (MPPT). For a solar powered
airplane with batteries, a maximum power point tracker is required to regulate the voltage
between the solar arrays and the batteries.
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ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
The energy storage technology is even more important than the sunlight conversion
technology. Airplanes have been able to fly from shortly after sunrise to shortly before sunset
using photovoltaic solar panels since the 1970’s [5], but aircraft powered by electric energy
storage systems have not been able to fly for that long until the past decade. This is because
current energy storage technology is much heavier than current photovoltaic technology. The
amount of energy that can be stored per unit weight of the storage system is known as the energy
density. Typical aviation fuels such as kerosene have much higher energy densities than other
technologies for energy storage. Kerosene has an energy density of 11,900 W·h/kg [18] while
current lithium-ion batteries have an energy density of only 265 W·h/kg [36]. The lower the
energy density of the storage system, the heavier the storage system must be. An overweight
energy storage system can create an unsolvable cycle, where the extra storage system weight
increases the power required for cruise flight, which increases the energy that must be stored,
which increases the weight of the energy storage system even more. A light weight energy
storage system makes the cycle work in reverse, which makes perpetual solar endurance flight
easier to achieve. This is why the energy density of the energy storage system is the most
important parameter for an airplane designed for perpetual solar endurance flight. Perpetual solar
endurance flight becomes infeasible if the energy density of the storage system is too low.
There are two primary technologies to store energy that can easily be converted into
electricity: fuel cells and chemical batteries. The compatibility of these two technologies with
electricity makes them well suited for use with photovoltaic solar panels. Both fuel cells and
chemical batteries can be rechargeable, which is necessary for perpetual solar endurance flight
for multiple days. Fuel cells have much higher energy densities than batteries, which makes fuel
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cells preferable for perpetual solar endurance flight. However, fuel cells uses gasses which
require a lot of volume to store, often more volume than the total volume of the aircraft. This
problem can be solved by cooling the gasses to very low temperatures and storing them as much
denser liquids. The cooling system required for this would be difficult to fit on a small aircraft.
Batteries are more suitable for a small airplane. Batteries do not perform well at cold
temperatures, so they either must be heated or limited to relatively low altitudes where the air is
warmer.
There are quite a few different types of chemistries for rechargeable batteries. Lead-acid
and nickel-cadmium batteries have been used for a long time, but they have low energy densities.
Lithium-ion batteries are presently very common because they are used for many consumer
electronic devices such as phones, laptops, and tablets. These consumer electronic devices use
lithium-ion batteries because they allow the devices to be lighter thanks to the higher energy
density of lithium-ion batteries. A drawback of lithium-ion batteries is that they catch on fire
more easily if they are overcharged or mistreated. Lithium-ion battery fires usually cannot be
extinguished once they begin. For safety, lithium-ion batteries should be used with protection
circuits to monitor and regulate the batteries. An important advantage of Lithium-ion batteries is
that they can go through many charge and discharge cycles without losing much capacity. There
are several other battery chemistries based on lithium, such as lithium sulfur batteries, with
significantly higher energy densities than lithium-ion batteries. However, these other lithium
batteries currently lose significant capacity each time they are charged and discharged, requiring
them to be replaced frequently. This makes them poorly suited for most applications which
require rechargeable batteries.
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A variation of the lithium-ion battery is the lithium-ion polymer battery. Lithium-ion
polymer batteries can be discharged at much higher rates than regular lithium-ion batteries,
which make them useful for applications which require high peak power output. In recent years,
energy densities for regular lithium-ion batteries have continued to improve while lithium-ion
polymer batteries have focused on power density instead, and their energy densities have
stagnated. At the time the Photon aircraft was designed, the energy density of regular lithium-ion
batteries was higher than the energy density of lithium-ion polymer batteries.
TECHNOLOGY SELECTION
The sunlight conversion technology and energy storage technology selected for a solar
powered airplane strongly affects the design of the airplane. It was important to select the
technology to use early in the design process for the Photon so the design could be tailored to
match the technology. The Photon design was limited to 5 kg gross weight to reduce costs, so the
technology selected needed to be appropriate for a small, inexpensive solar powered airplane.
Silicon photovoltaic solar panels seemed to be the most appropriate technology for sunlight
conversion because of their low cost, moderate efficiency, and moderate power to weight ratio.
Batteries would be easier to install in a small airplane than fuel cells. Lithium-ion batteries had
the highest energy density available for mass produced, commercially available batteries, so
lithium-ion batteries were selected for the energy storage system.
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2.0 MISSION SPECIFICATION
The mission for the Photon design was to achieve perpetual solar endurance flight and
satisfy FAI rules for model airplane records. The only firm mission requirements for the Photon
design were derived from this goal. The plane had to be able to fly for at least 48 hours
continuously to prove it could achieve perpetual solar endurance flight. The FAI rules limited the
gross weight to 5 kg for model aircraft record attempts. The rules also limited the total projected
area of the wing and the horizontal stabilizer combined to 1.5 m2.
The rest of the mission requirements were created to make it easier to achieve perpetual
solar endurance flight. There was no payload requirement so no extra weight would have to be
carried. There was also no range requirement since the goal was simply to remain flying, not to
reach any destination. This was also why the standard mission profile diagram was omitted for
the Photon design, since the airplane was not expected to cover any distance over the ground.
The Photon was expected to circle for the entire flight over the takeoff location until it would
land. To save weight, the Photon design did not use landing gear. Takeoffs would occur by a
running hand toss. To land, the aircraft would simply slide on the fuselage belly and the edge of
the vertical stabilizer that extended below the tailboom.
The aircraft could only demonstrate perpetual solar endurance in the summer, so hot
temperatures would reduce the air density and increase the power required for flight. An average
air density of 1.15 kg/m3 was assumed for all calculations, except the critical structural load
calculations. This assumption was probably conservative since the aircraft would also fly during
the night, when temperatures would be cooler and the air density would be higher.
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The Photon design had to cruise at a low speed to save power. The stall speed had to be
far enough below the cruise speed so the airplane would not stall frequently during cruise. To
cruise at 20% above the stall speed, the stall speed had to be 17% below the cruise speed. The
cruise speed also had to be high enough to overcome the strongest expected headwinds. Based on
weather data for Morgan Hill, California (Appendix B), the Photon design needed to cruise at 7.7
m/s (15 knots) or faster.
The climb rate requirement was the only other critical requirement for the Photon design
other than achieving perpetual solar endurance flight. The flight could end prematurely if the
aircraft became stuck in a downdraft. If the air descended faster than the maximum climb rate of
the aircraft, the aircraft would be forced down to the ground. An airplane with a high climb rate
could get out of this situation, but a high climb rate also required much more power, which
would require more batteries for energy storage. A climb rate requirement of 1.5 m/s (300
ft/min) was selected for the Photon design. The climb requirement was established late in the
design process once the capabilities and limitations of the design were better understood. The 1.5
m/s climb rate requirement was a low climb rate that still made it difficult for the plane to escape
downdrafts. This was a necessary tradeoff for a design that cruised very efficiently. A propulsion
system sized for efficient cruise power would have trouble with the much higher power needed
to climb.
The last two mission requirements were specific to perpetual solar endurance flight. The
battery margin requirement of 10% meant there had to be 10% more battery capacity than the
energy required to fly through the night. The solar charging margin of 10% meant there had to be
10% more excess solar energy available to charge the batteries during the day than the capacity
of the batteries. These 10% margins seemed prudent given the uncertainty of the actual solar
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energy available and the power consumption for a long flight. The next chapter will describe
how these margins were calculated.

Parameter
Perpetual Solar Endurance
Gross Weight
Wing Area
Payload
Range
Takeoff Distance
Landing Distance
Average Air density
Stall Speed
Cruise Speed
Climb Rate
Battery Margin
Solar Charging Margin

Table 2-1 Mission specifications
SI Units
 48 hours
≤ 5 kg
≤ 1.5 m2
None
None
None (hand toss launch)
None (belly landing)
1.15 kg/m3
≤ 83% of cruise speed
 7.7 m/s
 1.5 m/s
 10%
 10%
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Imperial Units
11.0 lbs
16.1 ft2

0.00223 slugs/ft3
15 kts (17.2 mph)
300 ft/min

3.0 ENERGY BALANCE DIAGRAM
The energy balance diagram was essential for designing an airplane for perpetual solar
endurance flight. The energy balance diagram graphed the solar power collected and consumed
over time. The integration of power over time is energy, so the area under the power plot
represented energy. The energy balance diagram provided a graphical representation of whether
the total solar energy collected over a 24 hour period exceeded the total energy consumed in that
same period, which is the definition of perpetual solar endurance flight.

3.1 SOLAR ENERGY AVAILABLE
To design an aircraft for perpetual solar endurance flight, it was necessary to know the
amount of solar energy that could be collected in a day. The total energy was determined by first
determining the solar power available over a day and then integrating to get the total energy.
The solar power that reaches the Earth at a given time is known as solar irradiation and it
is expressed in units of W/m2. The intensity of solar irradiation depends on the distance of the
Earth from the sun, the tilt of the Earth’s axis toward the sun, the latitude on the Earth, and
attenuation and scattering by the atmosphere. Historical data and theoretical models for solar
irradiation have already been established for the design of residential and commercial solar
arrays. The Bird Clear Sky Model [3] is commonly used by solar engineers so it was selected for
the Photon design. As the model name implied, the model did not consider the effect of clouds.
This was acceptable because it was assumed the Photon design would only fly on a clear day.
The electrical output of a photovoltaic solar panel depends on the incidence angle of the
light rays striking the panel. The output is proportional to the sine of the incidence angle
(maximum when the light rays are perpendicular to the panel, zero when the light rays are
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parallel to the panel). For a solar panel that is flat on the ground (parallel to the surface of the
Earth), the power output over a day resembles a sine curve as the sun rises in the sky and then
sinks back down to the horizon. Just after sunset, the solar panel still produces a tiny amount of
electricity as light is scattered or reflected by the atmosphere from the sun to the solar panel. This
small amount of energy after sunset was negligible for the Photon design, so the solar power
over a day was approximated as a sine curve. With this approximation, the solar power available
over a day could be modeled using only the sunrise and sunset times, and the maximum solar
irradiation value for the day from the Bird Clear Sky Model.
The Bird Clear Sky Model assumed the solar power was calculated for a solar panel
parallel to the surface of the Earth. For the Photon design, the solar panels were mounted on the
top surface of the wing, which was curved. The orientation of the panels also would change as
the aircraft maneuvered or changed heading. For simplicity, the design process assumed the solar
panels remained parallel to the surface of the Earth at all times. This greatly simplified the
analysis since a more accurate method would have had to model the path and orientation of the
aircraft and the corresponding variation in solar energy over time (see references [24, 45]).
However, the assumption that the solar panels remained parallel to the surface of the Earth
should be viewed with some skepticism because it could significantly overestimate or
underestimate the amount of solar energy available for the aircraft. A much more complex
analysis without the simplifying assumptions or flight test data could determine how much
accuracy was sacrificed by assuming the solar panels remained parallel to the ground at all times.
For the Photon design, it was useful to construct the energy balance diagram in terms of
the energy flowing into and out of the batteries. The propulsion system was designed to only
draw power directly from the batteries. The power from the solar panels recharged the batteries.
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The solar panels never directly powered the propulsion system. This allowed the batteries to act
as a buffer, providing smoother power delivery. If the solar panels had directly powered the
propulsion system, the power would have varied as the airplane maneuvered and tilted the solar
panels. For the Photon design, the solar energy available was the total energy that flowed into
the batteries, and the energy required was the total energy that flowed out of the batteries. The
rate of energy that flowed into the batteries was the solar power available, which was equal to
the solar irradiance multiplied by the total efficiency of the sunlight conversion system
(encapsulation, solar panels, and MPPT).
After the solar power available was established, its variation over a day was plotted.
Figure 3.1 shows the solar power available over a 48 hour period. Although perpetual solar
endurance flight only required the energy balance for a 24 hour period, 48 hours were shown in
the following figures to emphasize this was a 24 hour cycle that repeated. Since energy is the
integral of power, the total solar energy available was the area under the curve.

Figure 3.1 Energy balance diagram: solar energy available
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3.2 ENERGY REQUIRED
The solar energy available had to be balanced against the energy required for the aircraft
to remain in flight. Once again, the total energy required was found by first determining the
power required over a day and then integrating to get the total energy.
Another major assumption was made to simplify the energy required analysis. It was
assumed the Photon would fly at a constant speed and altitude for the entire day, which kept the
power required constant. This was not a totally unreasonable assumption. If the airplane began
the day already flying and did not land, no change in altitude would be required. A good pilot or
autopilot could hold altitude and airspeed very well in good weather conditions. The major
assumption was that steady wind, gusts, rising air, or sinking air would not significantly change
the power required to maintain flight. The accuracy of this assumption depended on the actual
weather conditions at the time of flight. It was simpler to neglect the weather conditions for the
design analysis.
The total energy required could be calculated by integrating the power coming out of the
batteries over time. The power required from the batteries was different than the thrust power
required for flight since battery power was lost as it was transferred through the propulsion
system. In the context of the energy balance diagram, the phrases “power required” or “energy
required” refer to the power and energy required from the batteries, not the thrust power or
energy. The battery power required was calculated by multiplying the thrust power required by
the efficiency of the propulsion system. The battery power required was plotted on the energy
balance diagram (blue line in Figure 3.2). The total energy required was the area under the
power required line.
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Figure 3.2 Energy balance diagram: solar power available and power required

3.3 ENERGY BALANCE
Once the total solar energy available and the total energy required were determined, the
energy balance was evaluated to determine if perpetual solar endurance flight would be possible.
Figure 3.3 shows the total solar energy available. This energy was divided into two parts. The
part below the blue line was solar energy that was immediately consumed to keep the airplane
flying (dark yellow area in Figure 3.3). The area above the blue line was excess solar energy that
was not used for flight during the daytime (bright yellow area in Figure 3.3). Once the solar
power curve dropped below the power required (where the black line intersects the blue line
around 19:00), the batteries had to supply the missing power until the sun had risen high enough
the next day to supply all the power required (where the black line intersects the blue line around
7:00). The total energy the batteries had to supply was the dark red area in Figure 3.4. If the
excess solar energy (bright yellow area) was greater than the battery energy required (dark red
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area), then there was enough excess solar energy to fully charge the batteries for night flight and
perpetual solar endurance flight was possible.

Figure 3.3 Energy balance diagram: solar energy consumed and excess solar energy

Figure 3.4 Energy balance diagram: battery energy required
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3.4 ALTITUDE ENERGY STORAGE
Not all of the excess solar energy available could be used to charge the batteries. Once
the batteries were fully charged, excess solar energy could not be added to the batteries. It was
possible to design the airplane so the excess solar energy would exactly match the battery
capacity, however, such a design would have been marginal. The actual excess solar energy for a
flight could be less than expected due to clouds or landscape obscuring the sun, or higher than
expected power consumption by the aircraft. If this occurred, the batteries would not be fully
charged, which would result in unused battery weight being carried around all day and all night.
Unused battery weight provided no benefits and increased the power required. To avoid carrying
unused battery weight, it was better to design the plane to have more excess solar energy than the
batteries could store. When the energy balance diagram was adjusted to show not all of the
excess solar energy was used to charge the batteries, the bright yellow area was equal to the dark
red area, which left a portion of the solar energy unused (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 Energy balance diagram: adjusted excess solar energy
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Batteries are not the only way to store solar energy. Solar energy can also be stored as
potential energy in the form of altitude. Unused solar energy can be converted to potential energy
by using solar energy to climb to a higher altitude. The stored potential energy can later be
released by descending to a lower altitude. An advantage of using altitude to store energy is that
it doesn’t add any weight to the airplane. However, this is not a very efficient way to store
energy. Air density decreases as altitude increases, and an airplane has to fly faster in lower
density air to produce the same amount of lift, which causes the power required to go up as the
altitude increases. Despite this drawback, altitude energy storage is an easy way to make use of
unused solar energy that would otherwise be wasted.
The benefits of altitude energy storage are shown in Figure 3.6. Once the batteries were
fully charged around 16:00, the plane would begin climbing using the excess solar power
available (orange area). As the sun would move lower in the sky, the excess solar power would
decrease and the plane would climb more slowly. When there was no more excess solar power
available, the aircraft would level off briefly (around 18:00). As the sun continued to move lower
in the sky, the solar power would no longer be sufficient to maintain altitude. Instead of using
battery power to maintain altitude, the airplane would begin to descend slowly. The descent rate
would increase as the sun moved toward the horizon. After sunset, the airplane would no longer
use electrical power and would be in a pure glide. Once the plane reached the original cruise
altitude, all of the energy stored as altitude would have been used. At this altitude the plane
would have to use battery power to supply all of the power required to maintain altitude. In
Figure 3.6, this occurred just after sunset (20:00). Altitude energy storage reduced the total
battery capacity required. Comparing Figure 3.5 to Figure 3.6, the dark red area in Figure 3.5
was reduced by the size of the green area, which would reduce the total battery weight required.
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To be conservative, the Photon design did not depend on altitude energy storage. The
mission requirement to have 10% more battery capacity than required assumed no altitude
energy storage was used. The other energy margin requirement was to have 10% more excess
solar energy than required to charge the batteries. These were the battery and solar charging
margins.

Figure 3.6 Energy balance diagram with altitude energy storage

3.5 KEY ASSUMPTIONS
The battery and solar charging margins seemed prudent as long as the energy balance
analysis was fairly accurate. The accuracy of the analysis depended on these key assumptions:


The solar panels remained parallel to the ground at all times



Clear sky with no clouds



Power for cruise remained constant



The effect of temperature on the solar cell efficiency was neglected
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4.0 DESIGN METHOD
The design method for the Photon design was very similar to the design methods used for
other aircraft. An initial design was proposed and then iterated through more and more detailed
analysis and redesign until a design was found which satisfied the requirements. The main
difference between the Photon design and other aircraft was the requirements for perpetual solar
endurance flight were so demanding that a much better initial guess was needed. A flow chart of
the design process is shown in Figure 4.1.
The first step was the same as for any airplane design. Some assumptions were made
about the aircraft parameters and then the design was analyzed to see if these parameter values
could satisfy the mission requirements. For the Photon design, this first step was repeated many
times so a Matlab script was created to speed up the process. The Matlab script performed the
energy balance analysis for the design to see if it could meet the requirements (section 4.2).
Initially, the author had no clue what parameter values could satisfy the requirements for
perpetual solar endurance. This Matlab script was necessary to quickly test many different
parameter values for feasibility. The script was used throughout the design process, even after
the design had been finalized. The Matlab script was used to reevaluate the energy margins after
minor adjustments were made to the final design parameters.
Once some feasible parameter values had been found, the next step was to come up with
a preliminary design. This preliminary design was analyzed to see if it could actually achieve the
assumed parameter values. At this point in the design process only rough estimates were
calculated. If the preliminary design could achieve the assumed parameter values, the
preliminary design advanced to the detail design step. If the preliminary design did not achieve
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the assumed parameter values but was close, an attempt was made to improve the design. If the
preliminary design was not close to achieving the assumed parameter values, the design had to
start all over from the beginning with different assumed parameter values.
The detail design step required a much more complete design than the preliminary design
step. In the detail design step, the aircraft was modeled in detail using computer aided design
(CAD) software. All the details of the design had to be considered, from the propeller design to
the thickness of the wing ribs. The design was analyzed again to see if the assumed parameter
values had been satisfied, but this time the analysis was much more thorough for better accuracy.
If the parameter values were not met but were close, the design was refined. In the detail design
analysis, the parameter values had to match much more closely than for the preliminary design
analysis. If the design could not match the initial assumed parameter values, then the process had
to start over from the beginning again with different parameter value assumptions. Once the
detail design achieved the assumed parameter values, the design was finalized. Further redesign
iterations could have improved the design, but the gains from the redesign would have been
smaller. Once the requirements were satisfied, the design was capable of perpetual solar
endurance flight, so no further design was needed.
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Figure 4.1 Design process flow chart

4.1 ANALYSIS TOOLS
A number of analysis tools were used in the design process. The CAD software, CATIA,
was used to model the detailed design of the Photon. The detailed CATIA model was used to
determine component weights, total aircraft inertias, and the location of the center of gravity.
Several programs developed by Mark Drela were used extensively to design the Photon. Two
dimensional airfoil analysis was performed with XFOIL [14]. XFOIL was used for several
applications besides analyzing airfoils. XFOIL was used to estimate the profile drag of the wing,
and to estimate the potential drag increase if the solar panels tripped the boundary layer on the
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top of the wing (section 15.1). XFOIL was also used to estimate the fuselage drag, and to analyze
the propeller airfoil. QMIL was used to design the propeller, and QPROP [13] was used to
analyze the combined motor and propeller performance. The vortex lattice code, AVL [12] was
used to estimate the 3-D flow around the plane. AVL was used to obtain the wing lift distribution
for calculating induced drag and structural loads. AVL also performed the stability and control
analysis for the Photon design. Matlab was used throughout the design process to speed up and
automate calculations that were repeated many times.

4.2 ENERGYBALANCE.M MATLAB SCRIPT
Energybalance.m was the Matlab script that was written to check the feasibility of
perpetual solar endurance flight. The script was used and improved throughout the design
process and it may be the most useful result from the project. How the script was used will be
explained, since the script is a good starting point for any future designers pursuing perpetual
solar endurance flight. The script can be found in Appendix I. Before reviewing the script, it is
useful to be familiar with the energy balance analysis from chapter 3.0.
The script assumed the gross weight of the airplane was already known, since the Photon
design had a fixed maximum weight of 5 kg. Instead of specifying the weight of the aircraft
structure, the airframe weight was used as a figure of merit to evaluate the design. The required
weight of the batteries and solar panels could be determined from the energy balance analysis.
Subtracting the battery and solar panel weight from the 5 kg gross weight gave the weight
available for everything else including the airframe structure. This was done partly because the
author did not have the experience to know what a viable airframe weight would be for this type
of aircraft. The airframe weight was considered a figure of merit for comparing designs. Designs
with weight available for the airframe were considered better designs.
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The other important criteria used evaluate designs were the energy margins. The energy
balance calculations determined the margin of extra battery capacity and the margin of extra
solar energy for charging the batteries. Designs with larger margins were better designs. If either
of these margins were negative, perpetual solar endurance flight was not possible.
The main purpose of the script was to determine what combination of input parameters
could produce a feasible design. The primary input parameters were the aircraft gross weight, the
wing area, the cruise lift coefficient, the cruise lift to drag ratio, the efficiency of the propulsion
system components, the solar panel properties, the battery properties, and the solar irradiation
parameters. For the Photon design, FAI rules largely determined the aircraft weight and the wing
area values. The selection of the solar panels, the batteries, and the date and location of the flight
largely determined the rest of the input values. The three critical values determined by the design
were the total propulsion system efficiency, the weight of the airframe, and the cruise lift to drag
ratio. The solar panels and batteries had to be selected before these three critical design
parameter values could be determined for the Photon design.

4.3 SOLAR PANEL AND BATTERY SELECTION
The type of solar conversion technology and the energy storage technology were selected
early in the project (section 1.3). This section describes the specific commercial products that
were selected for the Photon design.
SOLAR PANELS
The solar panels selected for the Photon design were Sunpower A-300 photovoltaic solar
panels [46]. These were the same type of solar panels that were used on the Solong solar
powered airplane. The Sunpower panels were more efficient than most silicon based solar
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panels. The 21.5% efficiency of the A-300 panels was significantly better than typical silicon
solar panels with efficiencies around 15%. There were other panels with better power to weight
ratios, such as the RWE-S-32 panels used on Sky-Sailor [27], but the A-300 panels were much
less expensive since they were mass produced for residential and commercial rooftop
installations. An example of the A-300 solar panel is shown in Figure 4.2. The corners were
rounded because the panels were cut from cylindrical silicon crystals. This manufacturing
method reduced the amount of silicon wasted to produce each panel, which helped to reduce the
cost of each panel. However, the rounded corners decreased the total power a given surface area
could produce since the corner gaps produce no electricity. The corner gaps were not a big
problem for rooftop installations, but the gaps were significant for solar airplane designs because
of the limited surface area available for solar panels. Some of the lost area was offset by the
placement of all the wiring connections on the back side of the A-300 panels, which kept the
entire front side unobstructed. The properties of the A-300 panels are listed in Table 4-1.

Figure 4.2 Sunpower A-300 photovoltaic panels
Source: http://home.tiscali.nl/~taildrag/solar_archivos/archivos_images/a300.jpg
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Parameter
Length and Width
Thickness
Surface Area
Cell Weight
Efficiency

Table 4-1 Sunpower A-300 cell specifications
SI Units
Imperial Units
12.5 x 12.5 cm
5 x 5 in
0.3 mm
0.01 in
150 cm2
23 in2
11 g
0.4 oz
21.5%

BATTERIES
The batteries were the most critical technology for perpetual solar endurance flight, since
the batteries accounted for most of the gross weight of the aircraft. The energy density of the
batteries was the most important parameter for the Photon design. The lithium-ion battery with
the highest energy density at the time was selected from among the commercially produced
batteries that were available. Initially, these were the Panasonic NCR18650A batteries [35].
After the Photon design had been completed, Panasonic came out with a newer version of the
battery, the NCR18650B, which had a higher energy density [36]. The newer NCR18650B
batteries had an energy density of 265 W·h/kg, which was 10% higher than the older
NCR18650A batteries. Since energy density was so important, the newer NCR18650B batteries
replaced the older NCR18650A batteries in the Photon design. The newer batteries could store
more energy, so more solar panels were required to fully charge the batteries. However, the wing
design had already been finalized and there wasn’t room to add more solar panels. Instead, the
improved energy density of the new batteries was used to reduce the number of batteries
required. This made weight available that could be used to allow for manufacturing errors, to
carry extra battery capacity, or to reduce the gross weight of the airplane, which would also
reduce the power required.
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A disadvantage of lithium-ion batteries was that they could catch on fire easily if they
were overcharged. The NCR18650B batteries were designed to be used in laptops, so they did
not have a built in overcharging protection. Either protection circuits would have to be added to
each battery, or the maximum power point tracker (MPPT) that charged the batteries would have
to be designed to avoid overcharging the batteries.

Figure 4.3 Panasonic NCR18650B lithium-ion batteries
Source: http://lygte-info.dk/pic/Batteries2012/Panasonic%20NCR18650B%203400mAh%20(Green)/DSC_2680.jpg

Table 4-2 Panasonic NCR18650B battery specifications
Parameter
SI Units
Imperial Units
Diameter
1.83 cm
0.75 inches
Length
6.5 cm
2.5 inches
Weight
45 g
1.59 oz
Nominal Voltage
3.6 volts
Fully Charged Voltage
4.3 volts
Fully Discharged Voltage
2.5 volts
Amp Hours Capacity
3400 mAh
Energy Capacity
12.2 W·h
Energy Density
265 W·h/kg
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PHOTON SOLAR ARRAYS AND BATTERIES
A total of 48 A-300 panels were used for the Photon design to provide enough solar
power to charge the batteries. The panels covered 54% of the top surface of the wing for a total
solar array area of 0.72 m2. The NCR18650B batteries were small so 43 of them were required
for the Photon design. For other electric propulsion system designs, the maximum discharge rate
of the batteries would be important because the discharge rate would limit the maximum power
output of the propulsion system. Since the Photon design had to use many batteries in parallel,
each battery discharged slowly so maximum discharge rate was not a concern.
Table 4-3 Photon solar cells and batteries
Parameter
SI Units
Total Number of A-300 Cells
48
Total Solar Array Surface Area
0.72 m2
Wing Area Covered by Solar Cells
54%
Number of NCR18650B Batteries
43

Imperial Units
7.75 ft2

4.4 CRITICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS
The properties of the A-300 solar panels and the NCR18650B batteries were input into
the energybalance.m Matlab script described previously (section 4.2). The script showed the
Photon design would have to achieve the following critical design values to be capable of
perpetual solar endurance flight. The total propulsion system efficiency would have to be at least
55%, the airframe could not weigh more than 1.5 kg, and the total airplane lift to drag ratio
would have to be at least 22 (Table 4-4). These were very challenging requirements and they
were the design targets that guided the rest of the design process.
Table 4-4 Critical design parameters
Critical Design Parameter Requirement
propulsion
 55%
Wairframe
≤ 1.5 kg
L/D
 22
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5.0 SIZING
An important early step of the design process was to determine the size of the wing and
the power output of the propulsion system. Traditionally, these two values would be determined
by a matching graph, which would plot the wing size and power constraints for various
performance requirements such as takeoff distance, climb angle, and top speed. The only firm
requirement for the Photon design was to achieve perpetual solar endurance flight, so there were
not enough requirements to constrain the matching graph. The Photon design was constrained by
other requirements, such as the placement of solar panels on the wing and the weight of the
propulsion system. The Photon design was also limited by FAI rules for model airplane records.
Ultimately, these other constraints were what sized the wing and the propulsion system, so a
matching graph was not constructed.

5.1 WING SIZING
Solar powered airplanes tend to have very large wings. One reason large wings are
favored is that they provide more surface area to mount solar panels. However, the main reason
large wings are common is because they allow solar powered airplanes to fly slower, which
reduces the power required for level flight. Structural limitations usually determine how large the
wings can be. The Photon design, however, had a different limitation. The FAI rules for model
airplane records [17] limited the total projected area of the wing and horizontal stabilizer
combined to 1.5 m2. Given this constraint, the wing and horizontal stabilizer for the Photon were
carefully designed together so the wing could be as large as possible without violating the rules.
The final wing area was 1.34 m2. The weight of the Photon design was fixed at 5 kg, so the wing
loading was 3.7 kg/m2. In imperial units, the wing loading was about 0.75 lb/ft 2, which was
about one seventeenth of the 13.2 lb/ft2 wing loading for a Cessna 172 [8]. Even though the wing
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area for the Photon design was limited by FAI rules, it still had a very low wing loading
compared to most airplanes.
There was another important consideration for a small solar powered airplane that limited
the maximum wing area. A very low wing loading would allow the plane to fly very slowly, but
the low flight speed would make the plane more susceptible to wind conditions. Since the Photon
design would have to fly for multiple days, a design which required perfectly calm wind
conditions would have fewer chances to demonstrate perpetual solar endurance flight. Although
it was not practical to design a solar powered plane to handle strong winds, the design should at
least be able to handle moderate winds that would be likely to occur on a summer day. The
Photon design used Morgan Hill, California as the reference location for the design. Wind data
for Morgan Hill during the summer was found (Appendix B). Based on this data, the strongest
wind the Photon would need to handle would be a 15 knot wind. If a steady wind speed higher
than the cruise speed of the Photon design was encountered, the airplane would either have to
use more power to overcome the wind, or the plane would drift downwind. Since the energy
margins were already very low, an increase in power even for a short period would most likely
prevent the Photon design from achieving perpetual solar endurance flight. If the airplane was
allowed to drift downwind, it could require a very large area for drifting. The size of the area
would depend on the wind speed and how long the wind remained above the cruise speed of the
airplane. To avoid both of these problems, the Photon was designed to cruise at a speed greater
than the highest wind speed likely to be encountered. A cruise speed of 7.7 m/s (15 knots) or
more should satisfy this requirement for Morgan Hill, California. The wing loading required to
satisfy this requirement is shown below. The cruise lift coefficient for the Photon design was 0.7,
which is explained in section 16.5.
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(5.1)

(5.2)

The FAI rules had already set the wing size for the Photon design to a wing loading of 3.7
kg/m2. This wing loading exceeded the 2.45 kg/m2 wing loading required to overcome a 15 knot
headwind, so the wing size did not have to be changed. The Photon design would easily cruise
faster than 7.7 m/s. The FAI rule was the critical requirement that sized the Photon wing.

5.2 POWER SIZING
The power sizing for the Photon design was a tradeoff between climb rate and motor
weight. A more powerful motor would allow the aircraft to climb faster, but it would also weigh
more. A larger, more powerful motor could be more efficient, but it would have to operate at
higher voltages. The only mission requirement that applied to the power sizing was the climb
rate requirement of 300 ft/min. The rate of climb was given by Eq. (5.3), which could be
expressed in terms of the power to weight ratio in Eq. (5.4). Except for the motor power, the
parameters for this equation had already been determined from the energy balance analysis
(section 4.1). The power to weight ratio required for the Photon design to climb at 1.5 m/s (300
ft/min) was 3.8 W/kg. This was equivalent to 0.0227 hp/lb, which was about one third of the
power to weight ratio for a Cessna 172 [8]. The climb rate was also about one third of the climb
rate for the Cessna 172. This showed that climb rate mostly depended on the power to weight
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ratio, and that the power sizing for the Photon design was reasonable. To achieve the 3.8 W/kg
power to weight ratio, the motor had to be capable of producing at least 187 watts.
(5.3)

(5.4)

The AXI 2217/20 motor that was selected for the Photon design (see section 11.3 for
more details) could produce as much as 259 watts (14.4 volts x 18 amps for 60 seconds), which
satisfied the power sizing requirement. However, the power sizing analysis assumed the
propeller efficiency for climbing was the same as for cruising, which was later found to be
incorrect. The propeller blades would stall under climb power, which would dramatically lower
the propeller efficiency. The actual climb rate did not meet the mission requirement. This is
described in more detail in section 11.5.
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6.0 CONFIGURATION DESIGN
The overall configuration design determined most of the performance of the airplane.
Perpetual solar endurance flight was such a demanding mission requirement that only a very
good design could meet the requirements. The design configuration had to be changed several
times before a configuration was found that could meet the requirements. This chapter will
explain how the final design configuration was determined and describe some of the other
configurations that were considered. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 will describe in more detail how the
fuselage, wing, and empennage were designed.

6.1 DESIGN DRIVERS
The primary design driver was to minimize the power required for level flight. This
implied the configuration design had to minimize drag and allow the propulsion system to
operate at a high efficiency. In addition, the configuration design had to provide adequate surface
area to mount solar panels and adequate payload volume to carry the batteries. Since the mission
for the Photon design required it to fly for a long time, the configuration design had to make sure
the airplane would be easy to control and reliable.

6.2 PROPULSION CONFIGURATION
Large solar powered airplanes, such as Helios, have used multiple small motors and
propellers distributed over a large wingspan instead of a single large motor and propeller. An
advantage of electric propulsion is that it can more easily distribute power to multiple motors.
Multiple motors provide redundancy, and allow thrust to be distributed more evenly for an
airplane with a very large wingspan. However, multiple motors use smaller diameter propellers
than a single motor would use, and smaller diameter propellers are less efficient than larger
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diameter propellers. The propeller efficiency penalty is small for a very large airplane, since a 3
meter diameter propeller won’t be much more efficient than a 2 meter diameter propeller. For a
small airplane like the Photon, the propeller efficiency penalty was much larger since a 60 cm
diameter propeller would be much more efficient than a 40 cm diameter propeller. For this
reason, the propulsion configuration for the Photon design used a single motor and propeller.
The other consideration for the propulsion configuration was whether to use a tractor or a
pusher propeller. The Photon did not have any payload that would influence the propeller
placement, so the only requirement was to maximize propeller efficiency. A pusher propeller
configuration might be more efficient than a traditional tractor configuration if the design
accounted for the effect of the aircraft body on the air flowing into the propeller. The QPROP
program that was used to design the Photon’s propeller could not account for this effect, which
left the tractor configuration as the best choice for the Photon design for high propeller
efficiency.

6.3 FUSELAGE CONFIGURATION
Since no passengers or other payloads would be carried by the aircraft, the fuselage only
had to be large enough carry the batteries, propulsion system, and electronics. Some airplane
designs have used twin fuselages or twin tailbooms to reduce the weight of the airframe. In
general, moving weight farther out on the wings relieves the bending load and allows the
structure to be lighter. However, neither twin fuselages nor twin tailbooms would have been
beneficial for the Photon design. A twin fuselage configuration would have more surface area
than a single fuselage, which would have resulted in more skin friction drag. Since the Photon
design only had a single propeller, a separate pylon would have been required to mount the
propeller on the centerline of the aircraft, which would have added more drag and weight. The
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twin tailboom configuration would not have reduced the structural weight significantly if the
batteries were carried in the fuselage. The batteries accounted for half of the total aircraft weight,
so very little weight would have been carried by the twin booms. Any structural weight savings
from reducing the wing bending moment would have been very small and offset by the weight of
the second tailboom. Since the twin fuselage and twin tailbooms were not beneficial for the
Photon design, a traditional configuration was selected. The Photon design used a centerline
fuselage and a single tailboom to connect the empennage.

6.4 WING CONFIGURATION
The wing configuration was very important for the Photon design. The wing was the
source of most of the total drag for the airplane, so it was important to select a wing
configuration for low drag. Another important design driver was the need to fit enough solar
panels on the wing. The wing configuration was also important for the lateral stability and
control of the Photon.
The wing configuration was influenced by the decision to eliminate ailerons from the
Photon design. The lack of ailerons required the Photon wing to have a lot of dihedral so the roll
angle could be controlled with the rudder. The ailerons were eliminated from the Photon design
because of several small advantages that added up to a significant improvement for the Photon
design. Removing the ailerons from the wing made more wing area available to mount solar
panels. Some weight was saved because the wing structure did not have to be divided into
multiple surfaces, and the aileron servos and the wiring for them were removed from the wing.
Drag was reduced since there were no aileron hinge gaps. The ailerons would have upset the
elliptical lift distribution of the wing when they were deflected, which would have increased the
induced drag of the wing. Removing the ailerons also made the Photon design simpler and more
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reliable since there were two fewer servos that could fail. The large wing dihedral angle required
to control roll without ailerons made the Photon spirally stable. This was beneficial, since the
airplane would tend to circle in place if the radio control link with the airplane was ever lost.
The disadvantage of eliminating the ailerons was that yaw and roll could no longer be
controlled independently. Instead of using ailerons, roll would be controlled by rudder deflection
combined with a lot of wing dihedral. Rudder deflection would yaw the airplane and initiate a
sideslip. The large wing dihedral angle would cause the airplane to roll when it experienced a
sideslip. Since the rudder would control both the yaw angle and the roll angle, it would not be
possible to change one angle without affecting the other. In calm air, the combined yaw and roll
control would not be a problem since turning would require both yaw and roll anyway. However,
if a wind gust were to upset the roll angle, the roll angle could not be corrected without also
yawing the airplane. The combined yaw and roll control also made it impossible to deliberately
cross control the aircraft, which would be required for crosswind landings. Since these situations
should occur rarely and may not even be encountered on a perpetual solar endurance flight, the
linked yaw and roll control was acceptable for the Photon design.
Polyhedral was used to achieve the required large effective dihedral angle for the Photon
wing since polyhedral was more effective than simple dihedral and had other benefits. A wing
with polyhedral has multiple angle breaks in the wings instead of a single break at the wing root
for simple dihedral. Polyhedral is more effective because it uses the outer portions of the wing to
achieve most of the dihedral. The outer portions of the wing are more effective for rolling the
airplane since they have a longer moment arm. Ideally, the wing would have continuous
curvature that increased near the wingtips. This could be approximated by breaking the wing into
many segments and using many polyhedral breaks, but this would add complexity and would
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make it difficult to place solar panels on the wing segments. The Photon wing originally had
only three wing segments for simplicity, but three segments were not enough to achieve all the
requirements of the wing design. Adding a fourth wing segment (Figure 6.1) resolved the
problems of the three segment wing. However, another requirement added in the middle of the
design process caused an additional wing segment to be added.
A spoiler was added to the Photon design once it was realized that the spoiler would be
an essential feature for the design. Originally, a spoiler was considered undesirable since it
would add complexity, weight, drag, and reduce reliability since it would be another component
that could fail. However, later in the design process it became apparent the Photon design would
have difficulty descending or landing without a spoiler due to the high lift to drag ratio for the
design. A single spoiler was preferred for simplicity and reliability even though multiple spoilers
could have provided more roll control. The single spoiler had to be in the center of the wing, so a
fifth wing segment was added to make the center of the wing straight without any dihedral to
interfere with the straight spoiler.
The last change to the wing configuration was to add taper to the wing. A straight wing
without taper was used well into the detail design process since it was easier to fit solar panels on
the untapered wing (Figure 6.2). The untapered wing design almost met the requirements, but the
drag was slightly too high and the wing weighed too much. Tapering the wing solved these
problems, but 4 solar panels had to be cut in half to fit on the tapered wing.
The final wing configuration with five wing segments, polyhedral, and taper was a very
good solution to the physics which constrained the wing design. Polyhedral and taper shifted lift
toward the center of the wing. Polyhedral increased lift in the center of the wing and decreased
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lift at the wingtips by making the wing center more level and the wingtips more inclined
compared to a wing with simple dihedral. Taper shifted lift to the center of the wing by moving
wing area from the tips of the wings to the center. Shifting lift to the center of the wing was
beneficial because it made the lift distribution elliptical which reduced the induced drag. The
wing spar weight was also reduced since redistributing lift to the center of the wing decreased the
wing bending moment. Taper also reduced the structural weight of the wing because it made the
wing thicker at the root, and a small increase in wing spar thickness dramatically increased the
stiffness of the wing spar. The weight of the wingtips was also reduced since taper made them
thinner. This was appropriate since the loads were lowest at the wingtips. The redistribution of
wing mass also helped to reduce the roll and yaw inertia of the plane, which allowed the
empennage to be smaller. The profile drag of the wing was reduced with taper because most of
the wing area operated at a higher Reynolds number than an untapered wing. Wing taper
enhanced the benefits of polyhedral, so a large amount of taper was used for the Photon wing.

6.5 EMPENNAGE CONFIGURATION
Both Solong and Sky-Sailor had V-tail configurations. A V-tail configuration for the
Photon design would keep the empennage surfaces away from the ground, which was important
for belly landings. The V-tail configuration was commonly believed to reduce drag because the
total empennage surface area based on the projected area sizing method for V-tails was smaller
than a traditional empennage configuration. However, the projected area sizing method did not
take into account the reduced angle of attack changes the V-tail would experience. For a
horizontal surface, a 1° change in the pitch angle of the aircraft would also result in a 1° change
in the horizontal surface. For a surface with 60° of dihedral, a 1° change in aircraft pitch angle
would produce only 0.5° of change in angle of attack for the inclined surface. For a surface with
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90° of dihedral, the aircraft pitch angle would have no effect on the angle of attack of the surface.
To compensate for the reduced angle of attack change, the V-tail surfaces would have to be
larger than the size calculated by the projected area method. A properly designed V-tail would
have about the same surface area as a traditional empennage, so the drag would be about the
same for both configurations.
The initial empennage configuration for the Photon design assumed a V-tail design would
be used (Figure 6.1). Once the tail sizing requirements had been estimated, it was discovered the
vertical stabilizer area would need to be much larger than the horizontal stabilizer area. The wing
had a low pitching moment, which only required a small horizontal stabilizer. The large
wingspan and lack of ailerons required a large vertical stabilizer. For a V-tail configuration, this
meant the two V-tail surfaces would be closer to vertical than horizontal and the gap between
them would be smaller than usual. The unusually close V-tail surfaces could interfere with each
other. This could increase the drag and could even reduce stability or control. The V-tail
configuration also produced larger torque loads on the tailboom than a traditional configuration,
which required a heavier tailboom. For these reasons, the V-tail configuration was abandoned.
After determining the V-tail configuration was not suitable for the Photon design, a
solution was found on the Daedalus human powered aircraft design [42]. The Daedalus
empennage design separated the horizontal and vertical stabilizers. The horizontal stabilizer was
mounted on a V-mount above the tailboom. The vertical stabilizer was behind the horizontal
stabilizer, mounted to the end of the tailboom. This was an elegant solution to the design
problems presented by different horizontal and vertical stabilizer size requirements. By placing
the vertical stabilizer behind the horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer had a longer moment
arm which allowed the vertical stabilizer to be smaller yet more effective. Separating the
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horizontal stabilizer from the vertical and attaching it to the tailboom with the V-mount allowed
the horizontal stabilizer to be a single surface that could pivot about the V-mount for pitch
control. This single surface all moving horizontal stabilizer weighed less and provided more
control authority than a separate elevator surface. The V-mount kept the horizontal stabilizer out
of the thick boundary layer of the tailboom, and provided some ground clearance for belly
landings. A portion of the vertical stabilizer extended below the tailboom, which greatly reduced
the torque loads on the tailboom (section 12.4), and increased the ground clearance of the
horizontal stabilizer. The Daedalus empennage configuration was adopted for the Photon design
(Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.1 Early configuration

Figure 6.2 Intermediate configuration
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6.6 FINAL CONFIGURATION DESIGN
The final configuration incorporated all of the lessons learned from the previous
configurations. The final configuration featured a five segment wing with polyhedral and taper.
The wing had a single spoiler in the center and no ailerons. A single motor and propeller were
attached to the front of the fuselage to pull the airplane through the air. The fuselage carried all
the batteries and absorbed the landing loads since there was no landing gear. A single tailboom
connected the empennage to the back of the fuselage. The horizontal stabilizer and vertical
stabilizer were separated to make the surfaces more effective and to reduce weight. The final
configuration resembled the Bubble Dancer remote control glider design by Mark Drela [22].
The Photon and Bubble Dancer configurations were driven by similar requirements to minimize
weight and drag while operating at low Reynolds numbers. Both designs used a single spoiler
and no ailerons. The final configuration was a very good solution to these requirements.

Figure 6.3 Final design 4-view drawing with dimensions
(solar panels and covering removed to show structure on left half of airplane)
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Figure 6.4 Final design with spoiler stowed

Figure 6.5 Final design with spoiler deployed
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7.0 FUSELAGE DESIGN
The primary function of the fuselage was to carry the batteries. The fuselage was 1.05 m
(3 ft 5 in.) long and 10.0 cm (4 in.) in diameter (Figure 7.1). The diameter was large enough to fit
10 NCR18650B batteries packed in a pyramid shape. The battery pack was the largest item that
had to fit inside the fuselage. There were 5 battery packs which were placed one behind another
inside the fuselage (Figure 7.2). The propulsion system components were mounted in the front of
the fuselage and the electronics were placed behind the batteries toward the rear of the fuselage.
The tailboom connected to the back of the fuselage. The fuselage was longer than necessary so
the battery packs could be shifted forward or backward to adjust the center of gravity. The extra
drag caused by the oversized fuselage was necessary to make sure the aircraft would be stable
even if the weight and balance estimations were off. Once the weight and balance had been
verified by constructing a prototype, the design could be improved by redesigning the fuselage to
be smaller.
The wing was attached to the fuselage by a pylon integrated into the top of the fuselage
(Figure 7.3). The pylon mount reduced the interference drag between the wing and fuselage and
kept the fuselage open for payload placement. The disadvantage of this design was that most of
the fuselage was not accessible from above. Three access hatches were placed along the left side
of the fuselage to provide access to the batteries and electronics even when the wing was
attached. A fourth access hatch was placed on the top front of the fuselage where there was no
conflict with the pylon.
The fuselage was designed to be made of woven Kevlar and carbon fiber. This composite
material would be flexible enough to conform to the fuselage shape, yet strong enough to act as a
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contact surface for belly landings. The fuselage would have a foam floor to make it easier to
mount components inside.
A more optimized fuselage design would probably store most or all of the batteries in the
wing to reduce drag. Such as design would require more integration and would make it more
difficult to access the batteries. However, such poor access was not appropriate for an initial
proof of concept prototype aircraft, so the Photon design used a large fuselage. Once the design
and systems have been proven, an improved design should be able to make the fuselage much
smaller.

Figure 7.1 Fuselage drawing with dimensions
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Figure 7.2 Fuselage cutaway view with internal components displayed

Figure 7.3 Closed fuselage rendering
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8.0 WING PLANFORM DESIGN
More time was spent on the design of the Photon wing than any other part of the design.
The wing design had to satisfy many conflicting requirements including drag, weight, stability,
airfoil, solar panel, and FAI requirements. The wing went through many design iterations and the
wing configuration changed several times, which was described in section 6.4.
The wing planform, wing airfoil, and horizontal stabilizer all had to be designed together
because FAI rules limited the area of the wing and horizontal stabilizer combined to 1.5 m2 [17].
The final wing airfoil had a low pitching moment (section 10.1), which allowed the horizontal
stabilizer to be small (section 9.1) and the wing area to be 1.34 m2. The wingspan was 4.25 m,
which resulted in an aspect ratio of 13.6. If there had not been other considerations, a larger
aspect ratio would have been preferred since it would have reduced the induced drag. However, a
larger aspect ratio wing would operate at a lower Reynolds number, which would increase the
profile drag and offset some of the induced drag improvement. A larger aspect ratio wing would
have been more flexible and would have required more structural weight. The main reason a
larger aspect ratio was not used was because it would have been difficult to fit enough solar
panels on the larger aspect ratio wing. The solar panels could not be mounted near the leading
edge since the solar panels could not bend around the leading edge without breaking. A larger
aspect ratio would have given the wing more leading edge area and made less area available for
the solar panels.
The wing required a lot of polyhedral since there were no ailerons (section 6.4). The
center wing segment had to be flat for the spoiler. The middle wing segments were longer and
flatter than ideal to fit more solar panels. The middle wing segments were inclined only 9° to
keep the solar panels closer to horizontal. To compensate for the long and flatter middle wing
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segments, the wingtip segments had to be inclined 31°. This wing geometry (Figure 8.4) resulted
in an effective dihedral angle of 12°. The effective dihedral angle was the equivalent dihedral
angle a straight wing with simple dihedral would have.
The wing sweep angle was zero since the aircraft would not experience any meaningful
compressibility drag. The wing was mounted at a 2° incidence angle for low cruise drag. AVL
analysis showed this incidence angle would place the fuselage at a slight angle of attack during
cruise, allowing it to contribute slightly to the overall wing lift and improve the lift distribution.
As described in the wing configuration section (section 6.4), tapering the wing provided
many advantages. Tapering the wing allowed the aspect ratio to be increased slightly, which
reduced the induced drag a little. Wing taper also reduced weight, drag, and inertia, so a large
amount of taper was used. The final wing design had a taper ratio of 0.34, which meant the wing
root chord length was about three times longer than the wingtip chord length. Since the local
Reynolds number was proportional to the local chord length, the Reynolds number at the wingtip
was one third of the Reynolds number at the wing root. A 10% thick airfoil was used for most of
the wing, but the airfoil thickness had to decrease to 8.2% at the wingtip due to the lower
Reynolds number at the wingtip. A disadvantage of the large taper ratio was that it tended to
promote wingtip stall. This can be seen in Figure 8.1, where the red dashed line shows the local
lift coefficient. The local lift coefficient was greatest about 1.5 m from the fuselage centerline,
which was the portion of the wing that would stall first and likely cause the wing to drop on one
side. This problem was solved by adding 1.5° of washout to the middle wing segments. Figure
8.2 shows the maximum local lift coefficient moved in to about 0.5 m from the fuselage
centerline after the washout was added. The AVL analysis also showed the wing lift distribution
would be elliptic, which was ideal for reducing the induced drag of the wing.
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Figure 8.1 Trefftz plot without wing twist

Figure 8.2 Trefftz plot with 1.5° washout
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The wing planform had to be designed with the solar panels in mind. Figure 8.3 shows
how the solar panels were positioned on top of the wing. There were a total of 48 solar panels
which covered 54% of the wing area. Although it seemed like there should have been another
46% of the wing available for solar panels, this was not true because the solar panels could not
be placed on the leading edge or over the spoiler. A significant amount of area was also
unavailable due to the rounded solar panel corners. Four of the solar panels had to be cut in half
to fit on the tapered wing. More solar panels might fit on the wing, but they would have to
connect to one of the three solar arrays. The 48 panels were arranged into three arrays, which are
shown in Figure 8.3. The arrays were significant because the maximum output of each array
could only be as great as the minimum output of any panel in the array. It was best if all the
panels in an array faced the same direction and none were shaded by other parts of the airplane.
This was true for the center array, but not for the side arrays. The side arrays each had two panels
mounted on the tip wing segments, and the tip wing segments were significantly more inclined
than the middle wing segments. This was the only solution that was found to fit all of the solar
panels onto the wing. Flight testing would show whether the two panels on the wingtip were
worth the trouble. If they reduce more solar power than they add, they will be removed and the
solar arrays will have to be redesigned with fewer panels.

Figure 8.3 Wing top view with solar arrays marked
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Table 8-1 Wing planform parameters
Parameter
Symbol
SI Units
Wing Area
S
1.34 m2
Wing Span
b
4.25 m
Mean Chord
c
0.313 m
Mean Aerodynamic Chord
MAC
0.335 m
Aspect Ratio
AR
13.6
Thickness Ratio at Root
(t/c)r
10.0%
Thickness Ratio at Tip
(t/c)t
8.2%
Total Taper Ratio
0.34

Inner Dihedral
9°
Outer Dihedral
31°
Total Effective Dihedral
12°

Sweep Angle (¼ Chord)
0°

Incidence Angle
iw
2°
Twist (mid panel only)
1.5° washout

Imperial Units
14.4 ft2
13 ft 11 in
1 ft
1 ft 1 in

Figure 8.4 Wing top and front view drawing with dimensions
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9.0 EMPENNAGE DESIGN
As described in section 6.5, the empennage evolved from a V-tail configuration into the
final configuration which separated the horizontal and vertical stabilizers. This final
configuration allowed the empennage to be smaller and lighter. The details of the empennage
design were a result of tradeoffs between stability, structural weight, and drag. The design of the
empennage used AVL extensively to evaluate the stability, control, and induced drag of potential
designs. The tailboom structure required for potential designs was analyzed using Matlab scripts
(sections 12.3 and 12.4).

Figure 9.1 Isometric view of the empennage configuration

Figure 9.2 Side view of the empennage configuration
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9.1 HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
The horizontal stabilizer on an airplane is required for pitch stability and control, but the
horizontal stabilizer also adds drag without providing meaningful lift to the airplane. The
challenge when designing a horizontal stabilizer is to make it as small as possible while still
providing adequate stability and control. This challenge was even more important for the Photon
design since it had to satisfy FAI rules. The FAI rules limited the maximum area for the wing
and horizontal stabilizer combined to 1.5 m2 [17], so the larger the horizontal stabilizer was, the
smaller the wing had to be. This required the horizontal stabilizer and the wing for the Photon to
be designed together. It took several design iterations to get the wing as large as possible and the
horizontal stabilizer just large enough for adequate stability and control within the FAI rules.
The size of the horizontal stabilizer depended on the length of the tailboom, and the
length of the tailboom depended on structural considerations. Once the tailboom length was
established, the horizontal stabilizer was placed just in front of the vertical stabilizer. This
location put the horizontal stabilizer about four mean aerodynamic chord lengths behind the
wing. The horizontal stabilizer had a longer moment arm than usual for most airplanes, which
allowed the size of the stabilizer to be smaller than usual. The final horizontal stabilizer design
was one tenth of the size of the wing. The tail volume coefficient for the horizontal stabilizer was
0.40, which was within the normal range for most airplanes but slightly on the small side. The
stability analysis showed this was sufficient for stability (chapter 14.0). The horizontal stabilizer
was sized appropriately small, but not too small.
Part of the reason the horizontal stabilizer could be small was because of the careful wing
design. The wing used an airfoil with a low pitching moment, so the horizontal stabilizer did not
have to provide much force to trim the airplane. In fact, the center of gravity was positioned so
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the horizontal stabilizer would have no load in the trimmed cruise condition. This reduced the
overall drag for the Photon since the wing did not have to produce more lift to offset downforce
from the tail, and the tail did not produce induced drag. The horizontal stabilizer only had to
deflect by 0.3° to trim the airplane for the design cruise condition (Figure 8.2).
Even though the horizontal stabilizer usually would not produce much lift, it was still
designed to reduce induced drag. The horizontal stabilizer had a relatively high aspect ratio of 6,
which helped make it more effective and reduced the induced drag. AVL analysis showed a taper
ratio of 0.5 would also help to reduce the induced drag. The taper also allowed the structure to be
lighter and stronger.
Instead of a separate elevator surface, pitch control for the Photon design was achieved
by pivoting the entire horizontal stabilizer. The all moving horizontal stabilizer had several
advantages over an elevator. The control surface was larger, which provided more pitch control
authority. This compensated for the slightly small horizontal stabilizer size. An elevator would
have required a hinge gap which would have added drag. An elevator also would have divided
the horizontal stabilizer into two surfaces which would have weighed more than the single all
moving surface.
Table 9-1 Horizontal stabilizer parameters
Parameter
Symbol
SI Units
Horizontal Stabilizer Area
Sh
0.135 m2
Horizontal Stabilizer Moment Arm
xh
1.325 m
Horizontal Stabilizer Volume Coefficient
Vh
0.40
Horizontal Stabilizer Span
bh
0.9 m
Horizontal Stabilizer Mean Chord
ch
0.15 m
Horizontal Stabilizer Aspect Ratio
ARh
6
Horizontal Stabilizer Taper Ratio
0.5
h
Horizontal Stabilizer Dihedral
0°
h
Horizontal Stabilizer Sweep Angle
0°
h
Horizontal Stabilizer Incidence Angle
ih
N/A
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Imperial Units
1.45 ft2
4 ft 4 in
3 ft
0 ft 6 in

Figure 9.3 Horizontal stabilizer drawing with dimensions

9.2 VERTICAL STABILIZER
The goal of the vertical stabilizer design was to make it as small as possible while
providing adequate stability and control, much like the design of the horizontal stabilizer. Since
the wing had no ailerons, the vertical stabilizer also had to provide adequate roll control
authority.
The design of the vertical stabilizer depended on the length of the tailboom even more
than the horizontal stabilizer, since yaw damping depended on to the square of the moment arm.
The length of the tailboom was limited by the amount of structural deflection at the end of the
tailboom under critical loads. The deflection was a highly nonlinear function of the tailboom
length. The deflection would increase exponentially for longer tailboom lengths. The structural
weight required to offset the deflection also increased exponentially for long tailboom lengths, so
the only practical solution was to limit the length of the tailboom. Once the tailboom length was
set, the vertical stabilizer size ended up being about the same as the horizontal stabilizer,
although the vertical stabilizer had a longer moment arm than the horizontal stabilizer. The tail
volume coefficient for the vertical stabilizer was 0.04. This was intentionally larger than normal
to make sure the rudder would have enough roll control authority.
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The details of the vertical stabilizer design were shaped by very different criteria than the
horizontal stabilizer design. The vertical stabilizer had a much lower aspect ratio of 1.9. The low
aspect ratio allowed the vertical stabilizer to operate at larger angles of attack without stalling.
Induced drag was not a concern since the vertical stabilizer would only produce lift during
maneuvering. The primary reason for the low aspect ratio was to reduce the structural weight
required for the tailboom. The vertical stabilizer was not symmetric like the horizontal stabilizer,
so the vertical stabilizer produced torque loads on the tailboom. A higher aspect ratio would have
increased the moment arm of the vertical stabilizer surfaces about the tailboom, which would
have increased the torque loads. The low aspect ratio helped reduce the torque load on the
tailboom. The torque load was also reduced by placing some of the vertical stabilizer area below
the tailboom (section 12.4). The portion of the vertical stabilizer below the tailboom also
provided more ground clearance for the horizontal stabilizer during belly landings. The fixed
portion of the vertical stabilizer below the tailboom was reinforced to withstand landing loads. If
more of the vertical stabilizer area had been moved below the tailboom, the torque load could
have been eliminated. However, the extra area below the tailboom would have made landing
more difficult since the tail would have touched the ground significantly before the fuselage. The
vertical stabilizer was swept slightly and tapered to improve the aesthetics and to decrease the
chance of the tail getting caught by something on the ground during landing. The sweep also
moved the aerodynamic center back, which increased the effective moment arm of the vertical
stabilizer. Half of the vertical stabilizer area was used for the rudder. This provided plenty of
control authority for both yaw and roll. The bottom of the rudder was angled up slightly to
prevent the rudder from touching the ground on landing.
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Table 9-2 Vertical stabilizer parameters
Parameter
Symbol
SI Units
Vertical Stabilizer Area
Sv
0.141 m2
Vertical Stabilizer Moment Arm
xv
1.625 m
Vertical Stabilizer Volume Coefficient
Vv
0.040
Vertical Stabilizer Span
bv
0.5 m
Vertical Stabilizer Mean Chord
cv
0.266 m
Vertical Stabilizer Aspect Ratio
ARv
1.9
Vertical Stabilizer Top Taper Ratio
0.57
Vertical Stabilizer Bottom Taper Ratio
0.71
Vertical Stabilizer Dihedral
90°
v
Vertical Stabilizer Top Sweep Angle
17.8°
Vertical Stabilizer Bottom Sweep Angle
26.6°
Rudder Area Ratio
Sr/Sv
50%

Figure 9.4 Vertical stabilizer drawing with dimensions
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Imperial Units
1.52 ft2
5 ft 4 in
1 ft 8 in
0 ft 10 in

10.0 AIRFOIL DESIGN
Aircraft design is a highly integrated process where one part of the design often affects
many other parts of the design. This was especially true for the Photon airfoil design, which was
important for the aerodynamics, structure, stability, and control aspects of the design. The airfoil
for the Photon design had to be designed simultaneously with many other parts of the aircraft. By
the time the wing airfoil design was completed for the Photon, the entire aircraft had essentially
been designed.
Accurate and quick analysis was essential for the airfoil design since the airfoils had to be
evaluated for many different conditions. The airfoil analysis program, XFOIL, by Mark Drela,
was used extensively for this purpose. XFOIL had been used by many designers for many years
and had proven to be very accurate up to near stall conditions.

10.1 WING AIRFOILS
The most important requirement for the wing airfoil design was to minimize the profile
drag of the wing. The large wing combined with the slow flight speed for the Photon design
meant the wing profile drag accounted for a large portion of the total aircraft drag. A low drag
airfoil design was essential for perpetual solar endurance flight.
The Photon was expected to fly at the design cruise speed for as long as possible to
demonstrate perpetual solar endurance flight. It was tempting to optimize the airfoil design for
the cruise condition. An airfoil optimized for cruise would have a lot of camber so it could cruise
at a high lift coefficient and high lift to drag ratio. Such a high camber airfoil was considered
early in the design process, but analysis revealed the high camber airfoil was impractical. The
high camber airfoil would perform well at the cruise condition, but the drag would increase
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rapidly if the aircraft deviated from the design condition. The high camber airfoil design would
make perpetual solar endurance flight more difficult to achieve since the drag penalties from
inevitable cruise speed deviations would more than offset slightly better cruise drag.
There were many other considerations which drove the wing airfoil toward a low camber
design. A high camber airfoil would increase the airfoil pitching moment, which would require a
heavier wing structure to prevent the wing from twisting. The tail load to trim the airplane would
also increase, which would add drag. A high camber airfoil would need an undercambered lower
surface. The lower surface undercamber would keep the flow attached at high angles of attack,
reducing drag at high lift coefficients. However, at low angles of attack, the lower boundary
layer would not be able to follow the undercamber and would separate. This would result in high
drag at low lift coefficients, which would make it difficult for the airplane to penetrate
headwinds. The advantage of a low camber airfoil for high speed flight was even greater when
Reynolds number effects were considered. The Reynolds number would be higher at faster flight
speeds, so a high camber airfoil that was appropriate at the cruise Reynolds number would be
poorly suited for the higher Reynolds numbers. A low camber airfoil would have much less
difficulty operating at higher Reynolds numbers. For all of the above reasons, a low camber wing
airfoil was most suitable for the Photon design.
The wing airfoil design process began by searching for an existing airfoil that would be
appropriate for the Photon design. The Profili airfoil database [15] contained many low Reynolds
number airfoils, so the database was searched for an appropriate airfoil that could be customized
for the Photon design. The airfoil that was selected was the AG34 airfoil designed by Mark Drela
(Appendix E.1). Other similar airfoils, such as the WE3.55/9.3 airfoil used on the Sky-Sailor
design, could also have been used for the Photon design. Some of these other airfoils had slightly
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less cruise drag, however, the AG34 airfoil had several desirable characteristics that were worth
a small drag penalty. The low drag of an airfoil would be ruined if the solar panels tripped the
boundary layer and caused the drag to increase. The AG34 airfoil was more tolerant of different
boundary transition locations than any other potential airfoil examined. The AG34 airfoil had a
large range of upper surface transition points that had little effect on the airfoil drag (section
15.1). The upper airfoil surface also had gentle curvature which would make it easier to mount
solar panels. The lower airfoil surface had no undercamber, so it would be easier for the wing
skin covering to match the intended airfoil shape. A large portion of the lower airfoil surface was
straight (Figure 10.1), which would make the wing easier to construct. All of these features of
the AG34 airfoil made it better suited for the Photon design than any other airfoil.
Customizing the AG34 airfoil for the Photon design was challenging. Most modifications
to the AG34 airfoil made it worse in some aspect. The only modification that was clearly
beneficial was to increase the thickness of the airfoil. The thicker airfoil allowed the wing spar to
be thicker, which dramatically increased the stiffness of the wing spar and allowed the wing spar
weight to be reduced. The AG34 airfoil was designed for lower Reynolds numbers than it would
experience on the Photon wing. At higher Reynolds numbers, the thickness of the airfoil could
be increased without significantly affecting the performance of the airfoil, as long as it was not
too thick. The AG34 airfoil was modified slightly from 9.3% thickness to 10.0% thickness. The
Reynolds number was lower at the wingtips of the Photon wing due to the large amount of wing
taper. At these lower Reynolds numbers, the 10% thick airfoil caused the boundary layer to
separate and increased drag. The boundary layer separation was fixed by using a thinner airfoil
near the wingtip. The AG36 airfoil (Appendix E.2) used for the wingtip was essentially the same
as the AG34 airfoil, except the AG36 was only 8.2% thick. The similar shape of the modified
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AG34 and AG36 airfoils made it easy to linearly interpolate between the two airfoils from the
root of the outer wing segment to the wingtip. The modified AG34 airfoil used on most of the
wing would operate at Reynolds numbers between 116,000 and 255,000 during cruise. The
transition to the AG36 airfoil would occur at Reynolds numbers between 86,000 and 116,000 in
the cruise condition.
The modified AG34 airfoil had a low camber value of only 2.5%. The low camber helped
to achieve the low pitching moment coefficient of -0.048. However, the low camber also limited
the maximum lift coefficient. XFOIL typically overestimated the maximum lift coefficient, so
the maximum lift coefficient was assumed to be around 1.2. This was acceptable since the
Photon would cruise at a lift coefficient of 0.7 (section 16.5).
Table 10-1 Modified AG34 airfoil parameters
Parameter
Value
Thickness
10% of chord
Max Thickness Location
27.8% of chord
Camber
2.5% of chord
Max Camber Location
36.5% of chord
Leading Edge Radius
0.9% of chord
Cruise Re # Range
116k to 255k
cm
-0.048
clmax
1.2
Cruise cl
0.7
Cruise cd (Re # = 194,000)
0.0118
Table 10-2 AG36 airfoil parameters
Parameter
Value
Thickness
8.2% of chord
Max Thickness Location
27.2% of chord
Camber
2.2% of chord
Max Camber Location
36.4% of chord
Leading Edge Radius
0.7% of chord
Cruise Re # Range
86k to 116k
cm
-0.047
clmax
1.2
Cruise cl
0.7
Cruise cd (Re # = 101,000)
0.0148
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Figure 10.1 Wing airfoil geometry
(root airfoil in black, tip airfoil in blue)

Figure 10.2 Modified AG34 airfoil polar

10.2 EMPENNAGE AIRFOIL
The empennage airfoil design was less critical than the wing airfoil design. During cruise
flight, the empennage would operate near zero lift force. The empennage lift for maneuvering
would be small and brief, so the maximum lift coefficient of the empennage airfoil was not
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important. A symmetric airfoil with no camber would be adequate. For angles of attack near zero
lift, the boundary layer would be fully laminar, so the airfoil design would have little effect on
the profile drag. The drag profile drag would be close to the skin friction on a flat plate as long as
the airfoil was not so thick that it tripped the boundary layer. The main goal of the empennage
airfoil design was to provide consistent control authority. The HT21 airfoil (Appendix E.3) was a
symmetric airfoil designed by Mark Drela for use as an empennage airfoil operating at low
Reynolds numbers. The HT21 was suitable for the Photon empennage airfoil, so it was adopted
without modification. The airfoil thickness could have been increased since the Photon
empennage operated at higher Reynolds numbers than the HT21 was designed for. This
modification did not seem necessary since little structural weight was required to support the low
loads on the Photon empennage. The drag polar for the HT21 airfoil is shown in Figure 10.4. Up
to a lift coefficient of 0.3, the boundary layer would be fully laminar and the drag would be
constant. Typical maneuvers would not require a lift coefficient above 0.3, so this was ideal. If
more extreme maneuvers were needed, the airfoil remained well behaved up to a maximum lift
coefficient of 0.6.
Table 10-3 HT21 airfoil parameters
Parameter
Value
Thickness
5.1% of chord
Max Thickness Location
19.4% of chord
Camber
0%
Max Camber Location
N/A
Leading Edge Radius
0.6% of chord
Cruise Re # Range
58k to 202k
cm
0.00
clmax
0.6
Cruise cd (Re # = 72,500)
0.0119
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Figure 10.3 Empennage airfoil geometry

Figure 10.4 HT21 airfoil polar
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11.0 PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN
Perpetual solar endurance flight would only be possible with a very efficient propulsion
system. The Photon design required a propulsion system with much higher efficiency than
typical for small remote control airplanes. Since power would be transferred through all of the
propulsion system components in series, the efficiency of each component had to be as high as
possible. The entire system efficiency would suffer if any one component had low efficiency,
even if the rest of the propulsion system was very efficient.
The Photon propulsion system consisted of the electronic speed controller (ESC),
brushless motor, gearbox, and propeller. All commercial ESCs had low efficiency at cruise
power levels, which was a big problem for the Photon design. To solve this problem the Photon
design used different cruise and climb battery configurations.

11.1 CRUSE/CLIMB BATTERY CONFIGURATIONS
The propulsion system component that presented the greatest efficiency challenge was
the electronic speed controller for the brushless motor. Standard ESCs had very high efficiencies
(>90%) at maximum power. However, efficiencies were much lower at low power levels. A
typical ESC might only be 50% efficiency at 50% throttle. Since the Photon design would spend
most of the time cruising at a low power setting, low ESC efficiency was not acceptable. Alan
Cocconi solved this problem for the Solong airplane with a custom ESC design which achieved
very high efficiencies above 88% at low power settings [1]. An ESC with such high cruise power
efficiency was not available for the Photon design, so a different solution was found. Instead of
using the ESC as the primary power setting control, a switch would be used to change the battery
voltage from cruise power to climb power. The switch would connect more batteries in series
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which would increase the voltage and provide extra power for climbing. The ESC would operate
at full power for maximum efficiency for both cruise and climb. Even though the ESC would not
perform throttling in this configuration, it could not be eliminated since the ESC was required to
perform polarity switching for the motor.
A drawback of the cruise/climb battery configurations was that fine power control was
sacrificed. Most aircraft use fine power setting adjustments to maintain a desired cruise altitude.
The Photon design only had two primary power settings, cruise and climb, so it would be
difficult for the Photon to maintain altitude precisely. The Photon design would have to slowly
lose altitude during cruise. Once a minimum altitude threshold was reached, power would be
switched to the climb setting and the airplane would climb until it reached a maximum threshold
altitude. Cruise power would be restored, and the aircraft would again begin to slowly lose
altitude. This cycle would be repeated as often as required to keep the plane within the minimum
and maximum threshold altitudes. Fine power adjustments might be possible with an in-flight
adjustable propeller pitch system (section 11.6).
The other compromise of the cruise/climb battery configurations solution was that
separate batteries were required to provide the extra voltage for climb power. If the separate
climb batteries did not have enough capacity, the airplane could be forced to land prematurely
once the climb batteries were drained, even if the cruise batteries had plenty of energy left. If the
separate climb batteries had much more capacity than required, the extra batteries would add
weight without providing any benefit. A decision was made to use three climb batteries for the
Photon design. Three climb batteries provided enough capacity for the Photon to climb for 45
minutes. The number of climb batteries could be increased if 45 minutes was not long enough.
Only a few climb batteries were required because most of the extra climb power came from the
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cruise batteries. The climb batteries provided the extra voltage, but the extra current came from
all of the batteries.
The cruise and climb battery configurations are shown in Figure 11.1. The cruise
configuration had two batteries in series (7.2 volts nominal) and 20 batteries in parallel (2S20P)
for a total of 40 cruise batteries. An electric relay switch connected the three climb batteries in
series for climb power. The climb batteries increased the voltage by 50%, which would increase
the propeller RPM. The motor would then draw more current from the batteries to balance the
higher torque load on the motor. The extra current in addition to the extra voltage was why the
power output increased 200% instead of just 50% when the climb batteries were connected.
There were so many cruise batteries in parallel that the current draw on each battery was very
low. The current draw on the climb batteries was higher, but still within the tolerances of the
NCR18650B batteries.

Figure 11.1 Cruise/climb battery configurations
(the battery colors correspond to their location inside the fuselge)
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11.2 ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER
The next component in the Photon’s propulsion system was the electronic speed
controller (ESC). A Jeti Spin 22 Pro BEC (battery elimination circuit) [23] was selected to be the
ESC for the Photon design. Since there was little difference in efficiency between different ESC
units, the main goal was to choose the smallest ESC that would handle the current and voltage
requirements. The Jeti Spin 22 Pro only weighed 26 grams and it could handle 22 amps of
sustained current, which was more than enough for the Photon design. The battery elimination
circuit allowed the control servos to be powered by the same batteries used for propulsion. This
eliminated the need to carry separate batteries just for the servos that actuated the flight controls.

Figure 11.2 Jeti Spin 22 Pro electronic speed controller
Source: http://www.jetimodel.com/data_products/images/224/spin-pro-22-copy.jpg
Table 11-1 Jeti Spin 22 Pro specifications
SI Units
Weight
26 g
Length
3.2 cm
Width
2.3 cm
Thickness
0.7 cm
Maximum Sustained Current
22 amps
Parameter
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Imperial Units
0.9 oz
1.26 in
0.91 in
0.28 in

11.3 MOTOR AND GEARBOX SELECTION
The motor and gearbox converted electrical power into mechanical power which the
propeller would convert into thrust. The performance of the motor, gearbox, and propeller all
depended on each other, so they had to be designed together. The program, QPROP [13], was
used to analyze the combined performance of the motor, gearbox, and propeller. Most motor and
propeller analysis programs used simple propeller models described by thrust and torque
coefficients. QPROP had a much more sophisticated propeller model, which used the propeller
geometry and blade element theory for much better accuracy. The decision to use a brushless
motor instead of a brushed motor was made early in the design process. The efficiency for both
types of motors was similar, but brushless motors weighed less and could output more power for
climbing.
The motor and gearbox were selected based on the results of a brute force search which
analyzed thousands of potential motors and gearboxes. A very large database of potential motors
and their properties was obtained from MotoCalc [7]. The MotoCalc database had 2158 motors
in it at the time the analysis was performed, which included most of the motors available for
model aircraft. A Matlab script was created to call QPROP to analyze the efficiency of potential
motor and gearbox combinations with the propeller (Appendix J). When the propeller design
changed, the motor analysis had to be repeated. The brushless outrunner motors that met certain
requirements for weight, motor constant, and cruise efficiency were compared. About 40 motors
satisfied the requirements, and all of these motors were very similar. Some motors were
operating outside of the manufacturer’s specifications during cruise or climb, so these motors
were eliminated. The manufacturer specifications could not be found for some of the motors so
they were also eliminated. The remaining motors all had very similar specifications and
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efficiency, so the final motor selection was based on the reputation of the manufacturer. The
motor would have to operate for at least 48 hours continuously to demonstrate perpetual solar
endurance flight, so the quality and consistency of the motor was important. The AXI (also
known as Model Motors) brand seemed to be the most appropriate. A search of the AXI website
revealed some new motors that had not been included in the MotoCalc database. The new AXI
2217/20 motor (Figure 11.3) had specifications (Table 11-2) that fit the Photon design even
better than the AXI motor from the brute force search results. QPROP analysis showed the new
2217/20 motor was as efficient as the motor from the search results, so the 2217/20 was selected
instead.

Figure 11.3 AXI 2217/20 motor
Source: http://www.modelmotors.cz/products/AXI221720.gif

Parameter
Weight
Diameter
Length
RPM/Volt
Maximum Current
Efficiency at Cruise

Table 11-2 AXI 2217/20 motor specifications
SI Units
Imperial Units
70 g
2.5 oz
2.77 cm
1.1 in
3.5 cm
1.4 in
840
18 Amps for 60 seconds
80.7%
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Another advantage of selecting the AXI motor was there were AXI gearboxes that could
fit the motor. The VMGM6 gearbox (Figure 11.4 and Table 11-3) was the only AXI gearbox
with a high enough gear ratio (6:1) to work with the custom propeller design for the Photon. The
VMGM6 was a planetary gearbox. The manufacturer specifications for the VMGM6 gearbox did
not specify the efficiency of the gearbox. Manufacturer specifications for other similarly size
planetary gearboxes suggested the VMGM6 efficiency should be very high, but there was no
data to validate these claims. The actual gearbox efficiency probably depended on how well the
gearbox would be adjusted and lubricated. A gearbox efficiency of 95% was assumed for the
propulsion system design. If the actual gearbox efficiency turned out to be lower than expected, a
custom gearbox would probably need to be designed to achieve the high efficiency required for
perpetual solar endurance flight.

Figure 11.4 AXI gearbox
Source: http://www.modelmotors.cz/products/prevodovka02.gif
Table 11-3 VMGM6 gearbox specifications
Parameter
SI Units
Weight
23 g
Diameter
2.4 cm
Length
2.8 cm
Maximum Design Power
250 watts
Reduction Ratio
6:1
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Imperial Units
0.8 oz
0.95 in
1.1 in

Many design iterations were required to match the motor and gearbox with the propeller
design. The propeller operated most efficiently at a low RPM, while the motor operated most
efficiently at much higher RPMs (Figure 11.5). The gearbox was needed so both the propeller
and the motor could operate at an efficient RPM. A 6:1 gearbox reduction ratio worked best for
the motor and propeller combination used for the Photon design. Figure 11.6 shows the peak
efficiency values for the motor and propeller overlap with this 6:1 ratio gearbox. A closer
inspection of the efficiency curves (Figure 11.7) shows that both were maximized at 900 RPM,
which was the design cruise condition. The propulsion system design went through enough
iteration to make sure the propeller and motor efficiencies were maximized during cruise.

Figure 11.5 Propeller and motor efficiency without gearbox
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Figure 11.6 Propeller and motor efficiency with gearbox

Figure 11.7 Propeller and motor efficiency with gearbox close-up
(design cruise speed marked)
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11.4 PROPELLER DESIGN
The last component of the propulsion system was the propeller which converted
mechanical rotational power into thrust power. The propulsion system could only achieve the
required very high efficiency with a custom propeller design. The propeller was designed using
QMIL [13], a companion program to QPROP. QMIL used an inverse method based on the same
blade element theory as QPROP to design the propeller. Many input parameters had to be
specified before QMIL could design the propeller. The QMIL propeller design file required the
number of blades, forward speed, thrust, hub radius, tip radius, design lift coefficient, RPM, and
airfoil properties to be specified. Some of these parameters were easy to determine, while other
parameters required careful tradeoffs between the many considerations that governed the
propeller design.
The propeller design input parameters that were easy to determine were the number of
blades, the hub radius, the forward speed, and the thrust. The number of blades was set to two
since fewer blades were more efficient and two blades would be easier to mass balance. The hub
radius was assumed to be 0.04 m. The forward speed was determined from the cruise power
analysis (section 16.5). The thrust required for this speed was determined from the drag force
versus speed plot (section 16.2). The forward speed and thrust values could only be determined
after the drag analysis was finalized. Since the propeller design depended on these values, the
propeller was the very last part of the design to be finalized for the Photon design. This is yet
another example of how integrated the Photon design had to be to achieve perpetual solar
endurance flight. The drag of the real aircraft may be different than the drag value from the
analysis, so the propeller may have to be redesigned again after the real aircraft is constructed.
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The tip radius and RPM of the propeller were two of the more difficult values to
determine. In general, a large diameter propeller spinning slowly would be more efficient than a
smaller diameter propeller spinning faster. It was more efficient to produce the same amount of
thrust by accelerating a large mass of air a little than by accelerating a small mass of air a lot. It
seemed desirable to make the Photon propeller radius as large as possible and the RPM low for
high efficiency. However, the Photon propeller had to operate at even lower Reynolds numbers
than the Photon wing. A larger propeller radius and lower RPM created problems similar to
increasing the aspect ratio of the wing. The Reynolds number would decrease, which would
increase skin friction drag that would offset improvements in induced drag. The longer propeller
blades would be more flexible and heavier. Trial and error experiments with QMIL allowed the
Photon propeller tip radius to be large enough for higher efficiency, but not so large that weight
increased with little efficiency gain.
The design lift coefficient was also very important for the propeller design. A high design
lift coefficient meant the propeller would operate near its maximum thrust, since thrust could not
increase once the propeller blades stalled. The importance of the maximum thrust capability was
not realized until after the climb rate analysis (section 11.5). If all other propeller design
parameters were held constant, a lower design lift coefficient would increase the chord of the
propeller. The longer chord would increase the Reynolds number, which was beneficial, but the
longer chord also increased the weight of the propeller significantly, which was often more
detrimental than the Reynolds number improvement.
The propeller tip radius, RPM, and design lift coefficient were varied and tested with
QMIL until a satisfactory combination was found. The QMIL and QPROP files for the propeller
can be found in Appendix H. The final propeller design was 60 cm (2 ft) in diameter and
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operated at 900 RPM to produce 2.25 N (0.5 lbf) of thrust for cruise flight (Table 11-4). Figure
11.8 shows the complex geometry of the propeller. The propeller had a thick chord and the pitch
angle changed dramatically along the length of the blade. The design lift coefficient was 0.45,
which was somewhat high to avoid making the propeller chord too large. The propeller was a
very large for the amount of thrust it produced, which allowed it to achieve a high efficiency of
85%. The actual propeller efficiency in flight would not always operate at the maximum
propeller efficiency, so a more conservative value of 80% was assumed for the total propulsion
system efficiency analysis (section 11.7). The propeller would be made of carbon fiber since the
high efficiency of the design would only be achieved if the propeller did not flex significantly.
The Photon did not have landing gear so the propeller would need a hinge at the root of each
blade. The hinge would allow the propeller to fold on landing to avoid damage.

Figure 11.8 Propeller and spinner isometric view rendering
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Figure 11.9 Propeller and spinner front view rendering

Figure 11.10 Propeller and spinner top view rendering

Parameter
Diameter
Design Speed
Design RPM
Design Thrust
Design CL
Advance Ratio
Efficiency

Table 11-4 Propeller specifications
SI Units
60 cm
9.5 m/s
900 RPM
2.25 N
0.45
0.34
85%

Imperial Units
2 ft
21 mph
0.5 lbf

The airfoil for the propeller had to operate at even lower Reynolds numbers than the wing
airfoils. Figure 11.11 shows the Reynolds number along the blade radius for the cruise condition.
The maximum Reynolds number was less than 90,000, and the hub and tip of the propeller
would experience Reynolds numbers under 50,000. These were very low Reynolds numbers and
it was challenging to find a suitable propeller airfoil. Out of a handful of low Reynolds number
propeller airfoils that were found, the Gunther propeller airfoil was selected because it would be
easier to manufacture. The original Gunther airfoil did not perform well at the very low Reynolds
numbers the Photon propeller would operate at, so the airfoil thickness was decreased from 6.4%
to 4.0%. Even after the thickness reduction, the erratic drag polar (Figure 11.13) showed the
boundary layer did not behave well at such low Reynolds numbers. The maximum lift coefficient
was only 0.8, which limited the operating range and the maximum thrust of the propeller. This
limited the maximum climb rate of the Photon design (section 11.5). The propeller used the same
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airfoil along the entire blade for simplicity. A better design would have used thicker airfoils near
the root where structural considerations were more important than aerodynamics. The propeller
may have to be redesigned if it proves to be too flexible or too heavy.

Figure 11.11 Propeller Reynolds number over blade radius

Figure 11.12 Propeller airfoil geometry
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Figure 11.13 Propeller airfoil drag polar

11.5 CLIMB RATE ANALYSIS
The power sizing analysis in section 5.2 determined the motor power that was required to
achieve the desired climb rate of 300 ft/min. The original analysis did not consider the design of
the propeller. The original analysis used Eq. (5.4), which was based on the propulsion system
efficiency. The mistake the original analysis made was it assumed the propulsion system
efficiency for climbing would be the same as for cruising. After the propeller was designed,
QPROP analysis showed the propeller blades would stall when climb power was applied. The
stalled blades would only produce 7 Newtons (1.6 lbf) of thrust. When this thrust value was
substituted into Eq. (5.3), the alternative climb rate equation, the maximum climb rate the Photon
could achieve was only 183 ft/min. Even though the motor could output the power required to
climb at 300 ft/min, the propeller design limited the climb rate.
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(5.3)

The reason the propeller blades would stall under climb power was because the
maximum lift coefficient of the propeller airfoil was only 0.8 and the propeller design lift
coefficient for cruise was 0.45. The propeller RPM did not have to increase very much to exceed
the maximum lift coefficient. The maximum lift coefficient could not be increased much because
of the low Reynolds numbers the propeller operated in. The design lift coefficient could not be
reduced much because the propeller chord would become too large to be feasible. The physics
that constrained the Photon’s propeller design simply made it infeasible to design a propeller
with both high cruise efficiency and high maximum thrust. The low climb rate had to be
accepted to achieve the high efficiency required for perpetual solar endurance flight.

11.6 ADJUSTABLE PROPELLER PITCH
The Photon propeller design was most efficient at the design cruise condition. Efficiency
decreased the more the propeller deviated from the design conditions. This can be seen in Figure
11.14, which shows the combined motor and propeller efficiency for different voltages (propeller
RPM was roughly proportional to voltage). The efficiency dropped off for voltages further from
the design condition of 7.2 volts for cruise. At the nominal climb voltage of 10.8 volts, the
efficiency was about 10% less than the cruise efficiency. The cruise and climb voltage marks in
Figure 11.14 were the nominal voltages. The actual voltages would vary during the flight as the
batteries were charged and drained. The cruise voltage would be as high as 8.4 volts for fully
charged batteries and as low as 6.0 volts for discharged batteries. This meant the Photon would
only spend a little time at the maximum efficiency condition of 7.2 volts.
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Figure 11.14 Combined propeller and motor efficiency for fixed pitch propeller
(cruise and climb marks are nominal voltages)
Although it was not possible to change the design of the propeller during flight, this could
be approximated by adjusting the pitch of the propeller blades. The rotation angle of the
propeller blades was known as the propeller beta angle. Small beta angle changes had a large
effect on the propeller performance, since changing the propeller beta angle was similar to
changing the angle of attack of the wing. The efficiency plots for beta angles between -5° and 5°
are shown Figure 11.15. At the nominal climb voltage of 10.8 volts, the efficiency was 52% for a
beta angle of 5°, and 67% for a beta angle of -5°, which shows how much of a difference the beta
angle could make.
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Figure 11.15 Combined propeller and motor efficiency for different propeller pitch angles
(cruise and climb marks are nominal voltages)
If the propeller beta angle could be continuously adjusted for maximum efficiency
throughout the flight, the average efficiency would improve, which would make perpetual solar
endurance flight easier to achieve. The maximum potential efficiency improvement for a
continuously adjustable pitch propeller compared to the fixed pitch propeller is shown in Figure
11.16. The average efficiency improvement for a 48 hour flight would be 3% to 5%. This did not
seem to justify the extra complexity that would be required to implement an adjustable propeller
pitch system for the Photon design. However, an adjustable pitch system would enable small
adjustments to the cruise thrust. Thrust adjustments could provide the fine power control that
was sacrificed with the cruise and climb battery configurations (section 11.1). An adjustable
propeller pitch system was not designed for the Photon, but the analysis showed that it could be
worthwhile.
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Figure 11.16 Combined propeller and motor efficiency for fixed and adjustable propellers
(cruise and climb marks are nominal voltages)

11.7 OVERALL PROPULSION SYSTEM EFFICIENCY
The total propulsion system efficiency had to achieve 55% efficiency or higher to satisfy
the critical design parameter requirements for perpetual solar endurance flight (section 4.4).
Figure 11.17 shows the Photon propulsion system met, but did not exceed this efficiency
requirement. Although 55% efficiency did not seem very high, each propulsion system
component had either 95% or 80% efficiency. It would be difficult to achieve much higher
component efficiencies for an aircraft the size of the Photon. The efficiency of the solar
collection system also appears in Figure 11.17. Only about 18% of the energy from sunlight
would flow into the batteries. This was mostly limited by the efficiency of the solar panels, so
the aircraft design had little effect on the efficiency of this process. The total sunlight to thrust
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efficiency was only 7%, which showed how little energy was available for solar powered
airplanes.

Figure 11.17 Total solar energy conversion efficiency
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12.0 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
The next critical design parameter that had to be verified was the airframe weight. The
airframe weight depended on the structure required to support the loads the aircraft would have
to handle. This chapter analyzes the main structural components of the aircraft, and the total
aircraft weight breakdown is described in the next chapter.

Figure 12.1 Photon structure rendering
The airframe had to be very light, so it was important the aircraft structure weighed no
more than it needs to. The two primary structures for the Photon design were the wing spar and
the tailboom. Both of these were analyzed in detail so they could be light weight yet strong
enough to support the design loads. There wing spar had to carry three primary loads: the wing
bending load produced by lift, the transverse shear load caused by wing bending, and the torque
load produced by the pitching moment of the wing airfoil. The tailboom had to carry the bending
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loads produced by the horizontal and vertical stabilizers, and the torque load produced by the
vertical stabilizer since it was not symmetric.
The wing spar and tailboom were made of composite materials. Composite materials can
support very high loads before they fail, so structures made of composites typically deform a
large amount before they break. For aerodynamic surfaces, even a small amount of deformation
could potentially upset the stability or control of the airplane. For example, if the tailboom would
bend under high loads, the angle of attack of the empennage surfaces would change. Since the
Photon was designed without accounting for such aeroelastic deformations, the stability of the
Photon design would be less than expected if the tailboom deformed significantly. The torque
load on the wing could also cause problems. The wing was carefully designed with 1.5° of
washout to achieve the desired lift distribution and stall behavior. If the pitching moment of the
wing airfoil caused the wing to twist even 0.5°, the desired lift distribution and stall behavior
could not be achieved. The stiffness of the structure was more critical than the ultimate load
because of the potential problems caused by deformations.
The geometry of the wing spar and the tailboom varied along their lengths. Calculating
the structural deformation using an analytical method would have been impractical. Instead,
Matlab was used to analyze the structures using numerical methods. The Matlab code for these
calculations can be found in Appendix K. Another potential approach would have been to use
finite element analysis to determine how the structures deformed. However, the wing spar and
tailboom were very thin, so the accuracy of finite element analysis results would have been
questionable.
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12.1 WING SPAR BENDING
The wing spar was made of unidirectional carbon fiber laminates and epoxy. The spar
was analyzed as one continuous structure, even though it was made of 5 pieces joined together.
This assumption was valid as long as the joiners were stronger than the spar itself. The structure
and loads were symmetric about the aircraft’s plane of symmetry, so only half of the spar needed
to be analyzed. The half spar analyzed was composed of 3 segments: half of the wing center
panel, the wing mid panel, and the wingtip panel. The thickness of the spar caps decreased from
the root to the wingtips. The center wing segment used 3 plies, the mid panel used 2 plies, and
the wingtip used 1 ply. Each ply was 0.15 mm thick. There were the same number of plies on the
top spar cap and the bottom spar cap. The height of the spar also varied along the spar length due
to the taper of the wing. The section moment of inertia strongly depended on the distance
between the top and bottom spar caps, so the stiffness of the spar changed significantly between
the wing root and the wingtip. The shear web consisted of one ply of 0.1 mm thick Kevlar fabric
wrapped around the entire spar with a 45° bias angle. The taper of the wing also caused the
stiffness of the shear web to vary from root to tip. This was desirable since the wing root
required more stiffness than the wingtips.
The critical design load for the wing spar bending analysis was a 9 G load. This was a
very high load that was greater than most aircraft ever experience. The wing had a relatively high
aspect ratio so the wingtips could flex easily. A lower design load would have allowed the
wingtips to flex excessively under unexpected high loads, and controllability might have been
lost. The slow cruise speed of the Photon design also made it more susceptible to vertical wind
gusts which could briefly produce large G loads. Overall, the 9 G design load was conservative,
and it made sure the wing was strong enough to handle unexpected loads.
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The calculations assumed the spar was a straight beam and did not take into account the
wing polyhedral. Accounting for polyhedral would have made the equations much more
complicated. The wing spar bending analysis also assumed the primary wing spar was the only
structure that resisted the bending due to lift. In reality, the secondary wing spar, the leading
edge D-tube, the trailing edge, and the wing skin all would help resist the bending load.
However, including all of these components would have made the analysis much more
complicated. The primary wing spar did carry most of the load, and ignoring the other
components was a conservative assumption, so the real wing spar bending should be less than the
results from this analysis.
The wing spar bending analysis considered both an elliptical lift distribution and a
uniform lift distribution. The real lift distribution should have been close to elliptic since the
Oswald efficiency during cruise was almost 1.0. The uniform lift distribution was more
conservative since it placed more of the lift at the wingtips (Figure 12.2). A comparison of the
bending moment for the elliptical and uniform lift distributions showed the root bending moment
was only 10% higher for the uniform lift distribution (Figure 12.3). Since the 9 G critical design
load was already conservative, the slightly more conservative uniform load did not seem
necessary, so the elliptical lift distribution was used for the wing spar bending analysis.
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Figure 12.2 Elliptical and uniform lift distributions for 9 G load

Figure 12.3 Elliptical and uniform lift distribution bending moment comparison
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The wing spar bending deflection was given by the equation:
(12.1)
where E was the modulus of elasticity, I was the section moment of inertia, q(x) was the
distributed load acting on the beam, and w(x) was the beam deflection. The equation would
easily be solved when E, I, and q(x) were constant, by using the boundary conditions to
determine the four unknown constants of the differential equation. However, the wing spar
geometry varied along the length of the spar, so the value of I for the Photon design was not
constant. This made the equation much more difficult to solve. Timoshenko’s Strength of
Materials book [48] had a method to solve for the deflection at a point for a beam with a variable
cross section, which was be applied to the spar deflection analysis. The curvature of the beam
depended on the ratio of M/EI, where M was the bending moment:
(12.2)
For a small segment of the beam, the deflection angle could be approximated by:
(12.3)
For small angles, the line segment distance, ds, was very close to dx, so it could be rewritten as:
(12.4)
The total deflection angle over a segment from A to B on the beam was:
(12.5)
For small angles, the deflection at the tip was simply the angle in radians multiplied by the
distance to the tip:
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(12.6)
The total deflection at the tip was the total contribution of each small segment along the beam
curving slightly:
(12.7)
This was a much simpler equation to solve than equation (12.1). The integral was solved
numerically as represented by:
(12.8)
where n was the number of segments, L was the distance between A and B, and I0 was the section
moment of inertia at one end of the beam. Since it was the ratio of M/EI that was important, the
correct answer could be found by holding I constant and varying M the appropriate amount to
account for the variation of I. By making the denominator constant, the equation was much
easier to solve, and no loss of accuracy was sacrificed. Only a very small amount of accuracy
was sacrificed by using a numerical method, as verified by benchmarks of the Matlab scripts.
In addition to the bending deflection, the bending stress and transverse shear stress were
also calculated. The bending stress was given by:
(12.9)
where c was the maximum distance from the neutral axis. The transverse shear stress due to
bending was given by:
(12.10)
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where V was the shear force, Q was the first moment of the cross section area about the neutral
axis, and t was the thickness of the shear web.
The critical design load parameters and the results of the analysis are listed in Table 12-1.
The analysis results were plotted graphically in Figure 12.4. The analysis showed the wingtip
would deflect 31.7 cm (12.4 in) under a 9 G load. This corresponded to a dihedral angle of 8.2°
for a wing with no dihedral. Since the real aircraft has polyhedral, the real wingtip deflection
would be less than 8.2°. This would not cause any unusual control problems, so the wing spar
would be stiff enough even under high loads. The bending stress had a safety factor of about 2.0
and the shear stress had a safety factor of about 1.5.

Figure 12.4 Wing spar bending analysis
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Table 12-1 Wing spar bending analysis parameters and results
Parameter
Symbol
SI Units
Imperial Units
Critical Load Parameters
Aircraft Weight
W
49 N
11 lbf
Load Factor
n
9G
Half Wingspan
b/2
2.2 m
7 ft 3 in
Modulus of Elasticity
E
135 GPa
19,600 ksi
Elliptical Lift Distribution
Calculated in liftloc.m (see Appendix K.7)
Results
Tip Deflection
31.6 cm
12.4 inches

Max Bending Stress
0.557
GPa
80,800 psi
 max
Allowed Bending Stress
1.2 GPa
174,000 psi
 allowed
Max Shear Stress
33.2 MPa
4,820 psi
max
Allowed Shear Stress
50 MPa
7,250 psi
 allowed

12.2 D-TUBE TWIST
The positive camber of the wing airfoil produced a negative pitching moment. The
negative pitching moment resulted in a torque across the wingspan that tended to twist the
leading edge down, especially at the wingtips. The twist would change the angle of attack, and,
therefore, change the lift distribution over the wing. Since the lift distribution was carefully
tailored to reduce drag, even 0.5° of twist could cause problems. For this reason, the wing had a
D-tube construction to resist twisting. The D-tube consisted of a leading edge piece that extended
to the wing spar. Together, these formed a “D” shaped tube along the entire wingspan. The
leading edge piece was made of woven Kevlar and carbon fiber cloth oriented with a 45° bias.
Since the chord varied along the wingspan, the cross section properties of the D-tube also varied
along the wingspan. Once again, a numerical method was employed to account for the variation,
and a Matlab script computed the solution. See Appendix K for the code. The angle of twist for a
general closed thin wall tube of any shape was given by:
(12.11)
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where T was the torque, L was the length of the tube, Am was the mean enclosed area, G was the
shear modulus, t was the thickness of the wall, and the integral of ds was the perimeter of the
tube cross section. The average shear stress in a general closed thin wall tube was given by:
(12.12)
The critical design load parameters and the results of the analysis are listed in Table 12-2.
The analysis results were plotted graphically in Figure 12.5. The torque load increased with
speed, so the analysis assumed high speed flight at 25 m/s. The polyhedral of the wing was
neglected to simplify the equations. The slope of the deflection plot changed at 1.6 m along the
wingspan because the D-tube thickness decreases at that point. The analysis showed the wing
would twist down a total of 1.5°. This would change the lift distribution, increasing induced
drag. The pitching moment would also change some, probably requiring a trim change.
However, the airplane should be able to fly at this speed under control, so the critical design
condition was satisfied. The shear stress had a safety factor of 24, so there was no risk of the
wing breaking from torque.
Table 12-2 Wing torque load analysis parameters and results
Parameter
Symbol
SI Units
Imperial Units
Critical Load Parameters
Velocity
V
25 m/s
56 mph
3
Air Density
1.23 kg/m
0.00239 slugs/ft3

Half Wingspan
b/2
2.2 m
7 ft 3 in
Shear Modulus
G
5 GPa
725,000 psi
Torque
Calculated in wingtorque.m (see Appendix K.25)
Results
Maximum Wing Twist
1.5°

Max Shear Stress
2.07MPa
300 psi
max
Allowed Shear Stress
50 MPa
7,250 psi
 allowed
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Figure 12.5 Wing torque load analysis

12.3 TAILBOOM BENDING
The tailboom had to resist bending loads to keep the empennage surfaces at the proper
aerodynamic incidence with the wing. If the tailboom flexed too much, control effectiveness
would be reduced. The tailboom bending load was greatest when the empennage surfaces
operated at a high lift coefficient and the aircraft was flying at a high speed. For the tailboom
bending analysis, it was assumed the aircraft was flying at 25 m/s. The vertical stabilizer
produced the largest bending moment because it had a longer moment arm than the horizontal
stabilizer. A maximum lift coefficient of 0.5 was assumed. This would be a low lift coefficient
for a wing, but it was a high lift coefficient for a tail surface because the tail surfaces should not
approach stall or control effectiveness would be lost. The empennage airfoil stalled at a lift
coefficient of 0.6, but the actual empennage surfaces would stall at a lift coefficient below that
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part of the surface would stall before the rest of the surface. A maximum lift coefficient of 0.5
seemed like a reasonable assumption. The tailboom had to resist both bending loads and torque
loads, so unidirectional carbon fiber was not used. The properties assumed for the tailboom
bending are in Table 12-3. Since the cross section varied along the length of the tailboom,
Matlab was used again to solve for the deformation using a numerical method. The bending load
on the tailboom could be treated as a point load acting at the end of the tailboom:



(12.13)

The critical design load parameters and the results of the analysis are listed in Table 12-3.
The analysis results were plotted graphically in Figure 12.6. The analysis showed the end of the
tailboom deflected 2.2 cm (0.86 in) under the critical design load. For the empennage surfaces,
the angle of deflection was more important than the deflection distance. The angle of deflection
was 1.9°, which would not cause any major stability or control problems. The bending stress had
a safety factor of 2.8, and the shear stress had a safety factor of 103, so the tailboom would not
be close to breaking at the critical design load.
Table 12-3 Tailboom bending analysis parameters and results
Parameter
Symbol
SI Units
Imperial Units
Critical Load Parameters
Velocity
V
25 m/s
56 mph
Air Density
1.23 kg/m3
0.00239 slugs/ft3

Vertical Stabilizer Area
Sv
0.135 m2
1.45 ft2
Maximum Lift Coefficient, Tail
CLmax, Vstab
0.5
Critical Bending Load
Pcrit
25.9 N
5.82 lbf
Tailboom Length
L
1.2 m
3 ft 11 in
Modulus of Elasticity
E
70 GPa
10,200 ksi
Results
Tip Deflection
2.2 cm
0.86 inches

Deflection Angle
1.9°

Max Bending Stress
39.1 MPa
5,670 psi
 max
Allowed Bending Stress
110
MPa
16,000
psi
 allowed
Shear Stress
0.680 MPa
98.6 psi
max
Allowed Shear Stress
70 MPa
10,000 psi
allowed
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Figure 12.6 Tailboom bending analysis

12.4 TAILBOOM TWIST
The horizontal stabilizer did not produce meaningful torque on the tailboom because the
loads were symmetric. The vertical stabilizer, however, had more surface area above the
tailboom than below it, which created a torque load on the tailboom. Although twisting of the
empennage surfaces was not as problematic for stability and control as bending of the tailboom,
excessive tailboom twisting would make the control response less consistent. The torque load on
the tailboom increased with speed, so a high speed of 25 m/s was assumed for the analysis. The
critical torque load was given by:
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(12.15)

where St and Sb were the top and bottom areas of the vertical stabilizer, and Xt and Xb were the
vertical distances from the tailboom centerline to the aerodynamic center of each area. Placing
part of the vertical stabilizer below the tailboom reduced the torque load by about 50% compared
to if the entire area had been above the tailboom.
The critical design load parameters and the results of the analysis are listed in Table 12-4.
The analysis results were plotted graphically in Figure 12.7. The analysis showed the tailboom
twisted a total of 2.4° under the critical design load. This would not cause any noticeable
stability or control problems. The shear stress had a safety factor of 18.6, so there was no chance
the tailboom would break under the critical torque load.

Figure 12.7 Tailboom torque load analysis
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Table 12-4 Tailboom torque load analysis parameters and results
Parameter
Symbol
SI Units
Imperial Units
Critical Load Parameters
Velocity
V
25 m/s
56 mph
Air Density
1.23 kg/m3
0.00239 slugs/ft3

Vertical Stabilizer Area Above Tailboom
St
0.10 m2
1.07 ft2
2
Vertical Stabilizer Area Below Tailboom
Sb
0.035 m
0.38 ft2
Moment Arm for Top Stabilizer Area
Xt
11.6 cm
4.6 in
Moment Arm for Bottom Stabilizer Area
Xb
5.0 cm
2.0 in
Maximum Lift Coefficient, Tail
CLmax,Vstab
0.5
Total Critical Torque Load
Tcrit
1.91 N·m
1.41 lbf·ft
Tailboom Length
L
1.2 m
3 ft 11 in
Shear Modulus
G
5 GPa
725,000 psi
Results
Boom Tip Twist
2.4°

Max Shear Stress
4.85 MPa
703 psi
max
Allowed Shear Stress
90
MPa
13,100
psi
 allowed

12.5 FUSELAGE AND TAILBOOM WEIGHTS
The thorough structural analysis allowed the wing spar and tailboom to weigh very little
and still support all of the critical loads for the Photon design. The total wing spar weight was
316 grams (11.1 oz) and the total tailboom weight was 120 grams (4.2 oz).
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13.0 WEIGHT AND BALANCE
13.1 AIRFRAME WEIGHT
The energy balance analysis determined the Photon airframe had to weigh 1.5 kg or less
to achieve perpetual solar endurance flight (section 4.4). To verify the Photon airframe weight,
the details of the airframe design and the weight of each component had to be accurately
estimated. The structural analysis in the previous chapter determined the weight of the wing spar
and tailboom. The rest of the airframe weight was estimated from a detailed CATIA model of the
Photon design. The CATIA model included all of the pieces that would be required to construct
the Photon design, including the glue to hold pieces together. The geometry of each piece was
modeled in detail so the weight of each piece could be accurately estimated from material
density values. A detailed table of all the components, weights, and materials can be found in
Appendix F. The airframe weight estimated from the CATIA model was 1.45 kg. This was 50
grams underweight, but only 3% less than allowed. The airframe would still have to be
constructed very carefully to avoid exceeding the 1.5 kg limit.
The low airframe weight was achieved through careful design that used lightweight
materials. Carbon fiber was used for the structures that required strength or stiffness, which
included the wing spars, empennage spars, tailboom, fuselage, wing leading edge, propeller, and
trailing edges. Kevlar was used where shear resistance or flexibility was important, which
included the wing spars, empennage spars, fuselage, and wing leading edge. Balsa wood was
used for the wing ribs and empennage. Foam was used for the wing spar cores, empennage spar
cores, wing leading edge, and fuselage floor. The top surface of the wing was covered by the
solar panels and the thin film that encapsulated them. The bottom of the wing and the empennage
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surfaces were covered by a thin plastic film called Oracover. The airframe structure and the
materials that were used can be seen in Figure 12.1 at the beginning of the previous chapter.

13.2 WEIGHT MARGIN
After the Photon design was completed, Panasonic came out with a new version of the
NCR18650A battery. The NCR18650B battery had a higher energy density than the
NCR18650A battery, so the NCR18650B was adopted for the Photon design. The weight
breakdown of the Photon design with the NCR18650B batteries is shown in Figure 13.1. The
new batteries increased the unused weight margin to 8% of the 5.0 kg total weight allowed for
the Photon design. The weight margin could be used to absorb higher than expected airframe
weight, to add more batteries, or to reduce the gross weight of the Photon, which would also
reduce the power required for flight.

Weight Fractions
Margin
8%

Kevlar
6%

Batteries
40%
Airframe
29%

Carbon
12%

Solar
Panels
13%
Electronics
Propulsion
4%
6%
Figure 13.1 Weight breakdown
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Foam
5%

Balsa
3%
Glue
1%
Oracover
1%

Plastic/Nylon
1%

13.3 INERTIA
The way the Photon’s weight was distributed was also important for the design. The more
inertia the Photon design had, the larger the tail surfaces had to be. The tail surfaces were far
from the aircraft’s center of gravity, so larger tail surfaces would have added weight and
increased the inertia even more. The extra inertia would require the tail surfaces to be enlarged
again, and the cycle would have to be repeated until the aerodynamic forces could overpower the
inertial forces. The yaw and roll inertia of the Photon design decreased significantly when the
wing was tapered (section 6.4). The low inertia values (Table 13-1) allowed the Photon tail to be
smaller, which saved weight and reduced drag.
Table 13-1 Aircraft inertias
IX (roll inertia)
1.79 kg·m2
IY (pitch inertia) 0.66 kg·m2
IZ (yaw inertia)
2.36 kg·m2

13.4 STATIC MARGIN
The detailed CATIA model of the Photon design provided a good estimate for the
aircraft’s center of gravity location. Table 13-2 summarizes the major aircraft component
weights and their distance from the nose. The neutral point of the aircraft was calculated by
AVL. A diagram of the static margin for the Photon is shown in Figure 13.2. The static margin
was 19%, which provided plenty of stability for the design (chapter 14.0). The center of gravity
could be adjusted as needed by shifting the batteries inside the fuselage. Since the Photon did not
consume any fuel, the center of gravity location would not change during flight.
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Table 13-2 Weight and center of gravity location of major components
Component
Weight (g) Center of gravity location
(distance from nose in) (cm)
Wing Root
414
56.5
Wing Middle
518
55.4
Wing Tip
110
56.3
Fuselage
186
50.0
Tailboom
120
150.7
Horizontal Stabilizer
42
190.4
Vertical Stabilizer
59
219.0
Propulsion
313
9.4
Electronics
211
52.4
Solar Panels
638
66.3
Batteries
1978
42.6
Total
4589
55.5
Neutral Point
62.3

Figure 13.2 Center of gravity location diagram
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14.0 STABILITY AND CONTROL
Although stability and control were not part of the energy balance analysis, stability and
control were essential for the Photon to achieve perpetual solar endurance flight. A difficult to
control airplane would deviate from the design cruise speed more often, which would consume
more energy. The very long flight time required to demonstrate perpetual solar endurance flight
would make the Photon more susceptible to be upset by wind conditions, or temporary loss of
the radio control link. Such unexpected events could cause a poorly designed airplane to crash.
Stability and control considerations were critical drivers of the Photon design, so stability and
control analysis was used throughout the design process. The analysis was performed by AVL,
which used a vortex lattice method to approximate the 3-D flow around the aerodynamic
surfaces of the aircraft. Since the fuselage of the Photon design was small, this was an acceptable
approximation. The AVL model file for the Photon design can be found in Appendix G.
The stability and control of the Photon design was determined from the dynamic modes
of the aircraft. The short period mode and phugoid mode were the longitudinal modes. The roll
mode, dutch roll mode, and spiral mode were the lateral modes. The way the Photon would
respond to disturbances or control inputs depended on the pole locations of these modes. The
pole values calculated by AVL are listed in Table 14-1, and plotted in Figure 14.1. The
corresponding period and damping ratio for each mode are listed in Table 14-2.

Mode
Short Period
Phugoid
Roll
Spiral
Dutch Roll

Table 14-1 Aircraft dynamic modes pole values
Real
-8.29
-0.05
-22.5
-0.18
-1.36
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Imaginary
+/-5.39i
+/-0.89i
+/-0.0i
+/-0.0i
+/-3.37i

Figure 14.1 Aircraft dynamic modes pole plot
Table 14-2 Period and damping ratio of the aircraft dynamic modes
Mode
Period (seconds)
Damping Ratio
Short Period
1.17
0.84
Phugoid
7.07
0.06
Roll
N/A
Overdamped
Spiral
N/A
Overdamped
Dutch Roll
1.87
0.37
All of the poles for the Photon design were on the left side of the imaginary axis, which
indicated all of the dynamic modes were stable. The short period mode was fast and well
damped, which showed the horizontal stabilizer was designed well. The phugoid mode was very
slow and had almost no damping. This was unavoidable for a design with a very high lift to drag
ratio, and a pilot could easily correct the slow phugoid oscillation. The roll mode was very
overdamped, which was normal. Tapering the wing made the Photon more responsive in roll,
which made it easier to control roll with the rudder. The dutch roll mode was somewhat fast and
moderately damped. The Photon design would tend to experience small but continuous dutch roll
oscillations during cruise flight. The oscillations would not be very noticeable, and they would
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not add meaningful drag or prevent control of the aircraft. Most airplanes have a slightly unstable
spiral mode, but the spiral mode was stable for the Photon design. This was beneficial since the
Photon design would tend to circle in place if the radio control link with the aircraft was lost.
The stability and control of the Photon design were driven by the decision to eliminate
ailerons from the aircraft. The wing required a lot of effective dihedral angle so the rudder could
control the roll of the aircraft. The final dihedral angle was a tradeoff between many conflicting
requirements. More dihedral made the dutch roll oscillations worse, but improved the spiral
stability. Less dihedral allowed the solar panels to be more horizontal, but made roll more
difficult to control. Polyhedral was used to achieve the effective dihedral angle of 12° to keep the
solar panels more horizontal while providing adequate roll control. A longer tailboom would
have improved the dutch roll damping and the spiral stability, but the tailboom length was
limited by structural considerations.
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15.0 DRAG ANALYSIS
The Photon design had to achieve a cruise lift to drag ratio of 22 or higher to satisfy the
final critical design parameter for perpetual solar endurance flight (section 4.4). Traditional
design methods estimated the total aircraft drag based on the total wetted area compared to
similar aircraft. Since perpetual solar endurance flight was sensitive to the lift to drag ratio, a
more accurate method to estimate the total aircraft drag was needed for the Photon design. The
drag for each major aircraft surface was analyzed and added together to get the total aircraft
drag. The drag of each surface could be estimated quite accurately, so this approach resulted in a
much more accurate estimate of the total aircraft drag. In addition to estimating the cruise drag,
the drag values for other flight speed were also estimated so they could be used to construct the
power required curve (section 16.5).
Unlike most aircraft which operate at higher Reynolds numbers, the Photon design drag
polar could not be approximated accurately by a standard drag polar equation:
(15.1)
where K1 was the zero lift drag constant, and K2 was the induced drag constant. For the Photon
design, the zero lift drag was not constant and varied significantly. At low Reynolds numbers,
the Reynolds number changed significantly as the flight speed changed. The skin friction drag
depended on the Reynolds number, so the zero lift drag changed as the flight speed changed. The
pressure drag could also change with the Reynolds number if the boundary layer separated. For
these reasons, the Photon drag polar could not be represented by Eq. 15.1. Instead, the drag polar
was constructed by calculating the drag for various flight speeds while taking Reynolds number
effects into account.
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The drag analysis could be separated into profile drag and induced drag. Other sources of
drag (interference, gaps, bumps, etc) would be small for the Photon design and these were
accounted for in section 15.5. The profile drag was skin friction drag plus pressure drag. XFOIL
did a good job of calculating the profile drag for 2-D shapes. Since there was not a lot of
spanwise flow on the Photon design, XFOIL was used to estimate the profile drag for most
surfaces. The induced drag was the drag produced by lift. The induced drag depended on the lift
distribution for a surface. Since AVL calculated the lift distribution for all aerodynamic surfaces,
most of the induced drag estimates were based on AVL results.

15.1 WING DRAG
Most of the total aircraft drag was produced by the wing, so it was important to estimate
the wing drag accurately. The solar panels mounted on top of the wing made the wing drag more
difficult to estimate since the solar panels could disrupt the boundary layer of the wing. The solar
panels were only 0.3 mm thick, but they could trip the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent
if they were poorly mounted to the wing. The solar panels could also heat up and the temperature
difference could trip the boundary layer. XFOIL allowed the boundary layer transition point to
be specified. A Matlab script was created to use XFOIL to analyze the profile drag at critical
sections along the wing. The script also took into account the local Reynolds number variation
due to the wing taper. The drag contribution of different wing sections was added together and
weighted appropriately to get the total wing profile drag. The details of the script can be found in
Appendix L. Since XFOIL was used, the script didn’t take into account the spanwise flow over
the wing. However, the wing had a large aspect ratio so the spanwise flow would be small except
near the wingtip where the profile drag contribution was small.
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The script considered two scenarios. In the first scenario, the boundary layer was allowed
to transition naturally. The second scenario considered the worst case condition where the
boundary layer transitioned at the leading edge of the solar panels. This was the worst case
scenario since the boundary layer would become turbulent much earlier than usual, increasing
the skin friction drag. The difference between the free transition and the forced solar panel
transition is shown in Figure 15.1. The top half of the figure shows a top view of the wing with
the transition lines for free and forced transition shown. An image of the wing with solar panels
has been overlaid in the background (not to scale) to show the forced transition line accurately
matched the leading edge location of the solar panels on the wing. The free transition line and the
forced transition line overlapped near the wingtip since there were no solar panels mounted in
this area. The Matlab script also took into account the local lift coefficient by using the wing lift
distribution calculated by AVL. This was why the boundary layer transition point was at the
trailing edge for the wingtip. The lift dropped to zero at the wingtip so the wingtip effectively
operated at a zero lift angle of attack. At that angle of attack, the boundary layer remained
laminar over the entire chord. In reality, the flow could be turbulent at the wingtip due to the
wingtip vortices and spanwise flow effects, but the difference in total wing profile drag would be
small since the wingtip contributed very little to the total wing profile drag.
The lower half of Figure 15.1 shows the local drag coefficient over the wingspan. Except
for two spikes where the solar panels were quite close to the leading edge, the local drag
coefficient was very similar for both natural boundary layer transition and forced transition.
When the total profile drag for the wing was calculated, the two spikes made very little
difference. Table 15-1 shows the difference in profile drag due to the forced transition was less
than 2%. The tiny drag increase confirmed the wing airfoil choice was very appropriate for the
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Photon design. The modified AG34 airfoil was very tolerant of different boundary layer
transition points.

Figure 15.1 Wing boundary layer transition location and local profile drag
(wing top view superimposed, not to scale)
Table 15-1 Wing profile drag analysis results
CD for wing profile drag with free transition (no solar panels)
CD for wing profile drag with forced transition (with solar panels)

0.0118
0.0120

The other component to the wing drag was the induced drag. The induced drag depended
on the aircraft lift coefficient (CL), the wing aspect ratio (AR), and the Oswald efficiency (e):
(15.2)
The Oswald efficiency was a function of the lift distribution over the wing. The wing lift
distribution for the Photon design was obtained from AVL. The Trefftz plot for the Photon
design is shown in Figure 15.2. The green line represented the overall lift distribution for the
wing, and the red dashed line showed the local lift coefficient. The lift distribution dipped
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slightly in the center because of the fuselage. The dip was small because the aircraft was
designed to cruise with the fuselage at a 2° angle of attack. The fuselage produced a little lift in
this position, which helped to prevent the wing lift distribution from sagging more. The lift
distribution for the horizontal stabilizer is also shown in the figure (the short green line just
above the 0.0 value for the horizontal axis on the plot). The horizontal stabilizer essentially
produced zero lift in the trimmed cruise flight condition (section 9.1), so it did not add to the
wing induced drag. The Oswald efficiency calculated by AVL was 1.0206. Tests of other
airplane designs under different conditions showed that AVL frequently calculated a lift
distribution with an Oswald efficiency of 1.0 or slightly above. An Oswald efficiency of 1.0 was
the best that could be obtained in theory, so instead of using the AVL results, an Oswald
efficiency of 0.95 was used for the wing induced drag analysis to be conservative.

Figure 15.2 Trefftz plot with elliptical lift distribution
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The results of the wing drag analysis are listed in Table 15-2. The drag results were listed
in terms of the drag coefficient for the aircraft. This made it easier to add the drag results for the
other surfaces together to get the total aircraft drag coefficient. The drag values were organized
by the lift coefficients for the aircraft, which made it easier to construct the drag polar for the
entire aircraft. Both the wing profile drag and the wing induced drag increased as the lift
coefficient increased. The increase in induced drag was expected for higher lift coefficients, but
the increase in profile drag demonstrated the strong effect of Reynolds number changes.

CL

Table 15-2 Wing drag
0.5
0.6
0.7

0.2

Wing Profile CD
Wing Induced CD

0.8

0.9

1.1

0.00833 0.01045
0.0112
0.01203 0.01302 0.01442 0.01994
0.001076 0.006159 0.008869 0.012072 0.015768 0.019956 0.029811

15.2 EMPENNAGE DRAG
The empennage surfaces produced profile drag and induced drag like the wing. However,
induced drag was a function of CL2. The lift coefficient value for the empennage surfaces was
very small for all trimmed flight speeds so the induced drag was neglected. Like the wing, the
local profile drag for the horizontal stabilizer and the vertical stabilizer varied along their spans
because they were tapered. The local profile drag depended on the local Reynolds number, and
the local Reynolds number varied with the local chord length. To account for this, the same
Matlab script that was used for the wing was also used to calculate the total profile drag for the
empennage surfaces. The results are listed in Table 15-3.

CL
Hstab CD
Vstab CD

0.2
0.000917
0.0007

Table 15-3 Empennage drag
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.001153 0.001207 0.001254 0.001297
0.000881 0.000922 0.000958 0.000991
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0.9
0.001335
0.00102

1.1
0.001404
0.001073

15.3 FUSELAGE DRAG
The fuselage drag was more difficult to calculate because the flow around the fuselage
was much more three dimensional. Using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to accurately
model the three dimensional flow would have been very time consuming, so an alternative
approach was used. An estimation of the fuselage drag was made by treating the fuselage as a
body of revolution with constant profile drag. This assumption allowed the fuselage to be
modeled as a 2-D shape in XFOIL to obtain the profile drag (Figure 15.3). Although this
approach sacrificed some accuracy, the XFOIL analysis did show the initial fuselage design
caused the boundary layer to separate before it reached the tailboom, which added significant
pressure drag. The fuselage was redesigned with a smoother tailboom fairing, and the XFOIL
analysis showed the boundary layer remained fully attached for the new design. The boundary
layer separation caught by the XFOIL analysis would probably have occurred on the real
airplane. Since this project did not have time for CFD analysis, the fuselage separation would not
have been discovered if the XFOIL modeling had not been done. The drag results for the
redesigned fuselage are listed in Table 15-4.
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Figure 15.3 Fuselage 2-D profile drag analysis in XFOIL

CL
Fuselage CD

0.2
0.003084

Table 15-4 Fuselage drag
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.003303 0.003372 0.003457 0.003554

0.9
0.004083

1.1
0.005822

15.4 TAILBOOM DRAG
The tailboom only produced skin friction drag as long as the tailboom was aligned with
the airstream. The only time the tailboom wouldn’t be aligned with the airstream would be
during maneuvering, which didn’t apply to this cruise drag analysis. The tailboom was behind
the fuselage, so the boundary layer at the end of the fuselage was the beginning of the boundary
layer for the tailboom. The boundary layer at the end of the fuselage was turbulent and very
thick, which meant the skin friction drag for the tailboom was very low. This was because skin
friction drag depended on the gradient of velocity at the wall, and a thin boundary layer had a
more severe gradient than a thick boundary layer. It was difficult to predict just how thick the
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boundary layer would be at the end of the fuselage. For the tailboom drag analysis, it was
assumed that the boundary layer started over from zero thickness. This was a very conservative
assumption that resulted in a much higher skin friction drag value than the tailboom would
actually experience. The tailboom drag was calculated by treating it as a flat plate with the same
surface area as the tailboom. This was a reasonable approximation since the tailboom was very
long and its cross section changed very gradually over its length. The calculations also assumed
the tailboom boundary layer was fully turbulent, which was a realistic assumption. The equation
used to calculate the skin friction drag coefficient for a turbulent boundary layer was given by:
(15.3)
Even with the conservative assumption that the boundary layer started over at the tailboom, the
analysis showed the tailboom contributed very little to the total aircraft drag (Table 15-5).

CL
Tailboom CD

0.2
0.000383

Table 15-5 Tailboom drag
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.00042 0.000427 0.000434 0.00044

0.9
0.000445

1.1
0.000454

15.5 OTHER DRAG
There were other sources of drag besides the profile and induced drag produced by the
primary aircraft surfaces. For the Photon design, the following sources of other drag were
recognized. The tail surfaces for the Photon design were actuated by servos with control arms
exposed to the airstream. The fuselage required intake and exhaust vents to cool the motor and
batteries. The intersection of the wing and the fuselage produced interference drag.
Manufacturing differences could also cause the actual aircraft drag to be greater than calculated.
All of these sources of drag were small and difficult to estimate. To account for them, the total
aircraft drag coefficient was increased by 0.001. This extra drag accounted for 3% of the total
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airplane drag at the design cruise speed. This increment was the same for all lift coefficients
(Table 15-6) since the value was arbitrary and it was not clear how the drag from these other
sources would vary with flight speed.

CL
Other CD

0.2
0.001

Table 15-6 Other source of drag
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.9
0.001

1.1
0.001

15.6 TOTAL AIRCRAFT DRAG
The total aircraft drag was the sum of all the individual surface drag estimations. The
total drag results are listed in Table 15-7. The Photon design cruised at a lift coefficient of 0.7,
which will be explained in the next chapter. The total aircraft drag coefficient at this cruise
condition was 0.0312, which corresponded to a lift to drag ratio of 22.4. This slightly exceeded
the required lift to drag ratio of 22 necessary for perpetual solar endurance flight.

CL
Wing Profile
Wing Induced
Hstab
Vstab
Fuselage
Tailboom
Other

0.2
0.00833
0.001076
0.000917
0.0007
0.003084
0.000383
0.001

Table 15-7 Total drag
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.01045
0.0112
0.01203
0.006159 0.008869 0.012072
0.001153 0.001207 0.001254
0.000881 0.000922 0.000958
0.003303 0.003372 0.003457
0.00042 0.000427 0.000434
0.001
0.001
0.001

Total CD

0.01549

0.023366 0.026998 0.031205

0.8
0.01302
0.015768
0.001297
0.000991
0.003554
0.00044
0.001

0.9
0.01442
0.019956
0.001335
0.00102
0.004083
0.000445
0.001

1.1
0.01994
0.029811
0.001404
0.001073
0.005822
0.000454
0.001

0.03607

0.042259 0.059504

The drag polar for the Photon design is shown in Figure 15.4. The plot ends at a lift
coefficient of 0.2, since it was unlikely the Photon design would be able to fly fast enough to
reduce the lift coefficient below 0.2. A lift coefficient of 1.0 was expected to be the stall speed
for the Photon design. There was no standard drag polar equation to go with this drag polar,
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since this drag polar included the effect of the Reynolds number changes on the zero lift drag
(section 15.0).

Figure 15.4 Photon drag polar
Figure 15.5 provides a graphical breakdown of the cruise drag. The wing was responsible
for 78% of the total drag, so it made sense to spend a lot of time on the wing design. Half of the
wing drag was profile drag, and half was induced drag. The empennage surfaces only accounted
for 7% of the total drag. The fuselage accounted for 11% of the total drag, which was more than
expected considering how small the fuselage was compared to the wing. Most of the fuselage
drag was skin friction drag, so the drag could be reduced by shrinking the fuselage to exactly fit
the batteries, or moving the batteries into the wing and making the fuselage even smaller. The
tailboom only accounted for 1% of the total drag. It made sense to design the tailboom based
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solely on structural requirements since the drag was so small. The other sources of drag made up
3% of the total drag, which was intended to be a conservative estimate.

Tailboom
1%
Fuselage
Vertical 11%
Stabilizer
3%
Horizontal
Stabilizer
4%

Other
3%

Wing
Profile
39%

Cruise CL = 0.7

Wing
Induced
39%

Figure 15.5 Cruise drag breakdown
The data from Table 15-7 is plotted as a bar chart in Figure 15.6. The lift coefficient
values were converted into aircraft velocity values to make it easier to interpret the effect of
speed on the aircraft drag. As expected, the wing induced drag decreased dramatically as speed
increased, since the induced drag was a function of CL2. The wing profile drag also decreased by
about 50% between 8.0 m/s and 17.8 m/s. This showed how much the change in Reynolds
number affected the drag of the Photon design. This was very significant for the power required
curve, which is described in the next chapter.
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Drag Coefficient Breakdowns at Different Speeds

CD

0.06
0.05

Other (cooling,
interference, trim)
Tailboom

0.04

Fuselage

0.03

Vertical Stabilizer

0.02

Horizontal Stabilizer

0.01

Wing Induced
Wing Profile

0
8.0 8.4 8.9 9.5 10.3 11.3 12.6 14.6 17.8

Velocity (m/s)
Figure 15.6 Drag coefficient breakdowns for different velocities
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16.0 POWER REQUIRED ANALYSIS
The power required curve was constructed from the drag data from the previous chapter.
The minimum point on the curve revealed the best cruise speed. The thrust power of the aircraft
was simply the thrust multiplied by the velocity as shown in Eq. (16.1). The thrust and velocity
terms could be expressed in different ways, which provided alternate forms of the power
required equation Eqs. (16.2) and (16.3). The drag coefficient (CD), the drag force (D), the lift to
drag ratio (L/D), and the lift cubed to drag squared ratio (L3/D2) appeared in the different power
required equations. The behavior of these four parameters was investigated to see how they
related to the power required. Traditional drag and power required curves assumed the parasitic
drag was fixed. That assumption was not made for the Photon design since the parasitic drag
varied significantly with speed because of the low Reynolds number operating conditions. Speed
is expressed in units of miles per hour (mph) instead of meters per second (m/s) for convenience
in this chapter.
(16.1)

(16.2)

(16.3)
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16.1 DRAG COEFFICIENT
The first parameter that was investigated was the variation of the drag coefficient with
velocity. The drag coefficient decreased asymptotically as velocity increased (Figure 16.1). Most
other aircraft have a similar relationship of decreasing drag coefficient with increasing velocity,
since induced drag decreases with speed. However, the plot for the Photon design was steeper
than it would be for other aircraft. This was because the parasitic skin friction drag also
decreased as speed increased due to the low Reynolds numbers the Photon operated in. The plot
suggested flying faster would decrease drag, but this was an illusion. The drag coefficient alone
was not helpful for finding the minimum power required cruise speed.

Figure 16.1 CD plot for the design velocity range
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16.2 DRAG FORCE
The next parameter that was investigated was the drag force itself. Unlike the previous
plot, the drag force plot matched intuition better, with the drag force maximum at the maximum
velocity, and a low point a bit above the stall speed (Figure 16.2). The drag force was minimized
at a lift coefficient of 0.7. It was interesting to note the drag force curve was very shallow around
the design cruise speed. The drag force was essentially constant between 20 mph and 23 mph.
This was a result of decreased induced drag and parasitic drag which offset the increase in flight
speed. This was desirable since it suggested the power required would change more slowly
around the design cruise speed. The drag force was a better indicator of the minimum power
required cruise speed, but it was still off slightly, as the power required curve will show.

Figure 16.2 Drag force plot for the design velocity range
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16.3 L/D RATIO
The next parameter was the lift to drag ratio. The lift to drag curve had the same shape as
the drag force curve except that it was turned upside down (Figure 16.3). This was because in
level flight, the lift force matched the weight of the aircraft, so lift remained constant. The lift to
drag curve was simply an inverted plot of the drag force. This made the lift to drag curve no
more useful than the drag force curve for finding the minimum power required.

Figure 16.3 L/D ratio plot for the design velocity range
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16.4 L3/D2 RATIO
The final parameter that was investigated was the L3/D2 curve. Unlike the previous plots,
this curve had a large peak just above the stall speed and rapidly dropped off as velocity
increased (Figure 16.4). The power required curve on the next page will show the minimum
power required did occur at the maximum L3/D2 value, although the L3/D2 curve was much
steeper than the actual power required curve. This showed the L3/D2 performance parameter was
the best parameter to use to find the cruise speed for minimum power required.

Figure 16.4 L3/D2 ratio plot for the design velocity range

16.5 POWER REQUIRED
The power required curve for the Photon design is shown in Figure 16.5. The highly
refined design of the Photon aircraft was reflected in this plot. The power required curve was
very smooth and shallow, which meant the aircraft operated efficiently both at the design point
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and at off design conditions. The design cruise speed corresponded to a lift coefficient of 0.7.
This cruise speed was higher than the speed for minimum power required. The difference in
power was small, and the minimum power required speed was very close to the stall speed, so a
higher cruise speed was selected to avoid stalling the airplane. If the stall speed turned out to be
lower than expected, it would be possible to fly slower to reduce the power required.
The design cruise speed was 9.5 m/s (21.3 mph), and the aircraft required 20.8 watts of
thrust power to fly at this speed. The thrust power value was the power output by the propulsion
system and it did not take into account the efficiency of the propulsion system. When the
propulsion system efficiency was included, the power required from the batteries was 37.8 watts.
When the estimated power consumed by the electronics for the aircraft (radio, servos, data
logger, etc.) was added, the total power drain from the batteries was about 40 watts.

Figure 16.5 Thrust power required for the design velocity range
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16.6 DESIGN EVALUATION
If the aircraft had been a point design, the design process would have only focused on
optimizing the aircraft performance at the intended cruise conditions. A point design would have
used a wing airfoil with more camber so it could fly more slowly at a higher lift coefficient.
However, the drag for the cambered airfoil would increase dramatically for lift coefficients both
above and below the intended cruise lift coefficient, canceling out some of the favorable
Reynolds number effects the Photon design benefited from. The high cambered airfoil would
have generated a much larger pitching moment, which would have made the aircraft more
difficult to trim. Heavier structures would also have been required to support the larger loads.
The drag, trim, and structural requirements for the point design would have limited the aircraft to
a much narrower speed range than the Photon design. The point design would have had lower
power required at the design point, but higher power required at any off design conditions. This
would have show up in the power required curve as a dip at the design point and a steep rise in
power required everywhere else. The point design most likely would not have achieved perpetual
solar endurance flight if it could not fly at the intended design conditions for the entire flight.
The drawbacks of the point design were well understood because such a point design was
considered early in the design process. Although the point design might have required slightly
less power during cruise, it would have been less likely to successfully demonstrate perpetual
solar endurance flight. The final Photon design was not a point design. The power required
changed only slightly if the aircraft deviated from the design cruise speed. This allowed the
Photon design to operate over a large range of conditions. The aircraft was both stable and easy
to control over the entire range, and the structure was not stressed near any limits. The Photon
design was not only a good design for perpetual solar endurance flight, but a good design overall.
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17.0 FINAL ENERGY BALANCE
The entire design analysis was completed and the power required was known, so the final
energy balance diagrams were constructed. The first diagram was the energy balance on the day
of the summer solstice. This was the best day for demonstrating perpetual solar endurance flight
since the night was the shortest of the year. The energy balance assumed the aircraft remained in
position over the location of Morgan Hill, California, which was at 37.13° latitude. The latitude
of the flight had a large effect on the excess solar energy available and the length of the night. A
local latitude was used for the design process for simplicity. A real demonstration flight might
take place at a different location for various regulatory or practical reasons, but would most
likely try to stay close to the latitude of Morgan Hill, California.
The energy balance diagram for the summer solstice is shown in Figure 17.1. A 48 hour
period was shown to emphasize this was a cycle that repeats. The 24 hour period used for the
energy margin calculations was shown by the untinted region between 8:00 and 8:00 the next
day. The energy balance would be the same for any 24 hour period, but this particular 24 hour
period kept the battery drain area (dark red) as one continuous area. Figure 17.2 shows the
energy margins for the summer solstice. There was 6.3% more solar energy available (557 W·h)
to charge the batteries than the capacity of the batteries (524 W·h). This battery capacity was
8.4% more than the energy required if altitude was not used to store solar energy (484 W·h).
Even though Figure 17.1 showed how much energy could be saved by using altitude energy
storage, the battery capacity was conservatively sized so that it did not depend on using altitude
to store energy. Storing excess solar energy as altitude might not even be feasible if the altitude
required would exceed limits imposed by regulations. If altitude storage would be feasible, the
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battery capacity margin increased to 16%. This showed how beneficial altitude energy storage
could be and there was plenty of extra battery capacity if altitude energy storage was employed.

Figure 17.1 Energy balance diagram for Morgan Hill, California on June 21, 2013

6%

8%

16%

Figure 17.2 Energy margins for Morgan Hill, California on June 21, 2013
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The extra energy available on the summer solstice meant the Photon design could still
demonstrate perpetual solar endurance on other days when the nights were longer. Figure 17.3
and Figure 17.4 show the energy balance diagram and energy margins for July 21. Altitude
energy storage was considered again, but this time there was no unused solar energy to take
advantage of it. The night was a little longer, so the battery margin decreased from 8.4% to 5.0%.

Figure 17.3 Energy balance diagram for Morgan Hill, California on July 21, 2013
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Figure 17.4 Energy margins for Morgan Hill, California on July 21, 2013
July 21 was the last day of the year the Photon design could demonstrate perpetual solar
endurance flight. July 21 was 30 days after the summer solstice and similar conditions existed 30
days before the summer solstice on May 22. The Photon design had a two month window from
May 22, to July 21 where perpetual solar endurance flight was possible.
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18.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Photon solar airplane was successfully designed to achieve perpetual solar endurance
flight and also satisfied FAI requirements for model airplane record attempts. Between May 22nd
and July 21st 2013 at Morgan Hill, California there was enough solar energy available for the
Photon design to fly all day and all night without landing. The Photon design only required 20.8
watts of thrust power (40 watts from the batteries) to keep the 5 kg aircraft flying. Although a
successful design was created, the mission proved to be much more difficult to achieve than
originally anticipated.

18.1 CRITICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS COMPARISON
The feasibility analysis showed the Photon design required a very efficient propulsion
system, a very lightweight airframe structure, and very low drag (section 4.2). The final design
achieved the critical design values, as shown in Table 18-1. However, the final design did not
significantly exceed the requirements because they were so difficult to achieve. Exceeding the
critical values would have provided a buffer and improved the chance of a successful mission.
Since a buffer did not exist, detailed analysis was required to reduce the uncertainty inherent in
the total propulsion system efficiency, airframe weight, and total drag values. This was why so
much time was spent developing Matlab code to analyze the Photon design. When uncertainty
could not be reduced, conservative assumptions were used. The careful analysis and conservative
assumptions provided a high degree of confidence the Photon design met, but did not
significantly exceed the critical design values.
Table 18-1 Comparison of desired and achieved critical design parameters
Critical Design Parameter
Desired
Achieved
55%
propulsion
 55%
Wairframe
≤ 1.5 kg
1.45 kg
L/D
22.4
 22
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18.2 MISSION REQUIREMENTS COMPARISON
Although the Photon design was capable of perpetual solar endurance flight, it did not
meet all of the original mission requirements. Table 18-2 shows the original mission
requirements and the expected performance of the final design. The stall speed requirement was
slightly unmet, but this was not a serious problem because a conservative value for the stall
speed was used. A more serious shortcoming of the final design was the climb rate. The climb
rate was 38% lower than desired. This was a major limitation since the original climb rate
requirement was low to begin with. The Photon design had very limited ability to climb out of
sinking air. Sinking air that went all the way to the ground could force the Photon to land
prematurely. The climb rate requirement was not satisfied because the propeller blades would
stall when climb power was applied. The operating conditions for the Photon made it infeasible
for the propeller design to provide both high cruise efficiency and extra thrust for climbing. This
would be less of a problem for larger airplanes operating at higher Reynolds numbers. However,
a high climb rate will always be challenging for perpetual solar endurance flight aircraft due to
the limited excess energy available and the slow flight speeds.
Table 18-2 Desired and achieved mission requirements comparison
Mission Requirement
Desired
Achieved
Met/Unmet
Perpetual Solar Endurance
up to 2 months
Exceeded
 48 hours
Gross Weight
≤ 5 kg
5 kg
Met
2
2
Wing + Horizontal Stabilizer
≤ 1.5 m
1.48 m
Met
Stall Speed
≤ 0.83 x cruise speed
0.84 x cruise speed
Slightly Unmet
Cruise Speed
≥ 7.7 m/s
9.5 m/s
Exceeded
Climb Rate
≥ 1.5 m/s
0.93 m/s
Unmet
Battery Margin
10%
8.4%
Unmet
Solar Charging Margin
10%
6.3%
Unmet
The other mission requirements that were not satisfied were the battery and solar
charging margins. The battery and solar charging margins were positive but less than desired.
Perpetual solar endurance flight was still possible, but there was less extra energy than desired.
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Any adverse conditions during flight or errors in estimating the energy required could result in
mission failure. Larger margins would have been preferred, but even the 10% margin goals
seemed too difficult to achieve. The margin goals may simply have been too optimistic. Given
the constraints of the Photon design, perpetual solar endurance flight was possible, but it was
very difficult to achieve with energy to spare.

18.3 MAJOR DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions used to simplify the energy balance analysis in chapter 3.0 could
ultimately determine the success or failure of the Photon design. The actual energy margins for a
test flight could differ significantly from the analysis. If the actual margins were negative, the
test flight would fail to achieve perpetual solar endurance flight. Some of the difference between
the actual energy margins and the calculated margins might be attributable to miscalculations of
the critical design parameter values (propulsion system efficiency, airframe weight, and total
drag). However, since these values were calculated very carefully and conservative assumptions
were used, any errors would most likely cause the energy margins to be larger than expected. If
the energy margins for a test flight turned out to be negative, the cause would most likely be the
assumptions used in the energy balance analysis. The major assumptions used for the Photon
design were:


The solar panels remained parallel to the ground at all times



Clear sky with no clouds



Power for cruise remained constant



The effect of temperature on the solar cell efficiency was neglected

None of these assumptions are likely to occur in reality, but they were made to simplify the
energy balance analysis. If these assumptions were too optimistic, a flight test would fail to
achieve perpetual solar endurance flight. The validity of these assumptions could be determined
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in the future either by completing the complex energy balance analysis without the simplifying
assumptions, or by using flight test data.
The Photon design also assumed the solar panels could flex without breaking. If any solar
panels cracked, perpetual solar endurance flight would probably not be possible. The solar panels
had to bend to match the curvature of the upper surface of the wing. They also had to withstand
the wing flex under various loads. The fragile solar panels were encapsulated in a protective film
to allow the panels to bend slightly without breaking. However, it was difficult to calculate the
loads on the panels under various wing flex conditions. It was also difficult to calculate what
critical load would cause the panel to break, or the number of cycles before a fatigue fracture
would occur. Since no solar panel flexibility calculations were performed, a conscious effort was
made to reduce the stress on the solar panels. An airfoil with low upper surface curvature was
selected and the wing was made extra stiff to reduce the amount it would flex. It was assumed
the solar panels could handle the small amount of airfoil curvature and wing flex without
breaking. If this assumption was incorrect, the Photon design would not be feasible as designed.
For future solar airplane designs, an ability to calculate the amount the solar panels can flex
without breaking might allow the wing structure to be designed lighter.

18.4 DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS
Many changes and refinements had to be made to the Photon design before the design
was capable of perpetual solar endurance flight. Once this was achieved, no further design
iterations were made, even though additional design iterations would probably have improved
the design. The Photon design was already very refined, so additional design iterations would
have taken much longer and provided smaller improvements. A well rounded design, such as the
Photon, performs well at both the design point and off-design conditions. Attempts to improve
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the design may move the design toward a point design, sacrificing off-design performance for
better design point performance.
Despite the potential for design changes to make the Photon worse, there were probably
some ways the Photon design could be improved. The Photon fuselage was larger than necessary
so the batteries could be shifted to adjust the center of gravity location. Weight and drag could be
reduced if the fuselage was redesigned to be smaller. The fuselage could even be dramatically
smaller if some or all of the batteries could be moved inside the wing. However, reducing the
size of the fuselage would only be prudent after the number of batteries and electronics had been
finalized since they would be difficult to change in the smaller fuselage. The weight and balance
would also have to be been verified to make sure the center of gravity was properly positioned.
Another potential design improvement would be to optimize the airfoil shape along the entire
wingspan. The modified AG34 airfoil was designed for a lower Reynolds number than the
maximum Reynolds number that occurred at the wing root of the Photon design. Optimizing the
airfoil shapes along the wingspan would increase the wing thickness near the root, which could
allow the wing spar to be made lighter. Optimized airfoils could even reduce the wing profile
drag slightly.

18.5 COMMENTS ON PERPETUAL SOLAR ENDURANCE FLIGHT
The overall objective for the project was to explore the capabilities and limitations of a
small airplane designed for perpetual solar endurance flight. The Photon design was thoroughly
analyzed and its capabilities and limitation were well understood. Many characteristics of the
Photon design can be generalized to any aircraft designed for perpetual solar endurance flight.
Aircraft designed for perpetual solar endurance flight sacrifice a lot of performance to be
able to fly for multiple days and nights. These aircraft are very energy and power limited, which
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means they must cruise very slowly and they cannot climb very fast. They are also very
susceptible to weather conditions. Strong headwinds may force the aircraft to move backwards
over the ground. Gusty winds have the potential to break these lightweight aircraft apart in flight.
Weather conditions can also block sunlight, which could force the aircraft to land. Due to these
limitations, aircraft designed for perpetual solar endurance flight cannot be used the same way
most aircraft are used today. Aircraft designed for perpetual solar endurance flight cannot be
expected to hold altitude precisely due to their limited climb rate. A fixed altitude would be
undesirable anyway since it would prevent these aircraft from taking advantage of naturally
rising air or favorable winds at different altitudes. Most modern airplanes can overcome weather
conditions to go where needed, but aircraft designed for perpetual solar endurance flight must
operate more sailing ships. The weather has a large influence on the path they take and when
they arrive at their destination. Careful planning is required and large detours may be necessary.
Since aircraft capable of perpetual solar endurance flight depend on the sun, when and
where they can fly depends on the local sunlight conditions. Perpetual solar endurance flight is
much more difficult to achieve during winter when the nights are longer and less sunlight is
available. So far, perpetual solar endurance flight has only been demonstrated during
summertime. The amount of sunlight available also depends on the latitude. Latitudes near the
Equator receive more sunlight and have less variation in the length of the night. Higher latitudes
generally receive less sunlight and the sun angle is lower, which makes the sunlight more
difficult to utilize. However, high latitudes have much shorter nights during the summer.
Dramatic improvements in technology will be required before solar powered airplanes can fly for
multiple days during the winter at high latitudes.
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Most of the limitations of aircraft designed for perpetual solar endurance flight can be
attributed to the limited energy density of the energy storage system. Only so much of an
aircraft’s mass can be devoted to energy storage (about 50% for the Photon design), so the
energy density of the energy storage system limits how much energy can be stored. The large
amount of energy storage required for night flight leaves very little mass available for payloads.
This means a very large aircraft is required to carry a relatively small payload. Since the energy
density of the energy storage system places so many limits on perpetual solar endurance flight,
improving the energy density of energy storage systems will make the most difference in the
capabilities of future aircraft. Better solar panels that are more efficient and lighter weight would
help some, but the energy storage system is much more critical.
Airplanes designed for perpetual solar endurance flight benefit in many ways from
scaling up. A larger airplane operates at a higher Reynolds number, which reduces the skin
friction drag. A larger airplane also flies faster and can carry a heavier payload. It is easier to
avoid minimum gauge of material problems for a large airplane, so the structure could be more
weight efficient. The efficiency of the propulsion system components is also higher for larger
aircraft. If an aircraft is large enough, it can fly above normal commercial airliner traffic. High
operating altitudes are especially appealing for solar powered aircraft because altitudes above the
jet stream have calmer weather and clouds are less likely to form. All of the advantages for
scaling up airplanes designed for perpetual solar endurance flight suggest that future designs
could be some of the largest airplanes ever built.
The Photon design shows that perpetual solar endurance flight is possible with current
technology. Perpetual solar endurance flight will become even easier to achieve as technology
continues to improve, especially as the energy density of energy storage systems increase. As
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electronics continue to shrink in size and power consumption, smaller aircraft will be able to
perform the missions that require perpetual solar endurance flight. The flying time of future
aircraft may not be constrained by energy, but by reliability instead. Dramatic improvements in
reliability will likely be required before an airplane can fly for an entire year or longer. There are
currently few airplanes with the ability to fly all day and all night since perpetual solar endurance
flight is a relatively new capability. Continued improvements in technology and the demand for
aircraft to perform extreme endurance missions make it likely there will be more aircraft flying
all day and all night in the future.

18.6 BATTERY ENERGY DENSITY CORRECTION
During the final stages of reviewing this paper, more accurate specifications for the
Panasonic NCR18650B batteries were found. The energy density for the batteries should have
been 254 W·h/kg instead of 265 W·h/kg used in the report. The corrected battery energy density
changed the results slightly. Instead of a 6.3% solar charging margin and an 8.4% battery
capacity margin, the corrected margins would be 7.4% for the solar charging margin, and 7.3%
for the battery capacity margin. The battery weight would be slightly higher, but still well within
the weight margin of the design.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Solar Irradiation Data for Morgan Hill, California
Bird model global radiation incident upon a horizontal surface (W/m2)
Time
5:30 AM
6:00 AM
6:30 AM
7:00 AM
7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:00 AM
11:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM

June 21, 2013
0.00
4.33
63.14
152.07
247.73
344.48
439.63
531.11
617.05
695.79
765.80
825.74
874.48
911.10
934.92
945.47
942.58
926.29
896.90
854.98
801.30
736.88
662.95
580.92
492.38
399.09
302.97
206.29
112.42
31.26
0.00

July 21, 2013
0.00
0.00
26.21
107.85
203.62
301.99
399.34
493.34
582.04
663.66
736.61
799.48
851.08
890.41
916.74
929.58
928.67
914.03
885.95
844.93
791.77
727.46
653.23
570.51
480.92
386.26
288.51
190.10
95.08
17.88
0.00
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Appendix B: Weather Data for Morgan Hill, California in July 2012

Source: http://www.wunderground.com/weatherstation/WXDailyHistory.asp?ID=
KCAMORGA13&graphspan=month&month=7&day=23&year=2012
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Appendix C: 3-View Renderings
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Appendix D: Drawings
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Appendix E: Airfoil Coordinates
E.1: Modified AG34 Airfoil Coordinates
0.999105
0.993227
0.983356
0.971716
0.959158
0.946281
0.933468
0.920936
0.908704
0.896768
0.885035
0.871616
0.858109
0.844601
0.830975
0.817628
0.804474
0.791305
0.778160
0.765020
0.751875
0.738743
0.725643
0.712591
0.699682
0.687061
0.675009
0.662233
0.649997
0.638418
0.625571
0.612589
0.599510
0.586230
0.572836
0.559435
0.546059
0.532704
0.519404
0.506131
0.492937
0.479859
0.467136
0.454763
0.442229
0.429692
0.417066
0.404410
0.391666

0.031883
0.032764
0.034245
0.035991
0.037874
0.039807
0.041728
0.043608
0.045442
0.047232
0.048992
0.051004
0.053030
0.055057
0.057101
0.059102
0.060907
0.062730
0.064543
0.066360
0.068175
0.069989
0.071800
0.073604
0.075390
0.077131
0.078797
0.080653
0.082371
0.083702
0.084897
0.085980
0.087086
0.088204
0.089333
0.090464
0.091591
0.092715
0.093837
0.094955
0.096066
0.097168
0.098241
0.099270
0.100219
0.101105
0.101919
0.102650
0.103298

0.378808
0.546059
0.532704
0.519404
0.506131
0.492937
0.479859
0.467136
0.454763
0.442229
0.429692
0.417066
0.404410
0.391666
0.378808
0.365809
0.352692
0.339538
0.326389
0.313281
0.300238
0.287254
0.274326
0.261426
0.248538
0.235653
0.222796
0.209985
0.197254
0.184631
0.172147
0.159819
0.147649
0.135623
0.123774
0.112129
0.100696
0.089477
0.078410
0.067584
0.057192
0.047395
0.038365
0.030331
0.023463
0.017828
0.013338
0.009805
0.007035

0.103860
0.091591
0.092715
0.093837
0.094955
0.096066
0.097168
0.098241
0.099270
0.100219
0.101105
0.101919
0.102650
0.103298
0.103860
0.104331
0.104703
0.104974
0.105134
0.105185
0.105121
0.104945
0.104651
0.104238
0.103702
0.103036
0.102235
0.101294
0.100210
0.098979
0.097592
0.096047
0.094334
0.092435
0.090348
0.088058
0.085554
0.082814
0.079798
0.076493
0.072925
0.069134
0.065181
0.061194
0.057322
0.053713
0.050447
0.047534
0.044942

0.004856
0.003162
0.001839
0.000817
0.000061
-0.000462
-0.000775
-0.000901
-0.000725
-0.000286
0.000447
0.001485
0.002839
0.004566
0.006703
0.009310
0.012516
0.016518
0.021583
0.028023
0.036053
0.045615
0.056369
0.067911
0.079926
0.092239
0.104741
0.117371
0.130095
0.142892
0.155747
0.168648
0.181590
0.194571
0.207587
0.220629
0.233696
0.246780
0.259890
0.273015
0.286164
0.299327
0.312507
0.325713
0.338931
0.352149
0.365366
0.378590
0.391820
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0.042617
0.040538
0.038643
0.036883
0.035247
0.033711
0.032256
0.030591
0.028982
0.027621
0.026221
0.024799
0.023407
0.022034
0.020673
0.019317
0.017931
0.016486
0.014971
0.013380
0.011756
0.010180
0.008743
0.007493
0.006443
0.005578
0.004882
0.004331
0.003908
0.003595
0.003389
0.003271
0.003234
0.003273
0.003371
0.003526
0.003727
0.003976
0.004264
0.004580
0.004912
0.005277
0.005673
0.006082
0.006493
0.006911
0.007331
0.007752
0.008180

0.405049
0.418278
0.431499
0.444724
0.457954
0.471185
0.484408
0.497631
0.510857
0.524088
0.537318
0.550543
0.563760
0.576979
0.590205
0.603428
0.616651
0.629879
0.643111
0.656339
0.669565
0.682788
0.696014
0.709244
0.722472
0.735697
0.748919
0.762145
0.775378
0.788605
0.801831
0.815046
0.828268
0.841490
0.854711
0.867926
0.881141
0.894361
0.907586
0.920812
0.934027
0.947195
0.960220
0.972844
0.984466
0.994294
0.999566

0.008611
0.009045
0.009484
0.009922
0.010368
0.010816
0.011260
0.011708
0.012157
0.012604
0.013052
0.013496
0.013944
0.014390
0.014839
0.015287
0.015732
0.016180
0.016634
0.017103
0.017581
0.018054
0.018526
0.019002
0.019476
0.019950
0.020424
0.020896
0.021371
0.021844
0.022315
0.022790
0.023266
0.023747
0.024228
0.024705
0.025186
0.025663
0.026141
0.026622
0.027100
0.027576
0.028049
0.028508
0.028930
0.029283
0.029475

E.2: AG36 Airfoil Coordinates
0.999623
0.994622
0.985056
0.973615
0.961195
0.948424
0.935540
0.922636
0.909771
0.897010
0.884485
0.872002
0.859232
0.846333
0.833378
0.820410
0.807444
0.794481
0.781517
0.768550
0.755579
0.742603
0.729625
0.716656
0.703711
0.690837
0.678133
0.665702
0.653370
0.640793
0.628088
0.615353
0.602449
0.589469
0.576458
0.563439
0.550418
0.537394
0.524371
0.511352
0.498337
0.485357
0.472471
0.459832
0.447321
0.434598
0.421900
0.409188
0.396482
0.383797
0.371110
0.358433

0.027711
0.028389
0.029687
0.031238
0.032921
0.034654
0.036401
0.038152
0.039895
0.041628
0.043280
0.044784
0.046243
0.047713
0.049190
0.050669
0.052149
0.053626
0.055105
0.056582
0.058062
0.059542
0.061021
0.062499
0.063975
0.065442
0.066895
0.068247
0.069420
0.070482
0.071499
0.072448
0.073401
0.074362
0.075325
0.076287
0.077251
0.078215
0.079178
0.080141
0.081105
0.082066
0.083016
0.083963
0.084795
0.085556
0.086254
0.086880
0.087437
0.087916
0.088316
0.088639

0.345770
0.333112
0.320443
0.307743
0.295073
0.282438
0.269829
0.257252
0.244704
0.232190
0.219712
0.207284
0.194889
0.182555
0.170271
0.158047
0.145907
0.133857
0.121929
0.110148
0.098536
0.087147
0.076027
0.065244
0.054911
0.045153
0.036175
0.028261
0.021625
0.016283
0.012093
0.008825
0.006264
0.004241
0.002639
0.001376
0.000414
-0.000254
-0.000603
-0.000641
-0.000402
0.000155
0.001064
0.002325
0.003946
0.005953
0.008408
0.011436
0.015236
0.020100
0.026380
0.034338

0.088878
0.089031
0.089098
0.089089
0.089004
0.088833
0.088571
0.088212
0.087751
0.087184
0.086506
0.085709
0.084786
0.083734
0.082543
0.081208
0.079722
0.078075
0.076258
0.074257
0.072057
0.069649
0.067014
0.064143
0.061036
0.057706
0.054224
0.050729
0.047379
0.044308
0.041585
0.039192
0.037070
0.035158
0.033402
0.031766
0.030214
0.028716
0.027263
0.025870
0.024455
0.023025
0.021643
0.020342
0.019136
0.018004
0.016913
0.015836
0.014740
0.013594
0.012385
0.011160

0.043938
0.054740
0.066325
0.078343
0.090631
0.103071
0.115639
0.128267
0.140961
0.153709
0.166480
0.179304
0.192150
0.205020
0.217920
0.230842
0.243771
0.256718
0.269646
0.282578
0.295574
0.308593
0.321640
0.334690
0.347734
0.360777
0.373827
0.386884
0.399938
0.412979
0.426011
0.439047
0.452093
0.465144
0.478190
0.491237
0.504288
0.517341
0.530392
0.543445
0.556498
0.569549
0.582602
0.595659
0.608716
0.621770
0.634818
0.647865
0.660911
0.673954
0.686992
0.700029
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0.009988
0.008956
0.008087
0.007382
0.006816
0.006375
0.006037
0.005790
0.005626
0.005529
0.005498
0.005523
0.005596
0.005713
0.005869
0.006057
0.006275
0.006518
0.006787
0.007091
0.007407
0.007729
0.008055
0.008383
0.008708
0.009034
0.009362
0.009688
0.010014
0.010343
0.010669
0.010995
0.011322
0.011648
0.011975
0.012302
0.012628
0.012956
0.013283
0.013609
0.013937
0.014264
0.014590
0.014918
0.015245
0.015572
0.015898
0.016226
0.016553
0.016880
0.017206
0.017533

0.713065
0.726098
0.739135
0.752184
0.765241
0.778302
0.791365
0.804429
0.817494
0.830558
0.843623
0.856687
0.869750
0.882810
0.895864
0.908911
0.921952
0.934986
0.947993
0.960889
0.973430
0.984974
0.994633
0.999686

0.017859
0.018186
0.018511
0.018839
0.019167
0.019494
0.019821
0.020149
0.020476
0.020803
0.021130
0.021458
0.021785
0.022112
0.022439
0.022767
0.023092
0.023420
0.023746
0.024069
0.024383
0.024672
0.024914
0.025041

E.3: HT21 Airfoil Coordinates
1.000000
0.993475
0.980088
0.964397
0.948185
0.931890
0.915584
0.899276
0.882967
0.866658
0.850352
0.834045
0.817739
0.801434
0.785126
0.768822
0.752518
0.736214
0.719913
0.703609
0.687309
0.671012
0.654710
0.638412
0.622117
0.605817
0.589516
0.573219
0.556922
0.540628
0.524338
0.508047
0.491760
0.475478
0.459194
0.442914
0.426637
0.410357
0.394079
0.377804
0.361527
0.345254
0.328987
0.312723
0.296469
0.280226
0.263994
0.247779
0.231578
0.215396
0.199243
0.183124

0.005964
0.006157
0.006561
0.007037
0.007531
0.008029
0.008529
0.009029
0.009528
0.010027
0.010526
0.011023
0.011520
0.012014
0.012506
0.012996
0.013483
0.013968
0.014449
0.014927
0.015401
0.015871
0.016336
0.016797
0.017252
0.017702
0.018148
0.018589
0.019024
0.019454
0.019876
0.020290
0.020696
0.021092
0.021478
0.021853
0.022216
0.022567
0.022906
0.023232
0.023544
0.023844
0.024129
0.024397
0.024646
0.024872
0.025073
0.025244
0.025379
0.025474
0.025520
0.025510

0.167060
0.151061
0.135154
0.119365
0.103732
0.088297
0.073149
0.058447
0.044516
0.032067
0.022067
0.014824
0.009772
0.006199
0.003619
0.001788
0.000614
0.000063
0.000063
0.000614
0.001788
0.003620
0.006199
0.009773
0.014825
0.022068
0.032068
0.044517
0.058448
0.073150
0.088299
0.103734
0.119366
0.135155
0.151063
0.167061
0.183125
0.199244
0.215397
0.231579
0.247780
0.263995
0.280228
0.296471
0.312724
0.328988
0.345255
0.361528
0.377805
0.394080
0.410358
0.426638

0.025430
0.025260
0.024981
0.024561
0.023965
0.023149
0.022063
0.020648
0.018847
0.016685
0.014342
0.012063
0.009974
0.008064
0.006272
0.004502
0.002691
0.000873
-0.000874
-0.002691
-0.004502
-0.006272
-0.008064
-0.009974
-0.012063
-0.014342
-0.016686
-0.018847
-0.020648
-0.022064
-0.023149
-0.023965
-0.024561
-0.024981
-0.025260
-0.025430
-0.025510
-0.025520
-0.025474
-0.025379
-0.025244
-0.025073
-0.024872
-0.024646
-0.024396
-0.024129
-0.023844
-0.023544
-0.023231
-0.022906
-0.022567
-0.022216

0.442915
0.459195
0.475478
0.491761
0.508048
0.524339
0.540629
0.556923
0.573220
0.589517
0.605817
0.622118
0.638412
0.654710
0.671012
0.687310
0.703610
0.719913
0.736214
0.752519
0.768823
0.785126
0.801435
0.817739
0.834046
0.850353
0.866659
0.882967
0.899276
0.915585
0.931890
0.948186
0.964397
0.980089
0.993476
1.000000
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-0.021853
-0.021478
-0.021092
-0.020696
-0.020290
-0.019876
-0.019453
-0.019024
-0.018588
-0.018148
-0.017701
-0.017252
-0.016797
-0.016336
-0.015870
-0.015401
-0.014927
-0.014449
-0.013968
-0.013483
-0.012996
-0.012506
-0.012013
-0.011519
-0.011023
-0.010526
-0.010027
-0.009528
-0.009028
-0.008528
-0.008029
-0.007531
-0.007036
-0.006561
-0.006157
-0.005964

Appendix F: Detailed Component Weights, Locations, Materials
COMPONENT
Datum (propeller spinner
tip)
Wing Root
Spar Core
Spar Caps
Spar Shear Web
Secondary Spar Core
Secondary Spar Carbon
Secondary Spar Shear Web
Leading Edge Foam
Leading Edge
Kevlar/Carbon
Trailing Edge Balsa
Trailing Edge Carbon
Ribs
Rib Caps
Oracover
Joiner
Glue
Solar Panels
Solar Panel Wiring

CG LOCATION
WEIGHT (g) (cm)

Material

0

16
17
6
5
3
4
11

Foam
Carbon
Kevlar
Foam
Carbon
Kevlar
Foam

52
1
2
25
3
6
26
9
72
16

Kevlar/Carbon
Balsa
Carbon
Balsa
Carbon
Oracover
Carbon
CA Glue
Solar Panel
Solar Wiring
Solar
Encapsulation
Balsa
Nylon

Solar Panel Encapsulation
Spoiler
Nylon Bolts
Subtotal (x2)

15
7
14
620

Wing Middle
Spar Core
Spar Caps
Spar Shear Web
Secondary Spar Core
Secondary Spar Carbon
Secondary Spar Shear Web
Leading Edge Foam
Leading Edge Kevlar
Trailing Edge Balsa

24
21
9
9
5
7
15
81
1

60.4

Foam
Carbon
Kevlar
Foam
Carbon
Kevlar
Foam
Kevlar/Carbon
Balsa
161

Trailing Edge Carbon
Ribs
Rib Caps
Oracover
Joiner
Glue
Solar Panels
Solar Panel Wiring

4
30
4
9
26
14
126
28

Solar Panel Encapsulation
Subtotal (x2)

23
872

Wing Tip
Spar Foam
Spar Caps
Spar Shear Web
Secondary Spar Foam
Secondary Spar Carbon
Secondary Spar Shear Web
Leading Edge Foam
Leading Edge Kevlar
Trailing Edge Balsa
Trailing Edge Carbon
Ribs
Rib Caps
Oracover Bottom
Oracover Top
Glue
Solar Panels
Solar Panel Wiring

8
6
3
3
3
2
4
11
1
2
3
1
3
1
3
18
4

Solar Panel Encapsulation
Tip Foam
Tip Kevlar
Subtotal (x2)

4
0.5
0.5
162

Horizontal Stabilizer
Spar Foam
Spar Caps
Spar Shear Web
Leading Edge Balsa
Trailing Edge Carbon
Ribs

1
2
2
4
6
2

Carbon
Balsa
Carbon
Oracover
Carbon
CA Glue
Solar Panels
Solar Wiring
Solar
Encapsulation
58.7

Foam
Carbon
Kevlar
Foam
Carbon
Kevlar
Foam
Kevlar
Balsa
Carbon
Balsa
Carbon
Oracover
Oracover
CA Glue
Solar Panel
Solar Wiring
Solar
Encapsulation
Foam
Kevlar
58.1

Foam
Carbon
Kevlar
Balsa
Carbon
Balsa
162

Rib Caps
Oracover
Tip Balsa
Glue
V-mount
Pivot Bar
Subtotal

1
10
1
6
4
3
42

Carbon
Oracover
Balsa
CA Glue
Carbon
Metal

Vertical Stabilizer
Spar Foam
Spar Caps
Spar Shear Web
Leading Edge Balsa
Ribs
Rib Caps
Oracover
Glue
Tailboom Join
Servo Mount
Landing Reinforcement
Subtotal

1
1
2
12
3
1
4
3
6
4
1
38

Foam
Carbon
Kevlar
Balsa
Balsa
Carbon
Oracover
CA Glue
Balsa
Balsa
Fiberglass

Rudder
Spar Foam
Spar Caps
Spar Shear Web
Trailing Edge Carbon
Ribs
Rib Caps
Oracover
Glue
Subtotal

1
1
2
5
3
1
5
3
21

Foam
Carbon
Kevlar
Carbon
Balsa
Carbon
Oracover
CA Glue

Fuselage
Spinner
Shell
Wing Fuselage Fillet
Foam Floor
Gearbox Bulkhead
Motor Bulkhead
Former 1 (Front)
Former 2
Former 3

21
94
9
28
1
1
2
2
2

Plastic
Kevlar/Carbon
Kevlar/Carbon
Foam
Kevlar
Kevlar
Kevlar
Kevlar
Kevlar

190.4

163

Former 4
Tailboom Bulkhead
Hatch 1 (Front)
Hatch 2
Hatch 3
Hatch 4
Wing Bolt Guides
Bolt Plates
Subtotal

2
1
2
2
2
1
10
6
186

Tailboom
Servo Wires

120
36

Propeller
Electric Variable Pitch
Gearbox
Motor
Electronic Speed Controller
Receiver
Propeller Pitch Servo
Elevator Servo
Rudder Servo
Spoiler Servo
MPPT
Relay Switch
Data Logger
Logger altimeter
Logger g-meter
Logger airspeed
Logger servo, temp, rpm,
etc
Lights
Autopilot
Wiring
Solar Panels
Batteries
Weight Margin

164
30
23
70
26
18
12
12
12
12
26
10
22
4
4
4

TOTAL

5000

Kevlar
Kevlar
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
50.0
150.7

Carbon
Copper
Carbon

25
20
20
2317
72
55.2
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Appendix G: AVL Files
G.1: photon.avl
!****************************************
!Photon Master’s Project
!April 2012
!****************************************
!Header data
Photon Flyer
0
0 0 0
1.34 0.338 4.25
0.56 0 0.051
0.019
BODY
Fuselage
24 1.0
TRANSLATE
0.0 0.0 0.0
SCALE
1.05 1.05 1.05
BFIL
masterFuselage2_unit.dat
!Wing
SURFACE
Wing
6 0.707 30 0.707
YDUPLICATE
0.0
ANGLE
2.0
TRANSLATE
0.43 0.0 0.074
SECTION
0 0 0 0.44 0 !4 0
AFILE
ag34_10.dat
SECTION
0.0125 0.54 0.0 0.39 0 !2 0
AFILE
ag34_10.dat
SECTION
0.0475 1.59 0.166 0.25 -1.5 !2 0
AFILE
ag34_10.dat
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SECTION
0.0725 2.125 0.42 0.15 -1.5 !2 0
AFILE
ag36.dat
!Hstab
SURFACE
Hstab
5 0.707 16 0.707
YDUPLICATE
0.0
TRANSLATE
1.82 0.0 0.07
SECTION
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0
CONTROL
elev 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
SECTION
0.025 0.45 0.0 0.1 0.0
CONTROL
elev 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0

!Vstab
SURFACE
Vstab
8 0.707 12 0.707
TRANSLATE
2.02 0.0 -0.15
SECTION
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.25 0.0
CONTROL
rudd 1.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
SECTION
0.0 0.0 0.15 0.35 0.0
CONTROL
rudd 1.0 0.57 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
SECTION
0.15 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.0
CONTROL
rudd 1.0 0.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
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G.2: photon.run
--------------------------------------------Run case 1: cgx = 0.56
alpha
beta
pb/2V
qc/2V
rb/2V
elev
rudd
alpha
beta
pb/2V
qc/2V
rb/2V
CL
CDo
bank
elevation
heading
Mach
velocity
density
grav.acc.
turn_rad.
load_fac.
X_cg
Y_cg
Z_cg
mass
Ixx
Iyy
Izz
Ixy
Iyz
Izx
visc CL_a
visc CL_u
visc CM_a
visc CM_u

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

CL
beta
pb/2V
qc/2V
rb/2V
Cm pitchmom
Cn yaw mom

2.00843
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.700000
0.190000E-01
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
9.53639
1.15000
9.81000
0.00000
1.00000
0.560000
0.00000
0.510000E-01
5.00000
1.80000
0.700000
2.40000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.700000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

deg
deg

deg
deg
deg
Lunit/Tunit
Munit/Lunit^3
Lunit/Tunit^2
Lunit
Lunit
Lunit
Lunit
Munit
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2

--------------------------------------------Run case 2: 0.6
alpha
beta
pb/2V
qc/2V
rb/2V
elev
rudd

->
->
->
->
->
->
->

CL
beta
pb/2V
qc/2V
rb/2V
Cm pitchmom
Cn yaw mom

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.700000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
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alpha
beta
pb/2V
qc/2V
rb/2V
CL
CDo
bank
elevation
heading
Mach
velocity
density
grav.acc.
turn_rad.
load_fac.
X_cg
Y_cg
Z_cg
mass
Ixx
Iyy
Izz
Ixy
Iyz
Izx
visc CL_a
visc CL_u
visc CM_a
visc CM_u

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.138353
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.700000
0.190000E-01
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
9.46601
1.15000
9.81000
0.00000
1.00000
0.600000
0.00000
0.00000
5.00000
1.80000
0.700000
2.40000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

deg
deg

deg
deg
deg
Lunit/Tunit
Munit/Lunit^3
Lunit/Tunit^2
Lunit
Lunit
Lunit
Lunit
Munit
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2

--------------------------------------------Run case 3: 0.64
alpha
beta
pb/2V
qc/2V
rb/2V
elev
rudd
alpha
beta
pb/2V
qc/2V
rb/2V
CL
CDo
bank
elevation
heading
Mach
velocity
density
grav.acc.
turn_rad.

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

CL
beta
pb/2V
qc/2V
rb/2V
Cm pitchmom
Cn yaw mom

0.138353
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.700000
0.190000E-01
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
9.46601
1.15000
9.81000
0.00000

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.700000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

deg
deg

deg
deg
deg
Lunit/Tunit
Munit/Lunit^3
Lunit/Tunit^2
Lunit
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load_fac.
X_cg
Y_cg
Z_cg
mass
Ixx
Iyy
Izz
Ixy
Iyz
Izx
visc CL_a
visc CL_u
visc CM_a
visc CM_u

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1.00000
0.640000
0.00000
0.00000
5.00000
1.80000
0.700000
2.40000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

Lunit
Lunit
Lunit
Munit
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
Munit-Lunit^2
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Appendix H: QMIL and QPROP Files
H.1: solar8.mil
Solar8
2

! Nblades

! modified gunther airfoil
0.45
5.157
! CL0
0.000 0.8000
! CLmin
0.015 0.05
80000 -0.5
0.0
0.45

0.05 0.45

CL_a
CLmax

! CD0
CD2u
CD2l
! REref REexp

CLCD0

0.5
1.0
! XIdes
(r/R locations where design cl is specified)
0.45
0.45 ! CLdes
(specified cl)

0.04
0.30
9.5
900.0

! hub radius(m)
! tip radius(m)
! speed(m/s)
! rpm

2.25
0.0

!
!

0 0.2
30

Thrust(N)
Power(W)
! Ldes
! Nout

( 0 if power specified )
( 0 if thrust specified )
FQdes
number of output stations (optional)

H.2: solar8.prop
Solar8
2

! Nblades

0.4500
0.0000

5.1570
0.8000

0.01500 0.05000
80000.0 -0.500
1.0000
0.0000
#

1.0000
0.0000

r
0.44333E-01
0.53000E-01
0.61667E-01

! CL0
! CLmin

CL_a
CLmax

0.05000

0.4500
! REref

1.0000
0.0000

c
0.53550E-01
0.61539E-01
0.68313E-01

!
!

Rfac
Radd

! CD0
REexp

Cfac
Cadd

beta
67.7942
63.9873
60.4118
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CD2u

Bfac
Badd

CD2l

CLCD0

0.70333E-01
0.79000E-01
0.87667E-01
0.96333E-01
0.10500
0.11367
0.12233
0.13100
0.13967
0.14833
0.15700
0.16567
0.17433
0.18300
0.19167
0.20033
0.20900
0.21767
0.22633
0.23500
0.24367
0.25233
0.26100
0.26967
0.27833
0.28700
0.29567
0.30000

0.73822E-01
0.78087E-01
0.81178E-01
0.83204E-01
0.84291E-01
0.84569E-01
0.84162E-01
0.83184E-01
0.81736E-01
0.79901E-01
0.77751E-01
0.75341E-01
0.72719E-01
0.69916E-01
0.66960E-01
0.63866E-01
0.60642E-01
0.57290E-01
0.53803E-01
0.50165E-01
0.46346E-01
0.42304E-01
0.37970E-01
0.33228E-01
0.27867E-01
0.21422E-01
0.12275E-01
0.66885E-02

57.0726
53.9674
51.0889
48.4261
45.9659
43.6941
41.5963
39.6581
37.8660
36.2072
34.6698
33.2430
31.9168
30.6822
29.5311
28.4560
27.4504
26.5084
25.6244
24.7938
24.0120
23.2752
22.5799
21.9227
21.3009
20.7116
20.1527
19.8845

H.3: Model Motors AXI AC2217/20 with 6:1 Reduction Gearbox
Model Motors AXI AC2217/20
1 ! motor type (brushed DC)
0.1850 ! Rmotor
(ohms)
0.4000 ! I0
(amps)
140
! Kv
(rpm/Volt) !Kv = 840 without gearbox
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Appendix I: Energy Balance Matlab Files
I.1: energybalance.m
%
%
%
%

energybalance.m uses input parameters about the aircraft design, solar
panels, and batteries to determine the energy balance over a day.
The energy margins and airframe weight fraction are used as figures
of merit.

%************************** BEGIN INPUTS ***********************
% variable definitions
g = 9.81;
% [m/s^2] gravity
rho = 1.15;
% [kg/m^3] air density at cruise
% Note: assume rho = 1.15kg/m^3 for San Jose
% INPUT parameters
S = 1.34;
NumPanels = 48;
AR = 13.4;
M = 5.0;
CL = 0.7;
LtoD = 22;
PropX = 0.065;

% [m^2]
%
%
% [kg]
%
%
%

area
number of solar panels
aspect ratio
total mass
coefficient of lift at cruise
lift to drag ratio at cruise
propulsion mass fraction

% Efficiencies
Nprop = 0.8;
Nmotor = 0.8;
Ngear = 0.95;
Nspdctrl = 0.95;
Nmppt = 0.95;
Nbattchg = 0.95;
Nbattdischg = 0.95;
Pother = 2;

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

propeller efficiency
motor efficiency
gearbox efficiency
speed controller efficiency
max power point tracker efficiency
battery charging efficiency
battery discharging efficiency
power drain from other electronics

% Battery parameters
Bdens = 265;
NumBatts = 43;
Mbatt = 0.046;

% [Wh/kg]
%
% [kg]

battery energy density
number of batteries
mass of single battery

% Solar panel parameters
Nsol = 0.215;
Mpanel = 0.011;
Apanel = 0.015;
Nencap = 0.92;

%
% [kg]
% [m^2]
%

solar panel efficiency
individual solar panel mass
individual solar panel area
encapsulation transparancy

% Solar parameters
% Note: to get MaxIr for San Jose, CA use Lat: 37.37 Long: -121.92
MaxIr = 945;
% [W/m^2] maximum irradiation
Tday = 13.6;
% [hr]
hours of sunlight
Nsky = 1.0;
%
clearness factor (1 = clear sky)
%*************************** END INPUTS ************************
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Msol = NumPanels*Mpanel
% [kg]
Mbatts = NumBatts*Mbatt
% [kg]
Apanels = NumPanels*Apanel % [m^2]

solar array mass
total battery mass
solar array area

W = M * g
% [N]
weight
b = sqrt(S*AR)
% [m]
wingspan
c = b/AR
% [m]
average wing chord
V = sqrt( 2 * W / (rho * S * CL) ) % [m/s] cruise velocity
Re = V*c/1.65e-5
%
average wing chord Reynolds number
%dynamic viscosity = 1.65e-5 for San Jose, 1.8e-5 for New Mexico
CD = CL / LtoD
%
coefficient of drag
D = 0.5 * rho * V^2 * S * CD % [N] drag force
Preq = V*D
% [w]
power required for cruise
% sunlight to battery efficiency
Nsun2batt = Nencap*Apanels*Nsol*Nmppt*Nbattchg
% battery to thrust efficiency
Nbatt2thrust = Nbattdischg*Nspdctrl*Nmotor*Ngear*Nprop
% total power required from batteries
Ptot = Preq / Nbatt2thrust + Pother % [W]
IrReq = Ptot / Nsun2batt
% [W/m^2] irradiance required for cruise
% time before sunset that the batteries start to be drained
% (or time after sunrise when the batteries start to be charged)
Tsunset = asin( IrReq / (MaxIr * Nsky) ) * Tday / pi
syms x;
%
define x as symbolic variable
% total solar power available between when the batteries start to be
% drained and sunset/sunrise
Esunset = double( int( MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*x/Tday), x, 0.0, Tsunset ) )
% energy required to supplement solar power before sunset or after sunrise
Ebattsunset = (Tsunset * Ptot) - (Esunset * Nsun2batt)
% battery capacity required without gliding
% (2*Ebattsunset for sunrise + sunset)
Enightnoglide = (Ptot * (24 - Tday) + 2 * Ebattsunset)
Ebatt = Mbatts*Bdens
% [Wh]
actual battery capacity
% percent extra battery capcity
ExtraBatteryPercent = (Ebatt - Enightnoglide) / Enightnoglide *100
% solar available for charging
% integrated from when the battery starts charging (Tsunset) to when it
% starts discharging (Tday-Tsunset)
Eday = double(Nsun2batt*int(MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*x/Tday),x,Tsunset,TdayTsunset))
% solar available for charging
Echarge = Eday - ( Ptot * (Tday - 2*Tsunset) )
% percent extra energy
ExtraChargePercent = (Echarge - Ebatt) / Ebatt * 100
% mass fractions
BattX = Mbatts / M
SolX = Msol / M
AcX = 1-BattX-SolX-PropX

%
%
%

actual battery mass fraction
solar panel mass fraction
mass fraction available for airframe
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I.2: energybalanceplot.m
% energybalanceplot.m plots the energy balance diagram and the energy marins
% using the results from energybalance.m. MUST RUN ENERGYBALANCE.M FIRST!
STEPSIZE = 0.1;
TdayR = STEPSIZE*round(Tday/STEPSIZE);
sunrise = 6;
sunriseR = STEPSIZE*round(sunrise/STEPSIZE);
sunset = sunrise+Tday;
sunsetR = STEPSIZE*round(sunset/STEPSIZE);
plottime = STEPSIZE:STEPSIZE:24;
plottimenorm = mod(plottime,24);
indmidnight1 = 1;
indsunrise = sunriseR/STEPSIZE;
TsunsetR = STEPSIZE*round(Tsunset/STEPSIZE);
indcharging = indsunrise+TsunsetR/STEPSIZE;
indlowsun = indsunrise+(TdayR-TsunsetR)/STEPSIZE;
indsunset = sunsetR/STEPSIZE;
indmidnight2 = 24/STEPSIZE;
X = TsunsetR:STEPSIZE:TdayR-TsunsetR;
Y = Nsun2batt*MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*X/TdayR) - Ptot;
charging = cumtrapz(X,Y);
[~, near1] = min(abs(charging-Ebatt));
indcharged = indcharging + near1;
Eclimb = charging(end) - Ebatt;
X2 = TdayR-TsunsetR:STEPSIZE:TdayR;
Y2 = Ptot - Nsun2batt*MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*X2/TdayR);
gliding = cumtrapz(X2,Y2);
if gliding(end) < Eclimb
Y3 = [Y2,Ptot*ones(1,50)];
gliding2 = STEPSIZE*cumtrapz(Y3);
[~, near2] = min(abs(gliding2-Eclimb));
else
[~, near2] = min(abs(gliding-Eclimb));
end
inddrain = indlowsun + near2;
ord = 1:size(plottimenorm,2);
battdrain = zeros(1,size(plottimenorm,2));
battlowdrain = zeros(1,size(plottimenorm,2));
solarlow = zeros(1,size(plottimenorm,2));
battcharge = zeros(1,size(plottimenorm,2));
solarclimb = zeros(1,size(plottimenorm,2));
battglide = zeros(1,size(plottimenorm,2));
if inddrain < indsunset
indfirst = inddrain;
indsecond = indsunset;
else
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indfirst = indsunset;
indsecond = inddrain;
end
for i=1:size(plottimenorm,2)
if i<indsunrise
battdrain(i) = Ptot;
elseif i<indcharging
daytime = (i-indsunrise)*STEPSIZE;
solarlow(i) = Nsun2batt*MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*daytime/TdayR);
battlowdrain(i) = Ptot - solarlow(i);
elseif i<indcharged
daytime = (i-indsunrise)*STEPSIZE;
battcharge(i) = Nsun2batt*MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*daytime/TdayR) - Ptot;
solarlow(i) = Ptot;
elseif i<indlowsun
daytime = (i-indsunrise)*STEPSIZE;
solarclimb(i) = Nsun2batt*MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*daytime/TdayR) - Ptot;
solarlow(i) = Ptot;
elseif inddrain < indsunset
if i<inddrain
daytime = (i-indsunrise)*STEPSIZE;
solarlow(i) = Nsun2batt*MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*daytime/TdayR);
battglide(i) = Ptot-solarlow(i);
elseif i<indsunset
daytime = (i-indsunrise)*STEPSIZE;
solarlow(i) = Nsun2batt*MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*daytime/TdayR);
battlowdrain(i) = Ptot-solarlow(i);
else
battdrain(i) = Ptot;
end
elseif indsunset <= inddrain
if i<indsunset
daytime = (i-indsunrise)*STEPSIZE;
solarlow(i) = Nsun2batt*MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*daytime/TdayR);
battglide(i) = Ptot-solarlow(i);
elseif i<inddrain
battglide(i) = Ptot;
else
battdrain(i) = Ptot;
end
end
end
indnoon = ord(ceil(end/2));
battdrain2 = [battdrain(indnoon:end), battdrain, battdrain(1:indnoon-1)];
solarlow2 = [solarlow(indnoon:end), solarlow, solarlow(1:indnoon-1)];
battlowdrain2 = [battlowdrain(indnoon:end), battlowdrain,
battlowdrain(1:indnoon-1)];
battcharge2 = [battcharge(indnoon:end), battcharge, battcharge(1:indnoon-1)];
solarclimb2 = [solarclimb(indnoon:end), solarclimb, solarclimb(1:indnoon-1)];
battglide2 = [battglide(indnoon:end), battglide, battglide(1:indnoon-1)];
ord = 1:size(battglide2,2);
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PLOTS = [battdrain2', solarlow2', battlowdrain2', battcharge2', solarclimb2',
battglide2'];
figure('Position',[100 100 700 400]);
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
aplot = area(ord,PLOTS);
set(aplot(1),'FaceColor',[0.5 0 0]);
set(aplot(2),'FaceColor',[0.5 0.5 0]);
set(aplot(3),'FaceColor',[0.5 0 0]);
set(aplot(4),'FaceColor',[1 1 0]);
set(aplot(5),'FaceColor',[1 0.5 0]);
set(aplot(6),'FaceColor',[0 0.5 0]);
set(aplot,'LineStyle','none');
hold all
daytime = STEPSIZE:STEPSIZE:TdayR;
solary = Nsun2batt*MaxIr*Nsky*sin(pi*daytime/TdayR);
night1 = 0:STEPSIZE:sunriseR;
night2 = sunsetR:STEPSIZE:24;
daytime2 = (daytime+sunriseR)/STEPSIZE;
solary2 = [zeros(1,sunriseR/STEPSIZE), solary, zeros(1,(24sunsetR)/STEPSIZE+1)];
solary3 = [solary2(indnoon:end), solary2, solary2(1:indnoon-1)];
lplot = plot(ord,solary3);
set(lplot,'LineWidth',3);
set(lplot,'Color',[0 0 0]);
xlim = ord;
hold all;
lplot2 = plot([0 ord(end)],[Ptot Ptot]);
set(lplot2,'Color',[0 0 1]);
set(lplot2,'LineWidth',3);
set(gca,'XTick',[1 40:40:480]);
set(gca,'XTickLabel',[12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12]);
xlabel('Time of Day (hours)');
ylabel('Power (Watts)');
title('Energy Balance Over Multiple Days');
legend([aplot(4) aplot(2) aplot(5) aplot(6) aplot(1) lplot, lplot2],'Battery
Charge','Solar Consumed','Solar Climb','Glide','Battery Drain','Solar
Power','Cruise Power','Location',[0.67 0.68 0.1 0.1]);
% invert colors
%set(aplot(1),'FaceColor',[0.5 1 1]);
%set(aplot(2),'FaceColor',[0.5 0.5 1]);
%set(aplot(3),'FaceColor',[0.5 1 1]);
%set(aplot(4),'FaceColor',[0 0 1]);
%set(aplot(5),'FaceColor',[0 0.5 1]);
%set(aplot(6),'FaceColor',[1 0.5 1]);
%set(lplot2,'Color',[1 1 0]);
% blank colors
%set(aplot(1),'FaceColor',[1
%set(aplot(2),'FaceColor',[1
%set(aplot(3),'FaceColor',[1
%set(aplot(4),'FaceColor',[1
%set(aplot(5),'FaceColor',[1
%set(aplot(6),'FaceColor',[1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1]);
1]);
1]);
1]);
1]);
1]);

%
%
%
%
%
%

batt night
cruise day
batt sunrise
solar charging
solar climb
glide
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%set(lplot2,'Color',[1 1 0]); % power required line
%set(lplot2,'LineStyle','none');
% Bar plot
%Echarge*Nbattcharge > Ebatt
%Ebatt > Ebattdrain
%Esolaravailableforcharge > Echarge*Nbattcharge
Enightnoglide
Enightwithglide = Enightnoglide - (Echarge-Ebatt)
Ebatt
TrapzEnight = STEPSIZE*trapz(battdrain) + STEPSIZE*trapz(battlowdrain)
Echarge
Eavailableclimb = Echarge-Ebatt
TrapzEclimb = STEPSIZE*trapz(solarclimb)
TrapzEglide = STEPSIZE*trapz(battglide)
TrapzEcharge = STEPSIZE*trapz(battcharge)+TrapzEclimb
figure;
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
bardata0 = [Echarge Ebatt Enightnoglide Enightwithglide];
bardata1 = [Echarge 0 0 0];
bardata2 = [0 Ebatt 0 0];
bardata3 = [0 0 Enightnoglide 0];
bardata4 = [0 0 0 Enightwithglide];
bar(bardata1,'FaceColor',[1 1 0]);
%bar(bardata1,'FaceColor',[0 0 1]);
hold all
bar(bardata2,'FaceColor',[1 0 0]);
%bar(bardata2,'FaceColor',[0 1 1]);
bar(bardata3,'FaceColor',[0.5 0 0]);
%bar(bardata3,'FaceColor',[0.5 1 1]);
bar(bardata4,'FaceColor',[0.5 0.25 0.25]);
%bar(bardata4,'FaceColor',[0.5 0.75 0.75]);
ylim([0 800]);
title('Energy Margins');
set(gca,'XTick',[]);
ylabel('Watt-hours (Whr)');
legend('Solar Available for Charging','Battery Capacity','Battery Required
Without Gliding','Battery Required With Gliding');
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Appendix J: QPROP Analysis Matlab Files
J.1: importmoto.m
% reads in data from exported motocalc database
function importmoto(fileToRead1)
%IMPORTFILE(FILETOREAD1)
% Imports data from the specified file
% FILETOREAD1: file to read
%

Auto-generated by MATLAB on 03-Apr-2011 21:07:38

DELIMITER = '\t';
HEADERLINES = 2;
% Import the file
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1, DELIMITER, HEADERLINES);
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields.
vars = fieldnames(newData1);
for i = 1:length(vars)
assignin('base', vars{i}, newData1.(vars{i}));
end

J.2: MotoCalcAnalysis.m
% MotoCalcAnalysis.m uses exported motor data from the MotoCalc database and
% calls qprop.exe to find motors with high efficiency for a given propeller
% and gearbox combination at the design cruise speed
% DEPENDENCIES: qprop.exe, importmoto.m, qpropvolt.m, and the propeller
%
model file must be in the current matlab working directory.
%
also requires MotocalcExport2.txt
% variables
gearratio = 6.0; % gearbox reduction ratio
propfile = 'solar8'; % propeller file name
velocity = 9.5; % [m/s] cruise speed
% import motocalc motor data
importmoto('MotocalcExport2.txt');
% put motocalc data into arrays
KV = data(:,1);
%
rpm/volt
I0 = data(:,2);
% [Amps] no load current
R = data(:,3);
% [ohms] resistance
Weight = data(:,4);
% [oz]
weight
Brushless = data(:,5); % 1=brushless, 0=brushed
Outrunner = data(:,6); % 1=outrunner, 0=inrunner
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mkdir motocalc
% create directory in case it doesn't already exist
rmdir motocalc s % clear previous motor files
mkdir motocalc
% create directory for motor files
r = 1; % initialize results counter
% loop through motor database and analyze motors that meet the following
% criteria: brushless, outrunner, weight <= 2oz, KV <= 3000 rpm/volt
for i = 1:2158 % loop limit needs to match the size of the motocalc database
if((Brushless(i)==1)&&(Outrunner(i)==1)&&(Weight(i)<= 2)&&(KV(i)<= 3000))
% add .mot to end of motor file names
str1 = strcat(textdata{i+2,1}, '.mot');
% replace characters in motor names that could cause problems
str1 = regexprep( str1, '/', '-' );
str1 = regexprep( str1, '(', '' );
str1 = regexprep( str1, ')', '' );
str1 = regexprep( str1, ' ', '_' );
% create motor file to be used by QPROP
fid = fopen( ['motocalc/',str1], 'w' ); % open file for writing
% write text to file
fprintf( fid, '\n%s\n\n 1\t! motor type (brushed DC)\n %5.4f\t!
Rmotor\t(ohms)\n %5.4f\t! I0\t(amps)\n %-5.0f\t! Kv\t(rpm/Volt)\n\n',
textdata{i+2,1}, R(i), I0(i), KV(i)/gearratio );
fclose(fid); % close file
% perform QPROP analysis over expected voltage range
% hardcoded for voltages between 3.0 volts and 12.6 volts in 0.1
% volt increments
[~,~,~,~,~,~,~,~,qToteff]=qpropvolt(propfile,['motocalc/',str1],velocity,3.0,
12.6,0.1,0);
% add the motor to the results if the motor+propeller efficiency is
% above 60% for nominal cruise voltage (7.2 V)
% if the motor+propeller efficiency is negative, also include the
% motor so it can be re-analyzed manually
if ( (qToteff(43) >= 0.6) || (qToteff(43) == -1) )
results{r,1} = str1;
% motor name
results{r,2} = qToteff(43); % total efficiency for cruise (7.2 V)
results{r,3} = qToteff(79); % total efficiency for climb (10.8 V)
results{r,4} = Weight(i);
% motor weight
r = r+1; % increment results counter
end
end
end
%rmdir motocalc s % remove motor files
% show results
% note: many motor names are too long to display below. access motor names
% by typing 'results(#)' for the motor name of the #th motor in the list
results
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J.3: qpropvolt.m
% qpropvolt.m calls qprop.exe to analyze a given motor+propeller combination
% over a range of voltages (fixed velocity and blade angle)
% DEPENDENCIES: qprop.exe in working directory
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

OUTPUTS:
RPM = propeller RPM
Amps = motor current draw [Amps]
Thrust = propeller thrust [N]
Propeller_Power = mechanical power output by propeller [W]
Electric_Power = electric power going into motor [W]
Average_Cl = average propeller lift coefficient
Motor_Efficiency = motor efficiency
Propeller_Efficiency = propeller efficiency
Total_Efficiency = total combined motor+propeller efficiency

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

INPUTS:
prop = qprop propeller file
motor = qprop motor file
vel = aircraft velocity [m/s]
voltmin = minimum motor voltage [Volts]
voltmax = maximum motor voltage [Volts]
voltinc = voltage increment [Volts]
graph = ‘1’ to plot results, ‘0’ to skip plotting (useful for batch runs)

function [RPM, Amps, Thrust, Propeller_Power, Electric_Power, Average_Cl,
Motor_Efficiency, Propeller_Efficiency, Total_Efficiency ] = qpropvolt (
prop, motor, vel, voltmin, voltmax, voltinc, graph )
% construct command line argument to call qprop
cmd = ['qprop', ' ', prop, ' ', motor, ' ', num2str(vel), ' 0 ',
num2str(voltmin), ',', num2str(voltmax), ',', num2str(voltinc), ' >
out.dat'];
system(cmd); % call qprop
newData1 = importdata('out.dat', ' ', 17); % import qprop results
% organize imported data
Velocity = newData1.data(:,1);
RPM = newData1.data(:,2);
Dbeta = newData1.data(:,3);
Thrust = newData1.data(:,4);
Torque = newData1.data(:,5);
Shaft_Power = newData1.data(:,6);
Volts = newData1.data(:,7);
Amps = newData1.data(:,8);
Motor_Efficiency = newData1.data(:,9);
Propeller_Efficiency = newData1.data(:,10);
Advance_Ratio = newData1.data(:,11);
Thrust_Coefficient = newData1.data(:,12);
Torque_Coefficient = newData1.data(:,13);
Slipstream_Velocity_Increment = newData1.data(:,14);
Total_Efficiency = newData1.data(:,15);
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Electric_Power = newData1.data(:,16);
Propeller_Power = newData1.data(:,17);
Average_Cl = newData1.data(:,18);
Average_Cd = newData1.data(:,19);
% plotting
numvolt = round(1 + (voltmax - voltmin) / voltinc);
numdbeta = 0;
if ( graph == 1)
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),RPM(1:numvolt))
title('RPM')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('RPM')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),RPM((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
legendstr(i-1) = Dbeta((i-1)*numvolt);
end
legendstr(numdbeta) = Dbeta(round(numdbeta*numvolt));
for count = 1:numdbeta
str1{count} = num2str(legendstr(count));
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Dbeta(1:numvolt))
title('Dbeta')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Dbeta')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Dbeta((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Thrust(1:numvolt))
title('Thrust')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Thrust')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Thrust((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
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figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Torque(1:numvolt))
title('Torque')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Torque')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Torque((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Shaft_Power(1:numvolt))
title('Shaft Power')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Shaft Power')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Shaft_Power((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Volts(1:numvolt))
title('Volts')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Volts')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Volts((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Amps(1:numvolt))
title('Amps')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Amps')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Amps((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
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figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Motor_Efficiency(1:numvolt))
title('Motor Efficiency')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Motor Efficiency')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Motor_Efficiency((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Propeller_Efficiency(1:numvolt))
title('Propeller Efficiency')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Propeller Efficiency')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Propeller_Efficiency((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Advance_Ratio(1:numvolt))
title('Advance Ratio')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Advance Ratio')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Advance_Ratio((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Thrust_Coefficient(1:numvolt))
title('Thrust Coefficient')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Thrust Coefficient')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Thrust_Coefficient((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
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figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Torque_Coefficient(1:numvolt))
title('Torque Coefficient')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Torque Coefficient')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Torque_Coefficient((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Slipstream_Velocity_Increment(1:numvolt))
title('Slipstream Velocity Increment')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Slipstream Velocity Increment')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Slipstream_Velocity_Increment((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),100*Total_Efficiency(1:numvolt))
title('Propeller + Motor Efficiency for Fixed Propeller Pitch')
xlabel('Volts (V)')
ylabel('Propeller + Motor Efficiency (%)')
ylim([50 75])
hold all
plot([7.2 7.2],[0 100],[10.8 10.8],[0 100])
legend('efficiency','cruise','climb')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),100*Total_Efficiency((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Electric_Power(1:numvolt))
title('Electric Power')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Electric Power')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
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plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Electric_Power((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Propeller_Power(1:numvolt))
title('Propeller Power')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Propeller Power')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Propeller_Power((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Average_Cl(1:numvolt))
title('Power Weighted Average Cl')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Power Weighted Average Cl')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Average_Cl((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
figure
plot(Volts(1:numvolt),Average_Cd(1:numvolt))
title('Power Weighted Average Cd')
xlabel('Volts')
ylabel('Power Weighted Average Cd')
if (numdbeta > 1)
hold all
for i = 2:numdbeta
plot(Volts((i-1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt),Average_Cd((i1)*numvolt+1:i*numvolt))
end
legend(str1)
end
end
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Appendix K: Structure Matlab Code
K.1: chord.m
% chord.m returns the wing chord length for a given wingspan location
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, wingparameters.txt
% OUTPUT: chord length [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [c] = chord (y)
% get wing data
[data, ~] = importfile('wingparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
cdata = data(:,2);
% determine return value
c = interp1(ydata,cdata,y);

K.2: coeffmom.m
% coeffmom.m returns the wing section pitching moment coefficient for a
% given wingspan location
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, wingparameters.txt
% OUTPUT: section pitching moment coefficient
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [cm] = coeffmom(y)
% get wing data
[data, ~] = importfile('wingparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
cmdata = data(:,7);
% determine return value
cm = interp1(ydata,cmdata,y);

K.3: dTubeAm.m
% dTubeAm.m returns the 2-D wing slice area of the D-tube leading edge for
% a given wingspan location
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, sparparameters.txt
% OUTPUT: wing spar leading edge D-tube area [cm^2]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
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function [am] = dTubeAm (y)
% get spar geometry data
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
amdata = data(:,7);
% determine return value
am = interp1(ydata,amdata,y);

K.4: dTubeL.m
% dTubeL.m returns the length of the leading edge D-tube perimeter for
% a given wingspan location
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, sparparameters.txt
% OUTPUT: wing spar leading edge D-tube perimeter length [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [l] = dTubeL (y)
% get spar geometry data
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
ldata = data(:,8);
% determine return value
l = interp1(ydata,ldata,y);

K.5: dTubeThick.m
% dTubeThick.m returns the thickness of the leading edge D-tube for
% a given wingspan location
% IMPORTANT NOTE: assumes thickness is constant and equal to the tip
%
thickness for each section specified in sparparameters.txt (does not
%
linearly interpolate)
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, sparparameters.txt
% OUTPUT: wing spar leading edge D-tube thickness [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [t] = dTubeThick (y)
% get spar geometry data
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
tdata = data(:,6);
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% determine wingspan
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% determine return value
if ( y < 0 )
t = 0;
elseif ( y == 0 )
t = tdata(1);
elseif ( y < b/2 )
temp = ydata - y;
[~, ind] = max(temp(temp<0));
t = tdata(ind+1);
elseif ( y == b/2 )
t = tdata(numspan);
else
t = 0;
end

K.6: importfile.m
function [data, textdata] = importfile(fileToRead1)
%IMPORTFILE(FILETOREAD1)
% Imports data from the specified file
% FILETOREAD1: file to read
%

Auto-generated by MATLAB on 21-May-2011 15:09:25

DELIMITER = ' ';
HEADERLINES = 10;
% Import the file
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1, DELIMITER, HEADERLINES);
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields.
vars = fieldnames(newData1);
%for i = 1:length(vars)
%
assignin('base', vars{i}, newData1.(vars{i}));
%end
data = newData1.(vars{1});
textdata = newData1.(vars{2});

K.7: liftloc.m
% liftloc.m returns the local lift force at a given wingspan location
% IMPORTANT NOTES: assumes elliptic lift distribution
% lift is based on the airplane weight and g-load specified in this file
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, wingparameters.txt
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% OUTPUT: local lift force [N]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [lift] = liftloc (y)
% specify parameters for calculating lift
W = 49; %[N] % aircraft weight
n = 9; % maximum design g-load
% determine wingspan
[data, ~] = importfile('wingparameters.txt');
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% determine return value
if ( y < 0 )
lift = 0;
elseif ( y <= b/2 )
liftroot = 4*n*W/(pi*b); % for elliptic lift distribution
lift = liftroot*sqrt(1-(2*y/b)^2); % for elliptic lift distribution
else
lift = 0;
end

K.8: mac.m
% mac.m calculates the length and location of the mean aerodynamic chord
% DEPENDENCIES: wingparameters.txt, importfile.m, chord.m, xle.m, zle.m
% get wing geometry data
[data, textdata] = importfile('wingparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1); % spanwise stations [cm]
cdata = data(:,2); % chord lengths [cm]
% determine wingspan
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% calculate wing area
S = 0;
for i=1:numspan-1
S = S + 0.5*(cdata(i)+cdata(i+1))*(ydata(i+1)-ydata(i));
end
S = 2*S; % convert from half wing to full wing area
Smeters = S / 10000 % convert from cm^2 to m^2
% calculate mean aerodynamic chord
y = 0:1:b/2;
temp = arrayfun(@chord,y);
temp = temp.^2;
temp = temp*(y(2)-y(1));
MAC = 2/S*sum(temp)
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% calculate MAC y (spanwise) location on half wing
temp = arrayfun(@chord,y);
temp = temp.*y;
temp = temp*(y(2)-y(1));
yMAC = 2/S*sum(temp)
% calculate MAC x (chordwise) location from root leading edge
temp = arrayfun(@chord,y);
temp2 = arrayfun(@xle,y);
temp = temp.*temp2;
temp = temp*(y(2)-y(1));
xMAC = 2/S*sum(temp)
% calculate MAC z (vertical) location from root leading edge
temp = arrayfun(@chord,y);
temp2 = arrayfun(@zle,y);
temp = temp.*temp2;
temp = temp*(y(2)-y(1));
zMAC = 2/S*sum(temp)

K.9: plotBoomBend.m
% must run tailboomBending.m first
figure;
% deflection plot
subplot 311;
plot(x_tail/100,defl_tail/100,'k');
xlim([0 1.2]);
ylim([0 0.05]);
set(gca,'XTick',[])
ylabel('Deflection (m)');
datacursormode on;
disp('Click on maximum tailboom twist point');
%title('Tailboom Bending Analysis');
% bending stress plot
subplot 312;
plot(x_tail/100,sigmas_tail*10000/1e6);
xlim([0 1.2]);
set(gca,'XTick',[])
ylim([0 1.1*maxstressallowed_tail]);
ylabel('Bending Stress (MPa)');
hold all;
plot([0 1.2],[maxstressallowed_tail,maxstressallowed_tail]);
% shear stress plot
subplot 313;
plot(x_tail/100,taus_tail*10000/1e6);
xlim([0 1.2]);
xlabel('Tailboom Stations (m)');
ylim([0 1.1*maxtauallowed_tail]);
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ylabel('Shear Stress (MPa)');
hold all
plot([0 1.2],[maxtauallowed_tail,maxtauallowed_tail]);
legend('stress','max stress allowed','Location',[0.7 0.34 0.1 0.1]);

K.10: plotBoomTwist.m
% must run tailboomTwisting.m first
figure;
% deflection plot
subplot 211;
plot(x_tail/100,twist_tail2,'k');
xlim([0 1.2]);
ylim([0 3]);
set(gca,'XTick',[])
ylabel('Twist (degrees)');
datacursormode on;
disp('Click on maximum boom twist point');
%title('Tailboom Twist Analysis');
% shear stress plot
subplot 212;
plot(x_tail/100,taus2_tail*10000/1e6);
xlim([0 1.2]);
xlabel('Tailboom Stations (m)');
ylim([0 1.1*maxtau2allowed_tail]);
ylabel('Shear Stress (MPa)');
hold all
plot([0 1.2],[maxtau2allowed_tail,maxtau2allowed_tail]);
legend('stress','max stress allowed','Location',[0.7 0.47 0.1 0.1]);

K.11: plotWingSparBend.m
% must run wingsparBending.m first
figure;
% deflection plot
subplot 311;
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
plot(y/100,defl/100,'k');
xlim([0 2.2]);
set(gca,'XTick',[])
ylabel('Deflection (m)');
datacursormode on;
disp('Click on maximum wingtip deflection point');
%title('Wing Spar Bending Analysis for 9 G Load');
% bending stress plot
subplot 312;
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
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plot(y/100,sigmas*10000/1e6);
xlim([0 2.2]);
set(gca,'XTick',[])
ylim([0 1.1*maxstressallowed*1000]);
ylabel('Bending Stress (MPa)');
hold all;
plot([0 2.2],[maxstressallowed*1000,maxstressallowed*1000]);
% shear stress plot
subplot 313;
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
plot(y/100,taus*10000/1e6);
xlim([0 2.2]);
xlabel('Spar Stations (m)');
ylim([0 1.1*maxtauallowed]);
ylabel('Shear Stress (MPa)');
hold all
plot([0 2.2],[maxtauallowed,maxtauallowed]);
legend('stress','max stress allowed','Location',[0.7 0.34 0.1 0.1]);

K.12: plotWingTwist.m
% must run wingTwisting.m first
figure;
% deflection plot
subplot 211;
plot(y/100,twist_2,'k');
xlim([0 2.2]);
%set(gca,'XTick',[])
ylabel('Twist (degrees)');
datacursormode on;
disp('Click on maximum wingtip twist point');
%title('Wing Torque Load Analysis');
% shear stress plot
subplot 212;
plot(y/100,taus*10000/1e6);
xlim([0 2.2]);
xlabel('Wingspan (m)');
ylim([0 1.1*maxtauallowed]);
ylabel('Shear Stress (MPa)');
hold all
plot([0 2.2],[maxtauallowed,maxtauallowed]);
legend('stress','max stress allowed','Location',[0.7 0.25 0.1 0.1]);

K.13: spararea.m
% spararea.m returns the combined cross sectional area of the spar caps at
% a given wingspan location
% DEPENDENCIES: sparw.m, spartb.m, spartt.m
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% OUTPUT: cross sectional area of both spar caps [cm^2]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [a] = spararea(y)
% determine return value
w = sparw(y); % spar width [cm]
a = w*(spartb(y)+spartt(y));

K.14: sparinertia.m
% sparinertia.m returns the spar section properties for a given wingspan
% location
% IMPORTANT NOTE: assumes spar caps only (neglects shear web and foam core)
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, sparparameters.txt, sparw.m, spartb.m,
%
spartt.m, sparthick.m, spartw.m
% OUTPUTS the following spar properties:
% i = inertia [cm^4]
% c = maximum distance from neutral axis for stress calculation [cm]
% q = for shear stress calculations [cm^3]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [i, c, q] = sparinertia (y)
% get spar data
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
% determine wingspan
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% calculate values that will be used many times
w = sparw(y); % spar width [cm]
tb = spartb(y); % spar cap bottom thickness [cm]
tt = spartt(y); % spar cap top thickness [cm]
thick = sparthick(y); % spar total thickness (from bottom of bottom cap to
top of top cap)
tw = spartw(y); % shear web thickness [cm]
% determine return values
if ( y < 0 )
i = 0;
c = 0;
q = 0;
elseif ( y <= b/2 )
yc = (w*tb*tb/2 + w*tt*(thick-tt/2)) / (w*tb + w*tt);
i = 1/12*w*tb^3 + w*tb*(yc-tb/2)^2 + 1/12*w*tt^3 + w*tt*(yc-(thicktt/2))^2;
c1 = yc;
c2 = thick-yc;
c = max(c1,c2);
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q1 = w*tt*(thick-tt/2-yc) + 2*tw*(thick-yc)*(thick-yc)/2;
q2 = w*tb*(yc-tb/2) + 2*tw*yc*yc/2;
q = max(q1,q2);
else
i = 0;
c = 0;
q = 0;
end

K.15: sparmomentellip.m
% sparmomentellip.m returns the wing bending moment assuming an elliptical
% lift distribution for a given wingspan location
%
%
%
%

IMPORTANT NOTES: assumes lift distribution calculated by liftloc.m
load parameters are also set by liftloc.m
accuracy can be increased by increasing the STEPS variable
increasing the STEPS variabale causes spar calculations to take longer

% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, sparparameters.txt, liftloc.m
% OUTPUT: unmodified wing bending moment [N*cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [m] = sparmoment2(y)
steps = 20; % number of numerical integration steps
% determine wingspan
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% determine stepsize
stepsize = (b/2-y)/steps;
% determine return value
if ( y < 0 )
m = 0;
elseif ( y <= b/2 )
x = y:stepsize:b/2;
lifts = arrayfun(@liftloc,x);
arms = fliplr(b/2-x+stepsize/2);
moms = lifts*stepsize.*arms;
m = sum(moms);
else
m = 0;
end
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K.16: spartb.m
% spartb.m returns the bottom spar cap thickness for a given wingspan
% location
% IMPORTANT NOTE: assumes thickness is constant and equal to the tip
%
thickness for each section specified in sparparameters.txt (does not
%
linearly interpolate)
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, sparparameters.txt
% OUTPUT: bottom spar cap thickness [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [t] = spartb (y)
% get spar geometry data
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
tdata = data(:,4);
% determine wingspan
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% determine return value
if ( y < 0 )
t = 0;
elseif ( y == 0 )
t = tdata(1);
elseif ( y < b/2 )
temp = ydata - y;
[~, ind] = max(temp(temp<0));
t = tdata(ind+1);
elseif ( y == b/2 )
t = tdata(numspan);
else
t = 0;
end

K.17: sparthick.m
% sparthick.m returns the distance between the top and bottom spar caps for a
% given wingspan location
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, wingparameters.txt, chord.m
% OUTPUT: spar total thickness (distance between the top of the top cap and
%
the bottom of the bottom cap) [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [t] = sparthick (y)
% get wing geometry data
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[data, ~] = importfile('wingparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
tdata = data(:,4);
% determine return value
t = interp1(ydata,tdata,y)*chord(y);

K.18: spartt.m
% spartt.m returns the top spar cap thickness for a given wingspan location
% IMPORTANT NOTE: assumes thickness is constant and equal to the tip
%
thickness for each section specified in sparparameters.txt (does not
%
linearly interpolate)
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, sparparameters.txt
% OUTPUT: top spar cap thickness [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [t] = spartt (y)
% get spar geometry data
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
tdata = data(:,3);
% determine wingspan
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% determine return value
if ( y < 0 )
t = 0;
elseif ( y == 0 )
t = tdata(1);
elseif ( y < b/2 )
temp = ydata - y;
[~, ind] = max(temp(temp<0));
t = tdata(ind+1);
elseif ( y == b/2 )
t = tdata(numspan);
else
t = 0;
end

K.19: spartw.m
% spartw.m returns the spar shear web thickness for a given wingspan location
% IMPORTANT NOTE: assumes thickness is constant and equal to the tip
%
thickness for each section specified in sparparameters.txt (does not
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%
linearly interpolate)
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, sparparameters.txt
% OUTPUT: spar web thickness [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [tw] = spartw (y)
% get spar geometry data
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
twdata = data(:,5);
% determine wingspan
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% determine return value
if ( y < 0 )
tw = 0;
elseif ( y == 0 )
tw = twdata(1);
elseif ( y < b/2 )
temp = ydata - y;
[~, ind] = max(temp(temp<0));
tw = twdata(ind+1);
elseif ( y == b/2 )
tw = twdata(numspan);
else
tw = 0;
end

K.20: sparw.m
% sparw.m returns the spar width for a given wingspan location
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, sparparameters.txt
% OUTPUT: spar width [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [w] = sparw (y)
% get spar geometry data
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1);
wdata = data(:,2);
% determine return value
w = interp1(ydata,wdata,y);
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K.21: tailboomBending.m
% tailboomBending.m analyzes the deflection of the tailboom due to bending
% IMPORTANT NOTES: tailboom geometry is set in tailboominertia.m
% DEPENDENCIES: tailboominertia.m, plotBoomBend.m
% Tailboom Bending
rho_tail = 1.23; %[kg/m^3]
%S_tail = 0.2; %[m^2] % includes both V-tail halves
%S_tail = 0.135; %[m^2] % horizontal stab area
S_tail = 0.135; %[m^2] % vertical stab area (same area as h stab)
V_tail = 25.0; %[m/2]
CLmax_tail = 0.5;
dihedral = 0; %[degrees]
length_tailboom = 120; %[cm]
Youngs_tail = 70e5;
% [N/cm^2] % modulus of elasticity
% 150e9 Pascals
(N/m^2)
% modulus of standard carbon fiber fabric in longitudinal direction from:
% http://www.performance-composites.com/carbonfibre/mechanicalproperties_2.
% asp
Load_tail = 0.5*rho_tail*V_tail^2*S_tail*CLmax_tail*cosd(dihedral) %[N]
x_tail = 0:1:length_tailboom; % [cm] position along tailboom (0 is near the
wing)
Mom_tailboom = fliplr(x_tail)*Load_tail;
I0_tail = tailboominertia(0);
x1_tail = fliplr(x_tail);
[inertias_tail, ~,~,diameters_tail,wt_tail,~,~,~,Q_tail] =
arrayfun(@tailboominertia,x_tail);
moments_tail = Mom_tailboom;
modmoms_tail = moments_tail*I0_tail./inertias_tail;
deflections_tail = modmoms_tail.*x1_tail/(Youngs_tail*I0_tail)*(x_tail(2)x_tail(1));
dtip_tail = sum(deflections_tail)
defl_tail = zeros(1,size(x_tail,2));
for i = 1:size(x_tail,2)
x2_tail = fliplr(x_tail(1:i));
temp5_tail = modmoms_tail(1:i).*x2_tail/(Youngs_tail*I0_tail)*(x_tail(2)x_tail(1));
defl_tail(i) = sum(temp5_tail);
end
defl_angle = atand( (defl_tail(end)-defl_tail(end-1)) / (x_tail(2)-x_tail(1))
)
[~,~,~,~,~,~,~, weight] = tailboominertia(0)
% Maximum bending stress calculation
%sigmamax = M*c/I
sigmas_tail = moments_tail.*(diameters_tail./2)./inertias_tail; % [N/cm^2]
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maxstress_tail = max(sigmas_tail)*10000/1e6 % convert N/cm^2 to MPa
maxstressallowed_tail = 110 % standard carbon fabric in MPa from:
% http://www.performance-composites.com/carbonfibre/mechanicalproperties_2.
% asp
figure;
plot(x_tail,defl_tail);
figure;
plot(x_tail,sigmas_tail*10000/1e6);
% Shear Calculations
% tau = VQ/It;
% V = dM/dx;
V_tail = -diff(moments_tail)/(x_tail(2)-x_tail(1));
Vmax_tail = V_tail(1)-(V_tail(2)-V_tail(1));
V_tail = [Vmax_tail,V_tail];
figure;
plot(x_tail,V_tail);
taus_tail = V_tail.*Q_tail./(inertias_tail*2.*wt_tail); % [N/cm^2]
maxtau_tail = min(taus_tail)*10000/1e6 % convert N/cm^2 to MPa
maxtauallowed_tail = 70 % [MPa]
figure;
plot(x_tail,taus_tail);
% call plot
plotBoomBend

K.22: tailboominertia.m
% tailboominertia.m returns the tailboom section properties for a given
% tailboom length location
% IMPORTANT NOTES: tailboom geometry is set in this file
% assumes constant taper
% DEPENDENCIES: none
% OUTPUTS the following tailboom mass properties:
% ti = tailboom section inertia [cm^4]
% pti = tailboom polar inertia [cm^4]
% od = outside diameter [cm]
% id = inside diameter [cm]
% t = wall thickness [cm]
% Am = mean area enclosed [cm^2]
% l = mid wall circumference [cm]
% w = total tailboom weight [g]
% q = for shear stress calculations [cm^3]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [ti, tpi, od, id, t, Am, l, w, q] = tailboominertia(x)
% specify tailboom geometry
xr = 0.0; %[cm] root position
xt = 120.0; %[cm] tip (tail position)
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odr = 4.14;
idr = 4.02;
odt = 2.13;
idt = 2.01;
dens = 1.7;

%[cm] outside diameter at root (near wing)
%[cm] inside diameter at root (near wing)
%[cm] outside diameter at tip (tail)
%[cm] inside diameter at tip (tail)
%[g/cm^3] for carbon fiber

% determine return values
if ( x < xr )
od = 0;
id = 0;
ti = 0;
tpi = 0;
t = 0;
Am = 0;
l = 0;
q = 0;
elseif ( x <= xt )
od = odr + x*(odt-odr)/(xt-xr);
id = idr + x*(idt-idr)/(xt-xr);
ti = pi*(od^4-id^4)/64;
tpi = pi*(od^4-id^4)/32;
t = (od-id)/2;
Am = 0.25*pi*(od-t)^2;
l = pi*(od-t);
q = (pi/2*(od/2)^2 - pi/2*(id/2)^2) * (od-t/2)/pi;
else
od = 0;
id = 0;
ti = 0;
tpi = 0;
t = 0;
Am = 0;
l = 0;
q = 0;
end
% determine total weight
syms xs;
ods = odr + xs*(odt-odr)/(xt-xr);
ids = idr + xs*(idt-idr)/(xt-xr);
a = pi*(ods^2-ids^2)/4;
w = double(int(a,xs,xr,xt)*dens);

K.23: tailboomTwisting.m
% tailboomTwisting.m analyzes the deflection of the tailboom due to torque
% IMPORTANT NOTES: tailboom geometry is set in tailboominertia.m
% DEPENDENCIES: tailboominertia.m, plotBoomTwist.m
% load parameters
rho_tail = 1.23; %[kg/m^3]
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S_tailt = 0.1; %[m^2] % Vertical stab area above boom
S_tailb = 0.035; %[m^2] % Vertical stab area below boom
b_tailt = 35; %[cm] % Vertical stab length above boom
b_tailb = 15; %[cm] % Vertical stab length below boom
V_tail = 25.0; %[m/2]
CLmax_tail = 0.5;
length_tailboom = 120; %[cm]
G = 5e5; %5e9 % [N/cm^2] % shear modulus
%4 e9 [N/m^2] (Pa)
Torque_tailt = 0.5*rho_tail*V_tail^2*S_tailt*CLmax_tail*b_tailt/3 %[N*cm]
Torque_tailb = 0.5*rho_tail*V_tail^2*S_tailb*CLmax_tail*b_tailb/3 %[N*cm]
Torque_tail = Torque_tailt-Torque_tailb
x_tail = 0:1:length_tailboom; % [cm] position along tailboom (0 is near the
wing)
[~,J_tail,od_tail] = arrayfun(@tailboominertia,x_tail);
twist_tail = Torque_tail/G./J_tail*(x_tail(2)-x_tail(1))*180/pi;
boomtwist = sum(twist_tail(1:end-1))
twist_tail2 = zeros(1,size(x_tail,2));
twist_tail2(1) = 0;
for i = 2:size(x_tail,2)
twist_tail2(i) = sum(twist_tail(1:i-1));
end
figure;
plot(x_tail,twist_tail2);
% stress
taus2_tail = Torque_tail.*(od_tail/2)./J_tail;
maxtau2_tail = max(taus2_tail)
maxtau2allowed_tail = 90; %[MPa]
figure;
plot(x_tail,taus2_tail*10000/1e6);
% call plot
plotBoomTwist

K.24: wingSparBending.m
% wingSparBending.m performs the wing bending analysis calculations
% IMPORTANT NOTES: load parameters are set in liftloc.m
% spar geometry is set by sparparameters.txt
% deflection calculation is based on Timosheko estimation method from his
%
strength of materials book
% DEPENDENCIES: sparparameters.txt, sparinertia.m, plotWingSparBend.m
% Calculates the wing spar deflection, bending stress, and shear stress and
%
plots results
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% material parameters
Youngs = 135e5; % [N/cm^2] modulus of elasticity
% 150e9 Pascals (N/m^2)
% modulus of elasticity value from:
% http://www.performance-composites.com/carbonfibre/mechanicalproperties_2.
% asp
dens = 1.7; % [g/cm^3] % spar material density
% determine wingspan
[data, ~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm] wingspan
I0 = sparinertia(0); % reference inertia
y = 0:1:b/2; % adjust number of steps for accuracy/speed trade-off
x = fliplr(y); % [cm] distance to tip for deflection calculations
[inertias, c, Q] = arrayfun(@sparinertia,y);
moments = arrayfun(@sparmoment2,y);
modmoms = moments.*I0./inertias; % modify moments to account for spar taper
deflections = modmoms.*x/(Youngs*I0)*(y(2)-y(1)); %
dtip = sum(deflections) % [cm] deflection at wingtip
% calculate deflection at each spanwise station for plotting
defl = zeros(1,size(y,2));
for i = 1:size(y,2)
x1 = fliplr(y(1:i));
temp5 = modmoms(1:i).*x1/(Youngs*I0)*(y(2)-y(1));
defl(i) = sum(temp5);
end
% plot deflection and moments
figure;
plot(y,defl)
ylim([0 50])
hold all
% Maximum bending stress calculation
%sigmamax = M*c/I
sigmas = moments.*c./inertias; % [N/cm^2]
maxstress = max(sigmas)*10000/1e9 % convert N/cm^2 to GPa
maxstressallowed = 1.2 % unidirectional carbon fiber in GPa from:
% http://www.performance-composites.com/carbonfibre/mechanicalproperties_2.
% asp
plot(y,sigmas/1000);
areas = arrayfun(@spararea,y);
capsweight = dens*2*sum(areas)*(y(2)-y(1))
% Shear Calculations
% tau = VQ/It;
% V = dM/dx;
twebs = arrayfun(@spartw,y); % shear web thickness [cm]
V = -diff(moments)/(y(2)-y(1));
Vmax = V(1)-(V(2)-V(1));
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V = [Vmax,V];
figure;
plot(y,V);
taus = V.*Q./(inertias*2.*twebs); % [N/cm^2]
maxtau = max(taus)*10000/1e6 % convert N/cm^2 to MPa
maxtauallowed = 50 % [MPa]
figure;
plot(y,taus);
%kevlar max shear strength = 60MPa according to composites book
% 60 MPa = 6000 N/cm^2
%call plot routine here
plotWingSparBend

K.25: wingtoque.m
% wingtorque.m returns the torque load for a given wingspan location
% IMPORTANT NOTES: load parameters are set in this file
% accuracy can be increased by increasing the NUMSTEPS variable
% increasing the NUMSTEPS variabale causes calculations to take longer
% DEPENDENCIES: importfile.m, wingparameters.txt, chord.m, coeffmom.m
% OUTPUT: torque caused by pitching moment [N*cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [t] = wingtorque (y)
numsteps = 20; % number of numerical integration steps
% load parameters
V = 25; % [m/s]
rho = 1.23; % [kg/m^3]
% determine wingspan
[data, ~] = importfile('wingparameters.txt');
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% determine stepsize
stepsize = (b/2-y)/numsteps;
% determine return value
if ( y < 0 )
t = 0;
elseif ( y <= b/2 )
x = y:stepsize:b/2; % [cm] position along span
c = arrayfun(@chord,x);
cm = arrayfun(@coeffmom,x);
temp1 = 0.5*rho*V^2*(c/100).^2.*cm*stepsize;
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t = sum(temp1);
else
t = 0;
end

K.26: wingTwisting.m
% wingTwisting.m performs the wing twisting analysis calculations
% IMPORTANT NOTES: load parameters are set in wingtorque.m
% this analysis assume the wing leading edge D-tube structure is the only
%
structure that resists wing twist
% DEPENDENCIES: wingtorque.m, dTubeAm.m, dTubeThick.m, dTubeL.m,
%
plotWingTwist.m
% material parameters
% Assuming Kevlar shear modulus = 4GPa for 0/90 fabric
% Estimating Kevlar shear modulus = 5Gpa for 45/45 fabric
% estimate also matches:
% http://www.performancecomposites.com/carbonfibre/mechanicalproperties_2.asp
G = 5e5; %5e9 % [N/cm^2] % shear modulus
%4 e9 [N/m^2] (Pa)
% get wing geometry data
[data,~] = importfile('sparparameters.txt');
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
y = 0:10:b/2; % [cm] position along span
torques = arrayfun(@wingtorque,y);
areas = arrayfun(@dTubeAm,y);
thicks = arrayfun(@dTubeThick,y);
lengths = arrayfun(@dTubeL,y);
twists = torques/G./(4.*thicks.*areas.^2./lengths)*(y(2)-y(1))*180/pi; %
equation checked
wingtiptwist = sum(twists)
twist_2 = zeros(1,size(y,2));
twist_2(1) = 0;
for i = 2:size(y,2)
twist_2(i) = sum(twists(1:i-1));
end
% stress
taus = -torques./(2.*thicks.*areas);
maxtau = max(taus)
maxtauallowed = 50; %[MPa]
% call plot
plotWingTwist
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K.27: xle.m
% xle.m returns the wing leading edge x location (direction along chord) for
% a given wingspan location
% DEPENDENCIES: wingparameters.txt, importfile.m
% OUTPUT: leading edge x location measured from wing root leading edge [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [x] = xle(y)
% get wing geometry data
[data, ~] = importfile('wingparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1); % spanwise stations [cm]
cdata = data(:,2); % chord lengths [cm]
% determine wingspan
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% determine return value
if ( y < 0 )
x = 0;
elseif ( y == 0 )
x = 0;
elseif ( y < b/2 )
temp = ydata - y;
[~, ind] = max(temp(temp<0));
cr = cdata(1);
c1 = cdata(ind);
c2 = cdata(ind+1);
y1 = ydata(ind);
y2 = ydata(ind+1);
ypartial = y - ydata(ind);
x = 0.25*(c1-cr) + ypartial*0.25*(c2-c1)/(y2-y1);
elseif ( y == b/2 )
x = 0.25*(cdata(numspan)-cdata(1));
else
x = 0;
end

K.28: zle.m
% zle.m returns the wing leading edge z location (vertical) for a given
% wingspan location
% DEPENDENCIES: wingparameters.txt, importfile.m
% OUTPUT: leading edge x location measured from wing root leading edge [cm]
% INPUT: wingspan location (from fuselage centerline) [cm]
function [z] = zle(y)
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% get wing geometry data
[data, ~] = importfile('wingparameters.txt');
ydata = data(:,1); % spanwise stations [cm]
zdata = data(:,3); % vertical position [cm]
% determine wingspan
numspan = size(data,1);
b = 2*data(numspan,1); %[cm]
% determine return value
if ( y < 0 )
z = 0;
elseif ( y == 0 )
z = 0;
elseif ( y < b/2 )
temp = ydata - y;
[~, ind] = max(temp(temp<0));
z1 = zdata(ind);
z2 = zdata(ind+1);
y1 = ydata(ind);
y2 = ydata(ind+1);
ypartial = y - ydata(ind);
z = z1 + ypartial*(z2-z1)/(y2-y1);
elseif ( y == b/2 )
z = zdata(numspan);
else
z = 0;
end

K.29: sparparameters.txt
Spar Geometry
Spanwise Station (cm)
width (cm)
top thickness (cm)
bottom thickness (cm)
shear thickness (cm)
D-tube thickness (cm)
D-tube AM (cm^2)
D-tube perimeter (cm)
0
54
159
220

2
2
2
2

0.045
0.045
0.03
0.015

0.045
0.045
0.03
0.015

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.025
0.025
0.025
0.01
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44.3
35.5
15.9
5.4

30.5
27.4
18.6
12.0

K.30: wingparameters.txt
Wing geometry and aerodynamic parameters
Spanwise Station (cm)
chord (cm)
height (cm)
airfoil t/c
airfoil Cl
airfoil Cd
airfoil pitching moment
0.0
54
159
220

44.0
39.0
25.0
15.0

0
0
16.6
42

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.08

0.65
0.75
0.70
0.30

0.0112
0.0112
0.0112
0.0112
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-0.05
-0.05
-0.05
-0.05

Appendix L: Wing Boundary Layer Analysis Matlab Files
L.1: BLtransition.txt
Boundary layer transition values for final wing design
Y (cm)

xtr (fraction of chord from leading edge)

0.0
25.0
54.0
75.0
90.0
105.0
110.0
125.0
140.0
150.0
158.0
162.0
170.0
183.0
185.0
195.0
205.0
210.0
215.0
218.0
219.0
220.0

0.4
0.376
0.33
0.28
0.25
0.2
0.38
0.34
0.3
0.26
0.22
0.47
0.44
0.38
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

L.2: importfile2.m
function [data] = importfile2(fileToRead1,headerlines)
%IMPORTFILE(FILETOREAD1)
% Imports data from the specified file
% FILETOREAD1: file to read
%

Auto-generated by MATLAB on 21-May-2011 15:09:25

DELIMITER = ' ';
HEADERLINES = headerlines;
% Import the file
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1, DELIMITER, HEADERLINES);
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields.
vars = fieldnames(newData1);
data = newData1.(vars{1});
%textdata = newData1.(vars{2});
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L.3: totalCDProfileAVL.m
%
%
%
%
%
%

IMPORTANT NOTES: this function assumes fixed final wing geometry (must
change many things in this file if wing geometry changes)
CL input must match CL for AVL output file for accurate results
Unlike most other calculations, this file uses meters [m] instead of
centimeters [cm] because the AVL data uses meters.
Depends on BLtransition.txt for spanwise station and BL transition values

% DEPENDENCIES: BLtransition.txt, XFOIL.exe, importfile2.m, XFOILinput.m
% OUTPUTS: The main ouput is the overall profile drag coefficient for the
%
wing. Additional outputs are for debugging and plotting purposes:
% ys: spanwise station locations [m]
% xtrdata: boundary layer transition values from dragpolar.txt [fraction of
%
local chord]
% res: local reynolds numbers
% cls: local lift coefficients from AVL output
% chords: local chord lengths from AVL output [m]
% xtrs: boundary layer transition points calculated by XFOIL (may be
%
different than xtrdata) [fraction of local chord]
% cds: local profile drag coefficients calculated by XFOIL
% cdavg: total average profile drag for the wing weighted by wing area
% INPUTS: AVL strip coefficients output file
%
CL: aircraft total lift coefficient
%
bl: 0 for natural boundary layer transition, 1 for forced
function [ys,xtrdata,res,cls,chords,xtrs,cds,cdavg] =
totalCDProfileAVL(fileToRead1,CL,bl)
% get AVL data
data = importfile2(fileToRead1,20);
ydata = data(:,2); % spanwise stations
cdata = data(:,3); % strip chords
cldata = data(:,7); % local coefficient of lift for wing strip
% convert spanwise stations from no dihedral to with dihedral (AVL output
%
includes dihedral)
dragpolardata = importfile2('BLtransition.txt', 3);
y = dragpolardata(:,1);
ys=zeros(1,size(y,1));
for i=1:size(y,1)
if y(i)<=54
ys(i)=y(i); % no dihedreal for center wing section
elseif y(i)>54 && y(i)<=159
ys(i)=54+(y(i)-54)*cosd(9);
elseif ( y(i)>159 )
ys(i)=54+105*cosd(9)+(y(i)-159)*cosd(31);
end
end
ys = ys/100; % convert from cm to m since AVL uses m
% use converted spanwise stations to get chord and local cl values from AVL
chords = interp1(ydata,cdata,ys,'linear','extrap');
cls = interp1(ydata,cldata,ys,'linear','extrap');
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% dragpolar.txt has the boundary layer transition locations for XFOIL
%
(these locations correspond to the solar panel leading edges which are
%
assumed to force the boundary layer to transition from laminar to
%
turbulent)
xtrdata = dragpolardata(:,2);
% calculate local Reynolds Numbers
S = 1.34; % [m^2] wing area
W = 49; % [N] total weight
rho = 1.15; % [kg/m^3] air density
V = sqrt( 2 * W / (rho * S * CL) );
res = V*chords/1.65e-5;
% preallocate arrays
cds = zeros(1,size(ys,1));
xtrs = zeros(1,size(ys,1));
% create input file for XFOIL, run XFOIL, and get results
for i=1:size(y,1)%i=1:size(y,2)
XFOILinput(res(i),xtrdata(i),cls(i),ys(i),bl);
!XFOIL.exe < XFOILdata/XFOILcmds.txt
XFOILdata = importfile2('XFOILdata/XFOILout.txt',12);
cds(i) = XFOILdata(1,3);
xtrs(i) = XFOILdata(1,6);
delete XFOILdata/XFOILout.txt; % delete file so it can be reused
end
% calculate total wing drag (weighted by wing area)
ydiffs = diff(ys); % section widths
ydiffs(end+1) = ydiffs(end);
% total drag is the sum of the local drag coefficients multiplied by the
%
section wing area, divided by the total wing area
cdavg = sum(cds.*chords.*ydiffs)/sum(chords.*ydiffs);
fprintf('%6.6f\n',cdavg) % show result with extra decimal places

L.4: XFOILinput.m
% IMPORTANT NOTES: this function assumes fixed final wing geometry (must
%
change things in this file if wing geometry changes)
% DEPENDENCIES: ag34_10_dero.dat, ag34.dat, ag35.dat, ag36.dat
% OUTPUT: creates a text file with commands for a given XFOIL case
% INPUT: Re: Reynolds Number
%
xtr: boundary layer transition point
%
cl: lift coefficient
%
y: spanwise station (for determining airfoil)
%
bl: 0 for natural BL transition, 1 for forced
function[] = XFOILinput(Re,xtr,cl,y,bl)
Re=num2str(Re);
xtr=num2str(xtr);
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cl=num2str(cl);
fopen('XFOILdata/XFOILcmds.txt','wt');fclose('all');
fid = fopen('XFOILdata/XFOILcmds.txt','wt');
fprintf(fid,'%s','PLOP');fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s','G');fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
%fprintf(fid,'%s','load ag34_10_dero.dat');fprintf(fid,'\n');
if y<1.65
fprintf(fid,'%s','load ag34_10_dero.dat');fprintf(fid,'\n');
elseif y<1.85
fprintf(fid,'%s','load ag34.dat');fprintf(fid,'\n');
elseif y<1.98
fprintf(fid,'%s','load ag35.dat');fprintf(fid,'\n');
else
fprintf(fid,'%s','load ag36.dat');fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
fprintf(fid,'%s','oper');fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s',['visc ',Re]);fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s','iter 300');fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s','vpar');fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s','xtr');fprintf(fid,'\n');
if bl == 0
fprintf(fid,'%s','1');fprintf(fid,'\n');
else
fprintf(fid,'%s',xtr);fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s','p');fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s','XFOILdata/XFOILout.txt');fprintf(fid,'\n');
%fprintf(fid,'%s','n');fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s',['cl ',cl]);fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s','p');fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%s','quit');
fclose(fid);

L.5: AVL Output File (master9_fs_0.7.txt)
--------------------------------------------------------------Surface and Strip Forces by surface
Forces referred to Sref, Cref, Bref about Xref, Yref, Zref
Standard axis orientation, X fwd, Z down
Surface # 1
Wing
# Chordwise = 6
# Spanwise = 30
First strip = 1
Surface area =
0.682691
Ave. chord =
0.310982
CLsurf =
0.35259
Clsurf = -0.07333
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CYsurf =
CDsurf =
CDisurf =

-0.05119
0.00585
0.00585

Cmsurf =
Cnsurf =
CDvsurf =

-0.01067
-0.00144
0.00000

Forces referred to Ssurf, Cave about hinge axis thru LE
CLsurf =
0.69928
CDsurf =
0.01148
Deflect =
Strip Forces referred to Strip Area, Chord
j
Yle
Chord
Area
c cl
cdv
cm_c/4
cm_LE C.P.x/c
1
0.0124
0.4389
0.0119
0.3042
0.0160
0.0000 -0.0325 -0.2057
0.297
2
0.0439
0.4359
0.0157
0.3058
0.0154
0.0000 -0.0341 -0.2094
0.299
3
0.0843
0.4322
0.0193
0.3081
0.0152
0.0000 -0.0368 -0.2149
0.302
4
0.1333
0.4277
0.0228
0.3092
0.0154
0.0000 -0.0394 -0.2200
0.304
5
0.1906
0.4223
0.0259
0.3088
0.0156
0.0000 -0.0413 -0.2240
0.306
6
0.2560
0.4163
0.0288
0.3072
0.0157
0.0000 -0.0425 -0.2270
0.308
7
0.3288
0.4096
0.0313
0.3045
0.0157
0.0000 -0.0433 -0.2292
0.308
8
0.4086
0.4022
0.0334
0.3009
0.0157
0.0000 -0.0438 -0.2308
0.309
9
0.4948
0.3942
0.0351
0.2966
0.0159
0.0000 -0.0440 -0.2320
0.308
10
0.5830
0.3843
0.0339
0.2898
0.0152
0.0000 -0.0445 -0.2331
0.310
11
0.6722
0.3724
0.0344
0.2804
0.0140
0.0000 -0.0450 -0.2333
0.311
12
0.7652
0.3600
0.0345
0.2705
0.0128
0.0000 -0.0453 -0.2331
0.311
13
0.8612
0.3472
0.0341
0.2598
0.0118
0.0000 -0.0455 -0.2325
0.312
14
0.9592
0.3341
0.0334
0.2484
0.0108
0.0000 -0.0457 -0.2315
0.312
15
1.0586
0.3208
0.0324
0.2365
0.0099
0.0000 -0.0458 -0.2300
0.313
16
1.1584
0.3075
0.0310
0.2242
0.0090
0.0000 -0.0459 -0.2281
0.314
17
1.2578
0.2943
0.0295
0.2116
0.0082
0.0000 -0.0460 -0.2257
0.315
18
1.3559
0.2812
0.0277
0.1989
0.0075
0.0000 -0.0461 -0.2229
0.316
19
1.4519
0.2684
0.0257
0.1864
0.0069
0.0000 -0.0462 -0.2197
0.317
20
1.5449
0.2560
0.0236
0.1744
0.0065
0.0000 -0.0462 -0.2165
0.319
21
1.6303
0.2425
0.0213
0.1612
0.0051
0.0000 -0.0470 -0.2133
0.328
22
1.7077
0.2280
0.0190
0.1478
0.0052
0.0000 -0.0464 -0.2086
0.329
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ai

cl_norm

cl

0.0171

0.6930

0.6930

0.0299

0.7014

0.7014

0.0411

0.7127

0.7127

0.0433

0.7228

0.7228

0.0417

0.7311

0.7311

0.0397

0.7379

0.7379

0.0386

0.7434

0.7434

0.0409

0.7480

0.7480

0.0477

0.7523

0.7523

0.0433

0.7541

0.7541

0.0389

0.7531

0.7531

0.0354

0.7514

0.7514

0.0323

0.7483

0.7483

0.0295

0.7436

0.7436

0.0270

0.7373

0.7372

0.0247

0.7291

0.7291

0.0227

0.7192

0.7192

0.0209

0.7076

0.7076

0.0195

0.6947

0.6947

0.0188

0.6815

0.6815

0.0157

0.6652

0.6651

0.0154

0.6488

0.6486

cd

23
0.0054
24
0.0058
25
0.0065
26
0.0074
27
0.0083
28
0.0091
29
0.0092
30
0.0074

1.7803
0.0000
1.8476
0.0000
1.9091
0.0000
1.9642
0.0000
2.0126
0.0000
2.0539
0.0000
2.0880
0.0000
2.1145
0.0000

0.2144
-0.0455
0.2018
-0.0444
0.1904
-0.0430
0.1801
-0.0410
0.1710
-0.0383
0.1633
-0.0342
0.1569
-0.0281
0.1520
-0.0188

0.0166
-0.2035
0.0144
-0.1975
0.0123
-0.1898
0.0103
-0.1795
0.0085
-0.1655
0.0068
-0.1460
0.0053
-0.1185
0.0038
-0.0786

0.1355
0.330
0.1235
0.330
0.1117
0.331
0.0997
0.332
0.0870
0.333
0.0730
0.335
0.0567
0.336
0.0363
0.338

Surface # 2
Wing (YDUP)
# Chordwise = 6
# Spanwise =
Surface area =
0.682691
CLsurf =
0.35259
Clsurf
CYsurf =
0.05119
Cmsurf
CDsurf =
0.00585
Cnsurf
CDisurf =
0.00585
CDvsurf

0.0163

0.6322

0.6320

0.0182

0.6124

0.6122

0.0213

0.5872

0.5870

0.0257

0.5538

0.5537

0.0319

0.5087

0.5086

0.0401

0.4470

0.4469

0.0501

0.3616

0.3615

0.0618

0.2386

0.2386

30
First strip = 31
Ave. chord =
0.310982
=
0.07333
= -0.01067
=
0.00144
=
0.00000

Forces referred to Ssurf, Cave about hinge axis thru LE
CLsurf =
0.69928
CDsurf =
0.01148
Deflect =
Strip Forces referred to Strip Area, Chord
j
Yle
Chord
Area
c cl
cdv
cm_c/4
cm_LE C.P.x/c
31 -0.0124
0.4389
0.0119
0.3042
0.0160
0.0000 -0.0325
0.2057
0.297
32 -0.0439
0.4359
0.0157
0.3058
0.0154
0.0000 -0.0341
0.2094
0.299
33 -0.0843
0.4322
0.0193
0.3081
0.0152
0.0000 -0.0368
0.2149
0.302
34 -0.1333
0.4277
0.0228
0.3092
0.0154
0.0000 -0.0394
0.2200
0.304
35 -0.1906
0.4223
0.0259
0.3088
0.0156
0.0000 -0.0413
0.2240
0.306
36 -0.2560
0.4163
0.0288
0.3072
0.0157
0.0000 -0.0425
0.2270
0.308
37 -0.3288
0.4096
0.0313
0.3045
0.0157
0.0000 -0.0433
0.2292
0.308
38 -0.4086
0.4022
0.0334
0.3009
0.0157
0.0000 -0.0438
0.2308
0.309
39 -0.4948
0.3942
0.0351
0.2966
0.0159
0.0000 -0.0440
0.2320
0.308
40 -0.5830
0.3843
0.0339
0.2898
0.0152
0.0000 -0.0445
0.2331
0.310
41 -0.6722
0.3724
0.0344
0.2804
0.0140
0.0000 -0.0450
0.2333
0.311
42 -0.7652
0.3600
0.0345
0.2705
0.0128
0.0000 -0.0453
0.2331
0.311
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ai

cl_norm

cl

0.0171

0.6930

0.6930

0.0299

0.7014

0.7014

0.0411

0.7127

0.7127

0.0433

0.7228

0.7228

0.0417

0.7311

0.7311

0.0397

0.7379

0.7379

0.0386

0.7434

0.7434

0.0409

0.7480

0.7480

0.0477

0.7523

0.7523

0.0433

0.7541

0.7541

0.0389

0.7531

0.7531

0.0354

0.7514

0.7514

cd

43
0.0118
44
0.0108
45
0.0099
46
0.0090
47
0.0082
48
0.0075
49
0.0069
50
0.0065
51
0.0051
52
0.0052
53
0.0054
54
0.0058
55
0.0065
56
0.0074
57
0.0083
58
0.0091
59
0.0092
60
0.0074

-0.8612
0.0000
-0.9592
0.0000
-1.0586
0.0000
-1.1584
0.0000
-1.2578
0.0000
-1.3559
0.0000
-1.4519
0.0000
-1.5449
0.0000
-1.6303
0.0000
-1.7077
0.0000
-1.7803
0.0000
-1.8476
0.0000
-1.9091
0.0000
-1.9642
0.0000
-2.0126
0.0000
-2.0539
0.0000
-2.0880
0.0000
-2.1145
0.0000

0.3472
-0.0455
0.3341
-0.0457
0.3208
-0.0458
0.3075
-0.0459
0.2943
-0.0460
0.2812
-0.0461
0.2684
-0.0462
0.2560
-0.0462
0.2425
-0.0470
0.2280
-0.0464
0.2144
-0.0455
0.2018
-0.0444
0.1904
-0.0430
0.1801
-0.0410
0.1710
-0.0383
0.1633
-0.0342
0.1569
-0.0281
0.1520
-0.0188

0.0341
0.2325
0.0334
0.2315
0.0324
0.2300
0.0310
0.2281
0.0295
0.2257
0.0277
0.2229
0.0257
0.2197
0.0236
0.2165
0.0213
0.2133
0.0190
0.2086
0.0166
0.2035
0.0144
0.1975
0.0123
0.1898
0.0103
0.1795
0.0085
0.1655
0.0068
0.1460
0.0053
0.1185
0.0038
0.0786

0.2598
0.312
0.2484
0.312
0.2365
0.313
0.2242
0.314
0.2116
0.315
0.1989
0.316
0.1864
0.317
0.1744
0.319
0.1612
0.328
0.1478
0.329
0.1355
0.330
0.1235
0.330
0.1117
0.331
0.0997
0.332
0.0870
0.333
0.0730
0.335
0.0567
0.336
0.0363
0.338

Surface # 3
Hstab
# Chordwise = 5
# Spanwise =
Surface area =
0.067500
CLsurf = -0.00260
Clsurf
CYsurf =
0.00002
Cmsurf
CDsurf = -0.00011
Cnsurf
CDisurf = -0.00011
CDvsurf

0.0323

0.7483

0.7483

0.0295

0.7436

0.7436

0.0270

0.7373

0.7372

0.0247

0.7291

0.7291

0.0227

0.7192

0.7192

0.0209

0.7076

0.7076

0.0195

0.6947

0.6947

0.0188

0.6815

0.6815

0.0157

0.6652

0.6651

0.0154

0.6488

0.6486

0.0163

0.6322

0.6320

0.0182

0.6124

0.6122

0.0213

0.5872

0.5870

0.0257

0.5538

0.5537

0.0319

0.5087

0.5086

0.0401

0.4470

0.4469

0.0501

0.3616

0.3615

0.0618

0.2386

0.2386

16
First strip = 61
Ave. chord =
0.150000
=
0.00013
=
0.01016
= -0.00001
=
0.00000

Forces referred to Ssurf, Cave about hinge axis thru LE
CLsurf = -0.05171
CDsurf = -0.00216
Deflect =
Strip Forces referred to Strip Area, Chord
j
Yle
Chord
Area
c cl
cdv
cm_c/4
cm_LE C.P.x/c
61
0.0049
0.1989
0.0022 -0.0071
0.0013
0.0000 -0.0001
0.0088
0.247
62
0.0192
0.1957
0.0034 -0.0071
0.0014
0.0000 -0.0002
0.0089
0.246
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ai

cl_norm

cl

cd

0.0331

-0.0356

-0.0356

-

0.0336

-0.0364

-0.0364

-

63
0.0014
64
0.0016
65
0.0018
66
0.0021
67
0.0023
68
0.0026
69
0.0027
70
0.0028
71
0.0028
72
0.0027
73
0.0024
74
0.0021
75
0.0016
76
0.0009

0.0394
0.0000
0.0650
0.0000
0.0952
0.0000
0.1294
0.0000
0.1665
0.0000
0.2053
0.0000
0.2447
0.0000
0.2835
0.0000
0.3206
0.0000
0.3548
0.0000
0.3850
0.0000
0.4106
0.0000
0.4308
0.0000
0.4451
0.0000

0.1912
-0.0003
0.1856
-0.0005
0.1788
-0.0007
0.1712
-0.0010
0.1630
-0.0012
0.1544
-0.0013
0.1456
-0.0013
0.1370
-0.0014
0.1288
-0.0014
0.1212
-0.0015
0.1144
-0.0017
0.1088
-0.0019
0.1043
-0.0019
0.1011
-0.0015

0.0044
0.0093
0.0052
0.0098
0.0058
0.0106
0.0061
0.0116
0.0062
0.0127
0.0061
0.0137
0.0057
0.0144
0.0052
0.0147
0.0046
0.0145
0.0039
0.0138
0.0032
0.0124
0.0025
0.0102
0.0018
0.0074
0.0011
0.0042

-0.0073
0.243
-0.0076
0.239
-0.0081
0.234
-0.0087
0.230
-0.0091
0.229
-0.0093
0.228
-0.0092
0.229
-0.0088
0.229
-0.0082
0.228
-0.0074
0.225
-0.0064
0.220
-0.0053
0.211
-0.0039
0.198
-0.0023
0.183

Surface # 4
Hstab (YDUP)
# Chordwise = 5
# Spanwise =
Surface area =
0.067500
CLsurf = -0.00260
Clsurf
CYsurf = -0.00002
Cmsurf
CDsurf = -0.00011
Cnsurf
CDisurf = -0.00011
CDvsurf

0.0346

-0.0382

-0.0382

-

0.0360

-0.0412

-0.0412

-

0.0370

-0.0455

-0.0455

-

0.0373

-0.0506

-0.0506

-

0.0368

-0.0557

-0.0557

-

0.0363

-0.0600

-0.0600

-

0.0355

-0.0630

-0.0630

-

0.0351

-0.0643

-0.0643

-

0.0344

-0.0638

-0.0638

-

0.0343

-0.0612

-0.0612

-

0.0328

-0.0562

-0.0562

-

0.0329

-0.0484

-0.0484

-

0.0328

-0.0374

-0.0374

-

0.0317

-0.0228

-0.0228

-

16
First strip = 77
Ave. chord =
0.150000
= -0.00013
=
0.01016
=
0.00001
=
0.00000

Forces referred to Ssurf, Cave about hinge axis thru LE
CLsurf = -0.05171
CDsurf = -0.00216
Deflect =
Strip Forces referred to Strip Area, Chord
j
Yle
Chord
Area
c cl
cdv
cm_c/4
cm_LE C.P.x/c
77 -0.0049
0.1989
0.0022 -0.0071
0.0013
0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0088
0.247
78 -0.0192
0.1957
0.0034 -0.0071
0.0014
0.0000 -0.0002 -0.0089
0.246
79 -0.0394
0.1912
0.0044 -0.0073
0.0014
0.0000 -0.0003 -0.0093
0.243
80 -0.0650
0.1856
0.0052 -0.0076
0.0016
0.0000 -0.0005 -0.0098
0.239
81 -0.0952
0.1788
0.0058 -0.0081
0.0018
0.0000 -0.0007 -0.0106
0.234
82 -0.1294
0.1712
0.0061 -0.0087
0.0021
0.0000 -0.0010 -0.0116
0.230

215

ai

cl_norm

cl

cd

0.0331

-0.0356

-0.0356

-

0.0336

-0.0364

-0.0364

-

0.0346

-0.0382

-0.0382

-

0.0360

-0.0412

-0.0412

-

0.0370

-0.0455

-0.0455

-

0.0373

-0.0506

-0.0506

-

83
0.0023
84
0.0026
85
0.0027
86
0.0028
87
0.0028
88
0.0027
89
0.0024
90
0.0021
91
0.0016
92
0.0009

-0.1665
0.0000
-0.2053
0.0000
-0.2447
0.0000
-0.2835
0.0000
-0.3206
0.0000
-0.3548
0.0000
-0.3850
0.0000
-0.4106
0.0000
-0.4308
0.0000
-0.4451
0.0000

0.1630
-0.0012
0.1544
-0.0013
0.1456
-0.0013
0.1370
-0.0014
0.1288
-0.0014
0.1212
-0.0015
0.1144
-0.0017
0.1088
-0.0019
0.1043
-0.0019
0.1011
-0.0015

0.0062
-0.0127
0.0061
-0.0137
0.0057
-0.0144
0.0052
-0.0147
0.0046
-0.0145
0.0039
-0.0138
0.0032
-0.0124
0.0025
-0.0102
0.0018
-0.0074
0.0011
-0.0042

-0.0091
0.229
-0.0093
0.228
-0.0092
0.229
-0.0088
0.229
-0.0082
0.228
-0.0074
0.225
-0.0064
0.220
-0.0053
0.211
-0.0039
0.198
-0.0023
0.183

Surface # 5
Vstab
# Chordwise = 8
# Spanwise =
Surface area =
0.141056
CLsurf =
0.00000
Clsurf
CYsurf =
0.00000
Cmsurf
CDsurf =
0.00000
Cnsurf
CDisurf =
0.00000
CDvsurf

0.0368

-0.0557

-0.0557

-

0.0363

-0.0600

-0.0600

-

0.0355

-0.0630

-0.0630

-

0.0351

-0.0643

-0.0643

-

0.0344

-0.0638

-0.0638

-

0.0343

-0.0612

-0.0612

-

0.0328

-0.0562

-0.0562

-

0.0329

-0.0484

-0.0484

-

0.0328

-0.0374

-0.0374

-

0.0317

-0.0228

-0.0228

-

12
First strip = 93
Ave. chord =
0.282112
=
0.00000
=
0.00000
=
0.00000
=
0.00000

Forces referred to Ssurf, Cave about hinge axis thru LE
CLsurf =
0.00000
CDsurf =
0.00000
Deflect =
Strip Forces referred to Strip Area, Chord
j
Yle
Chord
Area
c cl
cdv
cm_c/4
cm_LE C.P.x/c
93
0.0000
0.2556
0.0051
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
94
0.0000
0.2732
0.0089
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
95
0.0000
0.2989
0.0132
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
96
0.0000
0.3315
0.0177
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
97
0.0000
0.3389
0.0179
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
98
0.0000
0.3154
0.0176
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
99
0.0000
0.2913
0.0163
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
100
0.0000
0.2678
0.0142
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
101
0.0000
0.2463
0.0116
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
102
0.0000
0.2277
0.0089
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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ai

cl_norm

cl

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

cd

103
0.0000
0.2131
0.0061
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
104
0.0000
0.2031
0.0036
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
---------------------------------------------------------------
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